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1V.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

51 Units are shown as a standard. Where there is an exception

due to Inperial Units used in references this is stated.

A Area

Exchanger nj.nirnum free flow areaA 2

c

A Secondary externäl surface area
(fins)

Inside pipe surface area 2

Total outside surface area sum of
prinary and fin surface areas

2

2

m

m

mf

A.
1

As 2

m

m

Ap

ADP

B

BF

BF n

p

cpn

"p.(,

Prinary surface area

Apparatus dew point average out-
side surface temperature of a
clehumidifier

Ratio of RolAi

Bypass factor

2
m

c

dimens ionl es s

dimens ionless

dinens ionless

c

Bypass factor subletter Inl
refers to the nurnber of rows in
depth

Specific heat at constant pressure kJ per (kg) [K)

Specific heat at constant pressure kJ per (kg) (f)
of moist air

Specific heat of liquid at constant
pressure

kJ per (kg) (r)

Specific heat of vapour at constant
pressure

Conmonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization

cpv

CSIRO

kJ per (ke) (r)



2
D

D

D

d

Water vapour difFusivity

Dianeter

Equivalent volumetric diameter

per s

mormn

m

dimensionless

e

D1

D1

Wet bulb depression at entry
condition

Outside pipe diameter (Figure L1.5) mm

Inside pipe diameter (Figure 1L.5) mnì

Itlet bulb depression at leaving
condit ion

Outside fin diameter (Figure 11.5) mm

lllet bulb depression ratio

Dry bulb temperature

Dew point temperature

Direct expansion coil

Entering condition (used as a
prefix as for example edbt)

Constant pressure evaporatol
regulator

C

D
l_

D2

D2

D2

Dl

DBT, dbt

DPT, dpt

DX

EPR

f o

fR

C

C

C

e

Coefficient of heat
through air surface
12.s)

Coefficient of heat
through refrigerant
(Section 12.5)

transmiss ion
filn (Section

transrnission
surface film

Btu per^
(hr) (ft') (F)

Btu per
(hr) (ft') (P)

G
m

G
l1

Ivlass velocity of moist air (V) (p) kg per (s) (m2)

Irfass velocity of refrigerant
(v) (p)

kg per (s) (m2)



h

V1

kJ per kg

h

h

h

Specific enthalpY (Sections 4,5
and 6)

Coefficient of heat transfer

Convection heat transfer
coefficient for dry outside surface

Convection heat transfer
coefficient for wetted outside
surface

Mass transfer coefficient for
outside surface

Combined coefficient of heat
transfer through water laYer,
metal and refrigerant fi 1m

Enthalpy of refrígerant (Sections
4,5 and 6)

Refrigerant heat transfer
coefficient

Distance between rows in direction
of air flow (Figure 11.5)

Specific enthalPy of air

Specific enthalPy of air at
surface of coil (Section 10)

Latent heat of vaPorization

W per

W per

(r') (r)

(m') (x)
cod

COl,rl

h

w per (m') (x)

kg per (s) (m2)

w per (r') {x)

kJ per kg

W per kJ per kgh.

do

h
1

h
T

Hc

H^tg

AH
m

Hn

H
a

SM

H

H

mm

kJ per kg

kJ per kg

H
S

H

AH

kJ per kg

Log mean air enthalpy difference kJ per kg

Log rnean air enthalpy (H, + ÄH*) kJ per kg

Enthalpy of saturated air at
refrigerant temPerature

kJ per kg

Enthai.py of saturated air at
water filn temperature

kJ per kg

Log mean enthalpY at wetted
surface temPerature

kJ per kg

Log mean enthalpy difference at
wetted surface tenPerature

High velocity member of a Pair of
test runs where the velocitY is
twice that of the LV, low velocitY
menber (Section 12)

FIV

5m
kJ per kg



J

v11

ft lbf per BTU

k

Mechanical equivalent of heat
= 778 (Equation 12)

Unit thermal conductivity

Unit thermal conductivity for
refrigerant

Leaving condition (used as a
prefix as for example .q,dbt)

Heat exchanger flow length

Vertical distance between tubes
(Figure 11.5)

Low velocity nenber of a pair of
test runs where the velocity is
hatf that of the HV, high velocity
member (Section 12)

l'a\2/ s

Lewis number, (D/
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1. SUMMARY

A climate simulator must have the capacity to procluce not just

a single set of controlled clinatic conditions but must provide a whole

range of climates.

The design approach takes two main directions. The first

relates to those aspects of the problem which are peculiar to clinate

sirnulators. For example, there is a requirement to sinulate anA tenperature

and humidity combination within a climatic range and the requirement to

change autornatically frorn one combination of temperature and humidity

to anA other conbination in the clinatic ::ange. Sections 3 to 6

inclusive present a unified systen solution applicable to the total

field of climate simulation with its wide variation of requirements

within the physical and life sciences. There is a clear line drawn

between this area and the design requirements of conventional air

conditioning.

The clirnate simulator when viewed as a research system rnust

offer the user a scientific tool of considerable sophistication. The

user must be given fu1l scope to apply the scientific method to his

investigations. This necessarily calls for close tolerance perforrnance

and the maintenance or variation of climatic conditions to suite the

purposes of the research proj ect.

Facilities to study problems requiring control of clinatic

conditions are not easily obtainable. Many research workers requiring

controlled thermal environments cannot proceed with their investigations

due to the inability of existing systems to meet their standards and

specifications. Recent years have seen a growing demand both in the

physical and life sciences for tlo-variable, ternperature-humidity

controll.ecl clinate simulators, which rvil1 operate stably over a wide

range. A search of the literature on the engineering aspects of

climate simulation reveals discour:iging recommendati.ons. R.N. ì.lorse
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(1963) is of the opinion that one should not clesign for wide climatic

range temperatrrre-humidity systerns. Another discouraging aspect is

that, though there is a large demand, one userrs specifications differ

markedly from another, and depend on the area of interest and ifte

degree of sophistication of tl-re research program. The user ntay be a

plant physiologist concerned with controlled experinents to study the

relationship between the plant and its environment, or he rnay be an

engineering sci.entist concerned with aclvanced studies in heat and mass

transfer at evaporator surfaces. Through the unified approach that is

presented in this thesis, one engineering systen would be serving the

broad spectrum of requirements for clinatic simulation facilities in

research and teaching prograrns.

The fundanentals of a basic engineering design (Shaw 1964)

for climate simulation will be described. This design rvill be sholvn

to be adaptable to the wide differences in the detailed specifications

nentioned above. It can take the form of a low energy system, easily

operable by non-engineers, and has the capacity to change oveï auto-

matically between different temperature and hunidity settings in

accordance with some prescribed program. It is applicable to a wide

range temperature-hunidity system as well as to a narrov¡ range temper-

ature-on1y system. The system has the capacity to maintain its operating

settings to close tolerances.

The second direction of the design approach relates to the

selection of the dehumidifier. The approach used in the selection of

the dehumidifier enables the operator to achieve a wider range

including lower humidity ratios and reduces the energy requirements of

the system. This very important component is concerned rr¡ith the

simultaneous role of offsetting both the sensible and latent heat 1oads.
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A new approach is developed that affects not only clinate sinulation

but also the field of air conditioning. Sections 10 and 11 study

in depth the heat and mass transfer relationships at the dehumidifier

and a new method of selection is described. The enpirical work

associated with Sections 10 and 11 was carried out at the Waite

Institute phytotron unit designed by the writer. Section 12 of this

thesis is concerned with the enpirical confirmation of sorne of the

findings described in Sections 10 and 11. This work was carried out

in the new (February 1979) Heat and lnfass Transfer Research and Teaching

Laboratory located in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the

University of Adelaide"
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2

THE NEED

1 In Agricultural Research

It is particularly in the area of agricultural research and

the biological sciences that the need for clinate simulators exists.

In contrast to research in the physical sciences, where it has generally

been possible to organize research environments within precisely known

and controlled conditions, the life scientist has had to work largely

with natural or imperfectly controlled (temperature-on1y) environnental

conditions.

It has been very difficult to provide and control the proper

environment for a plant. High light intensity is essential where nature

green plants are investigated and this must be provided in a conpletely

defined environment including control of temperature and hunidity. In

order to take in a wide variety of plant types over all seasons

sirnulation of a wide variety of clinatic conditions is important. In

1962 this need was reflected in the convening of an International

Conference in Melbourne by the C.S.I.R.O. (Commonwealth Scientific and

Industrial Research Organization) on the topic'Engineering Aspects of

Environrnent Control for Plant Growthr.

Following this conference the l{¡aite Agricultural Research

Institute of the University of Adelaide requested the writer to build

a temperature-humidity phytotron unit to meet their specifications.

This basic system (Shaw 1964) preceded the unified approach taken in

this paper.

2.L.L Controlled relative humidity

Relative humidity plays a very inportant role in determining

plant grorvth and development. A study (Krizek et al 1971) on the

seedling grorvth of three hybrid annuals grown at three levels of

relative hunidity, 40, 65 ane 90 per cent reveals dramatic variations
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in height, fresh and dry weight of tops, and leaf area. This sûudy

also shows a very significant interaction between relative hunridity

and type of container used. Table 2.1 is reproduced below from this

paper.

TABLE 2.1

Effects of Relative Hunidity and Type of Contaíner on the Growth of

Aqeratum Seedlings After 14 Days of Controlled Environment Treatment

Ageratum seedlings grorvn at 90 per cent relative humidity

in a clay pot have 1.4 tines more leaf area than if grown in a plastic

pot. The same plant grown at 65 per cent relative humidity again has

about 1.4 tines rnore leaf area in the clay pot plants. However, a

plant grown at 40 per: cent relative hunidity in a clay pot has 7.3

tines less leaf area than if grorvn in a plastic pot.

Environnental
Treatnent

No. of
Nodes

Height
Main Shoot

(ne)

Fresh weight
Tops
(ng)

90

Dry Weight

Total
Leaf Area

("r')

40% RH

clay pot

plastic pot

65% RH

clay pot

plastic pot

90% RH

clay pot

plastic pot

3.7

3.8

4.s

4.0

5.0

4.7

11.s

L2.B

20.3

t8.7

22.7

26.2

t2t.o

149.3

604 .5

402.3

785.3

486.0

11.0

L0.7

9.5

9.0

9.0

9.0

4

5

3

5

L8.2

73.2

25.S

18 .8
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Reversal of behaviour i.n studies with clay and plastic pots

have also been found to occur because of a change of mean outside

night temperatures from winter conditions of 1.5C to summer conditions

of L0. 7C.

The fresh weight and dry weight of petunias were significantly

greater in plastic pots at every level of hunidity, while narigold

seedlings were unaffected by the type of containers used. Usually

relative humidities below 65 per cent were associated with a drastic

curtailnent of growth.

In this experiment the greatest variation existed when ageraturn

seedlings grown at 90 per cent relative humidity in a clay pot had

5.9 nore leaf area than when grown at 40 per cent relative humidity

in a clay pot.

These findings point to the conplexities arising from the

interaction of numerous variables and the need for control ling thern for

a better understanding of plant growth.

The study concludes as follows:

rrAl.though to date many ,investigators using plant grovlth

chanbers have considered the atnospheric noisture content to be of

little importance, our findings suggest: (1) that nore attention

should be given to designing controlled enviroilnent systems with adecluate

hunidity control; and (2) that greater care should be given in

designing environments to assure adequate levels of atmospheric

moisture. It
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2.1.2 ldentification of critical ctimatic variabl CS

throueh climate simulation

crop plants are not usually grown in habitats to which they

are naturally suited. As a result there may be problerns arising such

as reduced yield, fruit drop and loss of fertility. under controlled

environment conditions, one.can carry out research to identify and

isolate the clirnatic variables responsible for the problern, determine

the tirne in the plantts life when the problem arises, study the

¡nechanism responsible and develop preventive treatment.

Under controlled conditions one can obtain reliable and

reproducible information on the limits of torerance of the plant to

extremes of climate. Under controlled conditions those factors most

conducive to optinal growth and productivity can more readily be

determined.

2.7.3 Physiological factors and their relationship to

the environment

Controlled experiments are the prime ¡neans of establishing

the factors and mechanisms which deternine the adaptation of the plant

to its environment. The critical factors which govern the processes

of germination, grolth, reproduction, respiration, nutrition, fruit

and seed formation, ripening, dormancy, death, etc., are fundarnental

physiological problems rvhich, because of their inherent variability

can best be studied in controlled environrnents. The nore complex the

research and the problems it aims to so1ve, the more important becornes

the control of the environment and the separation and manipulation of

its cornponents.
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2.7.4 Expansion of the research field througìr clinate

s imulat ion

fn uncontrolled green-houses it is not always possible to

achieve conclusive results. There are nunerous examples of opposite

conclusions being reached in the repetition of a particular experinent.

A.I. Virtanen (1938) working at the Biochemical

Institute, Helsinki, found that leguminous roots excreted nitrogenous

compounds into the root medium when infected with root nodule bacteria

during long day periods of the year. P.ltr. IVilson of the University of

Wisconsin, was unable to reproduce these results. The reason for this

was that the long day surnmer rveather was not cold enough for this

behaviour to occur in Wisconsin. Wilson (p.160, 1940) gives an

account of this discrepancy in the work of trvo investigators.

F.W. Went (1961a)the director of one of the first Phytotron

facilities in the U.S.A., the Earhart Plant Research Laboratory at the

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, emmerates

long lists of inportant research projects that could only have been

carried out successfully in a phytotron. Temperature, 1ight, wind,

length of day, length of night and thermoperiodicity, (the phenomena

associated with plants requiring higher day and lower night tenperatures

for maximum growth and development), are variables which when select-

ively controlled extend the area of plant research.

2.L.5 Econonic viability of phytotron units

Cont-rol1ed environrnent chambers for plant growth are of

course more expensive than greenhouses which are themselves not

inexpensive and must therefore account for their additional cost.

One study at the Earhalt Laboratories of the California

Institute of Technology highlights the importartre of artificially lightecl
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clinate simulators in reducing the space and time requirements for

research into plants. The uniformity of the shape and size of plants

can be comelated to both the ptantts genetic constitution and the

conditions of the environment in which it is raised. The more reprod-

ucible the genetic constitution and the environmental conditions under

which growth takes place, the more uniforrn plants should be. The

agronomist assigns a '?coefficient of variabilityr', (Went 1957), (l{ent

1961b), that is, a percentile of those plants that varied from a uniforrn

standard. For plants raised in a conventional greenhouse the coefficient

of variability was 20%, for those raised in an air conditioned greenhouse

it was L}eo and for those raised in an artificially lighted roorn at constant

temperature is was 5%. rn assessing the variation fron a standard, a

square relationship applies. Therefore, since the coefficient of

variabílity of plants raised in an air conditioned greenhouse is one half

of those ::aised in a conventional greenhouse, only one quaïter of the

number of plants is needed for the results to have the same significance.

The coefficíent of variability of plants raised in an artificially

lighted chamber at constant temperature is one quarter of those raised in

a conventional greenhouse. Therefore, only one sixteenth of the number

of plants is needed for the results to have the sarne significance (F.W.

Went 1961b). Thus, far fewer plants are necessary to establish the same

facts. It would be of interest to know whether the number of plants

needed would have been sti1l further reduced had the roon also been

equipped to maintain humidity constant. The unified design approach that

is presented in this thesis permits close control of this aclditional

variable at a nininal additional cost.

tJnder artificjal climates the worker is not constrained by

the seasons. Four generations of tomatoes can be raised or testecl four

tines faster rvhen compared with an ordinary program.
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The conclusion is obvious. A phytotron which can simulate

clinate over a wide range requires less space, less tine, irnproves

the efficiency of the research worker, increases the significance of

the project and avoids much wasted work. In certain areas it is a

necessity, no matter what the cost. When used properly it can be

economically viable.

2.2 The Use of a Controlled Environment Laboratory as a Testins

Faci I ity

The nature of the design solution used in this unified

approach enables the systen to serve as a testing laboratory where

control of tenperature and/o-r humidity is required. These thto properties

can be maintained fixed or varied to some progranmed pattern depending

on the control systen selected. Where the testing facility is used in

the physical sciences, the systen design requirernents are less denanding

than for the life sciences. Usually there is no need for a fresh air

supply to support photosynthesis or respiration. The requirement for

intense lighting to simulate sunlight is usually elininated.. As a

consequence these systems cost less and require less polver to operate.

2.3 The Use of a Controlled Environment Laboratory as a Teaching and

Research Sys tem in the Physical Sciences

This unified approach includes the application of the design

as a teaching aid for science courses. It leads to laboratory exercises

in thermodynanics, air conditioning, refrigeration, psychrornetrics,

two phase flow, steady flow cycles, first and second law experiments,

and heat and mass transfer. This use has not been an accidental side

effect to the design but part of the original specifications to which

the first prototype of the system was bui1t.
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Itrhen the Waite Agricultural Research Institute approached

the Department of Mecha.nical Engineering for the design of a phytotron

unit, it was found, as the design developed, that the same system could

be va1uable as a teaching laboratory for l4echanical Engineering. 'Ihe

specifications for both the phytotron unit and teaching laboratory are

surprisingly similar. It was therefore decided to enter into a joint

venture, where both the Waite Agricultural Research Institute and the

Mechanical Engineering Departrnent shared expenses renaining after grants

and contributions. During the past six years the Waite system has been

used extensively for laboratory experinents and research projects in

thermodynamics. A detailed description of several of these expèrinents

will be given in Sections 8, 17 and 72.

2.4 The Use of a Controlled Environment in Building Science Research

There has been a keen interest in the building and architect-

ural areas for a greater understanding of the materials and systen.s

used in building design. (Shaw pp.B3-92, 1978). A controlled chamber

can serve as an important research tool in reducing the capital and

energy costs of heating and cooling buildings. Such a facility can be

used to determine the thernal and rnoisture transfer properties of

structural materials. With this system one could demonstrate heat and

mass tTansfer through sirnple and conpound walls. The system could be

used to investigate ternperature gradients, filn coefficients, vapour

barriers, the effectiveness of caulking compounds, the effect of

building porosity and the moisture holding capacity of building naterials.

If a lighting section is incorporated in the design to

simulate sunlight rnany additional studies of interest can be included

such as the effect of altitude and azinuth angles on the thernal

properties of building structures, the effect of colour and the effect

of haze conditions on solar transmission.
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3. DETERMINATION OF TFIE FUNDAT,IENTAL CRITERIA

What is needed in the field of clinate sinulation is a

single fundanental system of design which is readily adaptable to

accomrnodate the wide variations associated with the needs of the

different users and which is suitable for nass production. The alter-

native, custom built designs are necessarily expensive. In addition

they often do not perforn satisfactorily for reasons which are discussed

in Sections 3.2,10 and 11. It is against this background that a

unified approach to the design of clinate sinulators is presented here.

An irnportant factor in deternining the applicability of a

unified system of design is that there must be a lowering of cost and

energy consumption conmensurate with the reduction of the complexity

of the users t specifications.

3.1 Use of a Phytotron Unit to Determine the Design Requirernents for

the Most Demanding Situation

fn su::veying the need for clinate sinulation in Section 2,

the design requirements for systems serving plant research were high-

lighted.

This is not only because the plant scientists are the greatest

users of this type of facility. It is also because their specifications

are the nost difficult to meet due to the large variations within this

group. The life scientistsr requirements vary in cornplexity fron a

temperature-only controlled system to a sophisticated temperature-

humidity controlled systen. Variations in range, size, control, lighting

and air flow patterns highlight the need for a flexible system of

design. This need plays an important part in forning the basis of the

unified approach.
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3.2 Desiqn Requirements for Clinate Sinulation in Con trast with

those for Conventional Air Conditioning

It is a nistake to attempt to design a clinate simulator by

applying existing air conditioning solutions. Such an approach is

likely to lead to failure. Before presenting the fundamental criteria

of the unified approach, the differences in requirenents of a clinate

sinulator with that of conventional air conclitioning will be enumerated.

In developing this section more than sinply a contrast with

air conditioning objectives emerges. This analysis is also directed

towards the design solution.

3.2.L Range and tolerance

In the design of conventional air conditioning systems it is

necessary to offset the sensible and latent heat additions for a

particular desired operating condition having a fairly broad tolerance

(see Section 3.2.5, Effective tenperature). In a clinate simulator

the requirement is far more demanding because there is not one

particular interior space condition, but many over a range, a range of

temperatures and a range of humidities in any combination representing

a broad spectrum of outside weather conditions. There is an inter-

relationship between the heat loads and the dehunidifier perfonnance

due to the range. It is possible to have a particular operating point

in the range where a high sensible heat load for a given dehumidifier

is very easily offset in one section of the range, and a fairly low

sensible heat load, which is inpossible to offset in another section

of the range. (See Section 5.2.2 and Figure 5.1) .

This also holds true for the latent heat Ioacl. Fortunately

the critical operating points at which the respective sensible and

latent heat loads will be ¡nost difficult to offset occur at different
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conditions. Were this not the case the design that rvill be presented

would include a larger energy penalty than it does.

The system must satisfactorily reach any selected operating

settings from start-up. If the system is in operation, then it nust

permit changeover automatically from one set of operating conditions

to any other set of operating conditions.

It is this range requirenent which reveals the greatest

difference when the system is compared with conventional air conditioning

design specifications.

3.2.2 Space considerations

fn conventional air-conditioning design practice, during the

surilner season air is introduced into the conditioned space at l1C to

14C belorr¡ the design temperature. This is possible due to the

relatively large volume of space, about 1 rnetre above the heads of the

occupants, where the air can be introduced through ceiling diffusers,

plenums, side registers etc., so as to reach the design temperature

within an acceptable tolerance in the occupied section of the space.

In the case of phytotron units, the location of the heat load

presents a varying problen that is dependent on the size of the plants

and their foliage, and the design of the system of air distribution.

With seedlings and sma1l leaved plants the maximurn source of sensible

heat fron the artificial lighting would be at the floor of the chamber;

with fully grohin plants having dense foliage it would be at the top of

the leaves. In the forrner case, if air is introduced from below a

large part of the heat load would be offset at the very entrance of

the air to the chamber, while in the latter case the ternperature would

be below the design setting until the air reached the top of the leaves.

T'hus it can be seen that in the design for climate simulation

air should be introduced into the space at a temperature very nearly
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equal to the desired design setting to assure a sma1l temperature

gradient. (See Section 5.2.3).

3,2.3 Dehunidifier selection nethods

The nethods used by nanufacturers to select dehunidifiers

for conventional air conditioning are not applicable to the field of

climate simr¡lation. (Sections 10 and 11 treat in depth dehunidifier

selection) .

3.2.3(a) Enthalpy difference across dehunidifier

Closely related to space considerations and temperature

gradient discussed in section 3.2.2 is the selection of the

dehunidifier. It is desirable that the enthalpy difference across

the dehumidifier be smal1, corresponding to the snal1 temperature

gradient.

In conventional air conditioning there is a large enthalpy

change and the air is cooled close to saturation. The conventional

rnethods used in dehumidifier selection adopt numerous simplifying

approximations (see Section 10) which are applicable to the near

saturated condition at the outlet of the dehumidifier. It is assuned

that the average path of the air stream through the dehunidifier follor\¡s

a straight line when drar\¡n on a psychronetric chart. There is no

provision for considering the true nature of the curved path of the

air stream, which becomes relevant when sma1l enthalpy differences

across the dehumidifíer occur. Thus, the very selection of the extended

surface cannot rely on conventional practice.
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3.2.3(b) Hunidity operatins sett ings near saturation

Very frequently it is desired to set the clinate sinulator

at a high relative hunidity. For example, in phytotron units it is

a preferred condition for obtaining improved growth rate for many

plants. (See section 2.1.7.) Those manufacturers of dehunidifiers

using the wet bulb depression ratio in coiL selection assume that the

saturation curve of the conventional psychrometric chart is a straight

line. This assumption is a fair approxination for entering conditions

to the dehumidifier which are associated with relative hunidities for

human comfort. However a large error is introduced when the entering

condition is at a high relative hunidity.

3.2.4 Change in air volumes

The volumes required in conventional air conditioning will

vary from about 6 to a maximum of 25 air changes an hour. In

climate sinulation it is a veïy different order of nagnitude, 400

to 1000 air changes an hour. This is dictated nainly by the require-

ments of the plants for an air velocity sinilar to that of outside

air movement. It is also conrpatible with the greater air flow rates

necessary to obtain 1ow tenperature changes across the dehumidifier

(see Section 3 .2.2) .

3.2.5 Effective temperature

In conventional air conditioning it is not usually inportant

to maintain precisely the set point of a particular temperature and

humidity as is the case in climate sinulation. In comfort air

conditioning the ain is to achieve an effective ternperature. This

indicates a range of tenperature and humidi.ty conditions for evaluating

degrees of human comfort. Maximum comfort can be achieved at numerous

combinations of temperature and hunidity. Therefore the coil load
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Tatio line slope is not as critical as when designing for climate

sirnulation. For example, a comfortable roorn would be acceptable at

a lower than design dr:y bulb tenrperature conbined with a higher than

design humidity ratio.

3.2 .6 Sensible heat load

In conventional air conditioning practice the sensible heat

load per square metre of floor area being treated is very low when

compared with a phytotron unit, particularly if high intensity lighting

to si¡nulate sunlight is enployed without a barrier between the lighting

section and the plants. Under such conditions the sensible heat load

per unit floor area may be as much as 50 times greater.

3.2.7 Continuity of operation
- The capacity of a system to operate continuously with auto-

matic changeover to any desired progran is an essential requirement

to rneet any long range research or testing program. In a phytotron

unit a particular proj ect may call for weeks and even nonths of

continuous operation, with autonatic changeover according to a desired

program of climate sinulation.

A conventional air conditioning system v¡ould rarely be cal1ed

on to operate under such demanding conditions.

This requirement carries with it several additional specif-

ications. For example, where continuity of operation to close tolerances

is irnperative, a vapour compression cycle must avoid frosting and the

associated defrost period. Furthermore the quality of the conponents

must be excellent.
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3.2,8 Operation, maintenance and service

- The cornplexity of a sophisticated arrangement to meet all

the design requirements will often be associated with a single reach-

in cabinet. The operator of a phytotron unit is unlikely to understand

the engineering systen which serves hin; he may not have a technical

staff to set up and adjust a systen that is built to meet conplex

design requirernents. The system may be located in a country where up

to date maintenance and service agencies are not available.

Apart from small residential air conditioning units which

have a vast service organízation behind them, a conventional central

air conditioning systen invariably is provided with skilled technical

staff and the latest systems includes rnodern instrument and control

consoles. In the environmental control field there are only a few

centres such as the Dinock Laboratory at Cornell University in Ithaca,

New York which can afford the employment of a separate division of

skilled technicíans to serve the connunity of research workers using

these facilities.

Therefore it is necessary to have a system which is very

sinple to operate and using known components that are easily maintained

and serviced. Preferably the operator should only be required to set

his desired temperature and hunidity conditions and his progranme of

changeover periods. Apart from minor corrections for drift occurring

over long periods, no further adjustments should be necessary.

3.2.9 Load constancy

As indicated above in Section 3.2 to 5.2.6 usually a nore

difficult set of specifications must be net in climate simulation.

However, in this section which considers load constancy the reverse

is true. It should be noted that for artificially lighted climate

simulators, phytotron units, in particular, (naturally lighted chanbers
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would be an exception), the control problem is very nuch simplified.

Though the heat loads (frorn lighting) and moisture loads nay be very

high, there is little change in these loads. 0n the other hand in

air conditioning heat and noisture loads can vary considerably.

Transmission and solar loads in particular can rise and falt very

rapidly. This load constancy is one characteristic that the clinate

simulator design should use to advantage to obtain stabLe operating

conditions.

3.3 The Fundamental Criteria E ssed as a Set of S ecifications

It is the purpose of this thesis to present a sinple unified

systen which can competitively satisfy a portion of the broad research

testing and teaching requirements for controlled thermal environment

facilities in its nany varied forns.



In Sumnary - the airns of the unified systen may be expressed as

. a set of specifications as follows:-

(1)

20

System must be desígned to maintain its ternperature and

hunidity openating conãitíons to cLose toLeyanees anå. uíth

lou tanpez,ature gradients.

System shaLL haue the eapacity to automaticaLLy changeouez,

tønpez,atuz,e and. hunì,dity operatíng settings aecoz,díng to

some pï,escr,íb ed pyogrqn.

System rmtst haue the capaeity to offset aLL sensibLe ond

Latent heat Loads.

System rmtst haoe the capabiLity to operate o'Der a uide range

of tenrpetatuye and hwnídity eond.itions, aboue and beLou

mbient eond.iiíons.

System sVtaLL haue the capaeity to funetion eontinuousLy ooer

Long peniods of usa.ge. Momentaty intennuptions such as az,e

caused by defrost cycles are not ad¡níssibLe.

System rm.tst be easily operabLe by non-engíneens.

System tm,¿st be easíLy maintained anå sezwíced by eormnercíaL

refrig eration seruicing ag encíes .

System engineering conrponents to oceupA minimaL spa,ce.

System rrust be amenabLe to modification and aùjustment so

that it eouLd cornpetitiueLy satisfy the uideLy different spec-

ifieations of the research eonmuníty using these faciLíties

uhiLe maintainíng a uníforrnity that uould perrnit d, ma,ss

produetion approa.ch by the manufacturer.

System rrust be designed to faiL safe.

System to be ínerpensíue in capitaL costs.

System to haue Loul energy requiz,ements.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(e)

(1.0)

(11")

( L2)
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4. THE DESIGN SOLUTION

4.L The Basic Systen - Introduction

The basic design solution was reached after considering many

factors, some of which have been nentioned in Section 5 above. It

followed from:

1. the specifications of the various users of clinate

simulators,

2. the wide variations that existed among these usersl

specifications,

3. the infornation gained by contrasting the design problems

of clinate simulation and conventional air conditioning

specifications,

4. the performance of existing climate simulator systerns,

5. a study of the existing literature on the engineering

aspects of climate control,

6. a study of the patent literature,

7. a study of heat and mass transfer perfornance of direct

expansion evaporators over snall ternperature differences.

(See Section 11).

4.2 The Basic Systen - The Thermodynamic Design {spects

4 .2.1 Arrang ement of the basic system

Consider a conventional vapour compression refrigeration

cycle operating continuously, using a thermostatic expansion valve and

having a fixed condensing temperature and a constant air flow rate.

The cycle ernploys a single direct expansion coil rvith a selected surface

whose perfonnance can be deternined. A schenatic diagram of the system

is as shorr'n in Figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic Diagram of Basic Systen

Assume some specified clinatic range to be the shaded

area indícated on a psychronetric chart. This range may cover a rlry

bulb temperature from about 4 C to 43 C and a hr.¡nidity ratio of from

0.005 to 0.025. Assume this area is divided by five equally spaced

constant enthalpy lines as indicated in Figure 4.2 on a psychrometric

chart.
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Fig. 4.2 Climatic Range
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4.2.2 Inter-relationship between evaporator and condensinq

unit

Now, in the context of the constraints set forth above assune

tha.t air enters the direct expansion coil at an enthalpy of rr3rr.

Figure 4.3 shows the condensing unit and the direct expansion coil

perfornance curves on a capacity versus suction temperaturg pressure

diagran.

direct ex ponsr on
coíl curve

\\J

ndensing unit
curve

SUCT¡ON TEMPERATUREì PRESSURE

Fig. 4.3 Balance Point for Two Steady Flow Streams

It nay be of interest to examine the relationship between

these two curves. The condensing ultit curve slopes up to the right

and its left extrernity has a very reduced refrigeration capacity,

attributable mainly to the 1ow evaporator pressures. The density of

the vapour that is drawn into the cylinders of the compressor is at a

ninimum and this is associated with a minimum rnass flow rate of

refrigerant. 0n the other hand, the highest refrigerant capacity occurs

at the uppeï right end of the condensing unit curve where the refrigerant

densit¡' is at a maximum.
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While there is a decrease in refrigerant capacity of a

condensing unit with reduced suction temperatures, the opposite is

true for the refrigeration capacity of an evaporator. rn this case

the refrigeration capacity increases with falling suction temperatures.

This is to be expected. For a given entering energy leve1 of the air

stream to a cooling coil per unit flow rate, the lower the temperature

of the refrigerant, the greater will be the heat and mass transferred

fron the air strean to the evaporator. On the other hand, for the same

entering energy 1evel to the cooling coil at maximum refrigerant

temperature, the ¡nean enthalpy potential difference will be at its

ninimun. Thus the evaporator performance curve noves down to the right.

By drawing the condenser unit curve and the evaporator

perfornance curve on the same refrigeration versus evaporator temper-

ature and pressure diagram it is apparent that both curves are satisfied

at their point of intersection. This determines the operating point.

The intersection of the condensing unit curve with the curve

at the direct expansion coil would result in a sinultaneous solution

which would represent the balance point for the air and refrigerant

steady flow streams. The heat and mass transfer from the air stream

at entering enthalpy rrSrr can be equated to the heat transferred to

the refrigerant.

With reference to Figures 4,4 and 4.5,

ir ¡tr = ir AhaaTr
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Fig. 4 .5

Now, as indicated in Figure 4.6, this same process will be

repeated for all of the five entering enthalpy conditions, sti1l

¡naintaining the same condensing temperature, the same air flow rate

and the same components in the refrigeration cyc1e.

The results on the refrigeration capacity vs suction

temperature, pressure diagrarn woulcl indicate five fixed refrigeration

capacities each related to five fixed suction ternperatures and

pressures and fíve fixed balance points and the dry bulb and dew point

tenperatures of the operating settings which conbined, represent these

enthalpies.

:\3
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4.2,3 Conpleting the basic systen - addi.tion of controls

tÞ to this point only one component having a control action

has been indicated, the totally self-contained performance of a

thernostatic expansion value.

Now consider that the system is required to cover a range

as depicted on the psychrometric chart of Figure 4.1 with a specific

enthalpy range from hrlr to hrsr. To this system is added a heater

and a humidifier in the air stream downstream of the direct expansion

coi1.

Trvo proportional controllers with sensing elements within

the chanber of the climate simulator act to maintain a fixed dry bulb

temperature and a fixed dew point temperature by the addition of heat

to a reheater and to a hunidifier respectively. Consider five

different chanber operating settings of temperature and humidity.
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Each combination has a different corresponding enthalpy of t1t, '2t,
t3t, t4t and tsr at the exit condition of the test chanber. In

each case precise control would be obtained, provided the direct

expansion coil was selected so that in all cases the dry bulb and the

dew point tenperatures of the air leaving the coil are found to be

sufficiently below the operating set points to allow for the offsetting

of all sensible and latent heat loads. In each case the controllers

add heat and moisture to the air strearn so that the dry bulb and dew

point temperature operating settings are reached. When this occurs the

respective entering enthalpy condition would also be reached.

This system is a self realizing one. 0n start up or change-

over, the dry bulb and dew point temperature controllers begin to act

when the refrigeration cycle has cooled and dehunidified the air

stream to a point below the respective operating settings. When this

occurs, the combination of the sensible heat load (providecl there is

one) plus the sensible heat added by the dry bulb temperature controller

in the reheater, plus the latent heat load and the ì{ater vapour intro-

duced into the air strean by the dew point temperature controller

together reach the fixed entering enthalpy corresponding to the

selected combination of operating settings (t1t to t5t).

Thus the refrigeration cycle is driven to a steady flow state

having a fixed suction temperature and a fixed capacity as the controll-

ers add heat and moisture to satísfy the desired operating settings.

Now assurne a load change takes place within the controlled
I

air section so as to increase the sensible heat load. This occurrence

would have no effect on the steady flow nature of the refrigeration

cycle since the dry bulb temperature controller would act to reduce the

sensible heat addition from the reheater an amount equivalent to this

increase. Thus both the refrigeration capacity and suction temperature

would remain fixed.
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4.3 Basic System Design Objectives

Described above is the systen of wide range temperature -

hunidity contrgl that is basic to the unified approach of this thesis

An assessnent of the systen in achieving the design goals is given

below

4.3.t Simplicity

1

The system possesses a unique sirnplicity.

It requires only one evaporator serving both the sensible

cooling and dehunidifying functions.

There is only one air circuit.

There is only one therrnostatic expansion valve in the

refrigeration cycle and its self contained action is

autornatic.

The basic refrigeration cycle is the simplest possible

exanple of a vapour compression cyc1e.

The ternperature and hunidity controllers act only in one

direction. Control is brought about by the addition of

sensible and latent heat to an air stream.

There are no controls (apatt from conventional thermostatic

expansion valve performance) on the cooling or dehunidifying

processes.

4 .3.2 Energy leve1 and the design solution

Stable performance, range, steady state and a fixed energy

datum leve1 established at the evaporator are all inter-related.

In the design described above for a simple basic system, the

focus was on range. The aim was to find an engineering system utilizing

a direct expansion coil and a commercially available condensing unit

which at any dry bulb temperature and at any humidity (within a clinatic

2

3

4

5

6
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range) would reach steady state or near steady state conditions for

both the refrigeration cycle and the air strean. The system described

above does this very thing. Stable, close tolerance temperature and

hunidity is obtained with dry bulb and d"ew point tempelature controllers

adding heat and humidity to a fixed energy datum established by the

refrigeration systen. Though the control systen can be selected to

handle load change, as would be the case for a naturally lighted clinate

sinulator, when there is 1ittle load change, particularly stable

operating conditions are obtained. The control systen in the phytotron

unit functions nainly during start-up and changeover. It plays a

minor role once steady state and the desired operating settings are

reached in a systen with little load change. For example in the case

of the Waite Phytotron Unit, if the systen after reaching the desired

set points were switchecl from automatic to manual control, the desired

conditions would hold for hours with only minor drift associated witl'r

sma11 load changes. This highlights the importance of range in the

design.

The stable perfornance of this system is dependent on the

establishment of a fixed energy level at the evaporator surfaces.

4.3.3 Criteria to establish a fixed energy datum

4.3,3(a) Entering enthalpy of moi t 4ir and mass flow of

air stream

These properties are kept constant in the sirnple, single,

circuit air strean of the basic system. Once steady flow conditions

for a particular operating set of temperature and hunidity are reached

they do not vary.
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4.3.3(b) Constant condensing temperature/pressure

Variation in condensing ternperature is not as critical

in affecting refrigeration capacity as variation in evaporator

tenperature. When the change in condensing temperature is very

gradual, close tolerance performance would not be affected and it is

possible to onit condensing tenperature or pressure control. When

air condensing is employed in wide range systems sorne form of control

is advisable. (See Section 4.3.5(c)).

4 .3.3(c) No intermission in systen performance permissible

The design centers on establishing steady state conditions.

The use of proportional rather than on-off control is therefore

preferable. The occurrence of frosting would be counter productive

to the design aims. Frost would change the performance of the evaporator

surfaces and the required corrective action using a defrost cycle in

any forn woutd further upset the systern performance. In the basic

system design it nay be very difficult to prevent frosting where air

condensers are employed without control of condensing tenperature.

This could be responsible for frosting during low load operating

conditions and anbient conditions improving condensing unit perforrnance.

It can be denonstrated on a refrigeration capacity versus evaporator

tenperature plot showing the condensing unit and the evaporator

perfonnance for a sunmer night condition operating at a point just

above frosting. (See solid line curves in Figure 4.7 below).
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Fig. 4 .7 Effect of Inproved Condensing Unit Perfornance

A cool winter night would affect the condensing unit curve

so as to inprove its performance as per the dashed condensing unit

curve drawn above. As a result the new operating point would be a

loler temperature than the minimum permissible and frosting would occur.

Several systems to maintain a constant condensing tenperature will be

discussed for both air and water condensing.

One characteristic of the basic system is that the evaporator

has less capacity to dehumidify for low hunidity ratio entering air

conditions. For any given entering dry bulb temperature, as for

example conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 4.8, there is a progressively

shallower slope to the coil condition curve as the hunidity ratio is

lowered.

Foragiven hunidity ratio as for example conditions 4, 5 and

6 of Figure 4.8 there is also a progressively shallower slope to the

coil condition curve as the dry bulb temperature is increased. During

the lotvest humidity ratios of a range, dry coil performance is approached.
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When low humidity ratios are included in the range it is

necessary to sensibly cool the air more in order to offset the

sensible loads. This too could cause frosting on the evapoïator

surfaces.

4.3.3(c) 1 The preheater

Since there is excess sensible cooling, one of a nunber of

ways of avoiding frosting is to preheat the air before it enters the

evaporator to a point which would prevent the occurrence of frosting.

This preheated air does not serve as an additional energy penalty.

The penalty is already there in the perforrnance of the reheater. Any

heat that the preheater introduces will relieve the reheater of an

equivalent amount. The preheater (or some equivalent alternative) is

an important part of the basic system, since by preventing frosting it

preserves the steady flow state rvhich is essential to this design

solution. (For alternative solutions to prevent frosting and still

preserve the steady flow state, see Sections 6.2 to 6.8).
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4.3.3(c) 2 Constant pressure evaporator regulator

A refrigerant constant pressure evapolator regulator,

E.P.R., can be used with the basic and rnodified systems to prevent

frosting. It dispenses with the use of a preheaten in a manner which

does not disturb the constancy of the energy datun. The valve action

can best be described with the aid of the refrigeration capacity versus

saturated suction pressure diagram of Figure 4.9. Assume that the

intersection of the evaporator performance curve, narked rn^eh^ = 1,aa
with the condensing unit curve at design conditions is located at a

mininum evaporator temperature, below which, frosting would begin.

reduced evoporotor tÊmperoture due to
ew positlon ot
oir condensing u [ower

ombient conditi

e6

"/ onden sì nit operoting
pot et o corrective

E.P.R,

ondenslng unit curve ot
design condition

porotor operoting
point due to corrective
oction of E,P.R.

REFRIGERANT TEMPERATUREI PRESSURE

Fig.4.9 Performance of Constant Pressure Evaporator

Regulator, E.P.R.

As indicated under Section 4.3.3, for the basic system

with the absence of a constant pressure evaporator regulator on a

cool night the air condenser perfornance inproves to a condition that

is represented by the dashed 1ine. Thus without the regulator the new

intersection of the condensing unit curve with the er¡aporator perforn-

ance c.urve would have been located at a lower refrigerant temperature

nit curve during
ons ./
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and a higher refrigerant capacity. Frosting would result if sone

corrective action were not taken.

The evaporator pressure regulator valve seat moves tolards

closing the inlet refrigerant flow to the regulator when the evaporator

pressure drops below its setting, and thus the nininum evaporator

pressure is naintained. At the same time, the compressor suction

pressure is reduced. The diagran of Figure 4.9 is label1ed to show how

the new operating condition is increased to the ninimun evaporator

tenperature and the suction pressure to the compressor is reduced along

with the refrigeration capacity.

The evaporator pressure regulator can be used in conjunction

with face and bypass dampers in order to reduce the energy requirements

during part load conditions. (See Section 6.6).

4,4 Basic Systen Design Viewed Aga inst Backsround of Criticism of

Existing Two Variable Controlled Range Systens

4.4.7 Interaction between tenperature and hunidity

control 1 ers

A design solution has been offered which meets the numerous

criticisms that have been made in the literature of two variable

controlled climate sinulators. This system is free of hunting and

cycling that arises due to interaction between the tenperature and

humidity controllers. In this solution there is some interaction between

the controllers particularlf if a pan humidifier is used to introduce

moisture to the air. There is a relatively sna1l arnount of sensible

heat addition which occurs at the water surface. However the effect

is not that of cycling but sinply of relier,'ing the reheater of an

equivalent addition of heat. The dry bulb temperature sensor within

the clinatic charnber does not differentiate between sensible heat intio-
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duced by the reheater or the humidifier. The hunidifying process

drawn on a psychrornetric chart indicates a very nearly vertical line

upwards but slightly to the right. In this design solution one

leason the ternperature and hunidity sensors do not cause interaction

is that the dry bulb and the dew point temperature sensors are

measuring independent variables. Systens controlling relative hunidity

and dry bulb tenperature simultaneously often move into a cycling

relationship between variables. This was avoided.

4.4.2 Interaction between the cooling and dehuni difying

processes

In this design the cooling and dehr¡nidifying processes occur

together at the single evaporator. Since the evaporator surface serves

to establish a fixed energy datr¡n level no interactíon occulrs.

The relationship between the amount of cooling and dehumidifying

may vary for different set points. However for any operating pair of

temperature and humidity settings they have a fixed relation to each

other which is compatible with the steady state of the refrigeration

and air cycles. See Section 7.7.2and Appendix I, indicating on a

recorder chartr perforrnance of tenperature and hunidity over a several

day period hrith changeover between tdayt and rnightr conditions at

the Waite Institute Phytotron Unit.

4.4.3 Interaction between coolins and heatin g, dehunidifyins

ancl humidifying

In thjs design controllers are not needed for either cooling

or dehumidifying. By virtue of the design these processes have been

brought to a condition establishing the fixed energy datum by rvay of

the temperature of the wetted surface of the evaporator. In lieu of

controls for cooling and dehunidifying these processes have been
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allowed to freely establish an inter-relationship between each other

and reach a balance point with the refrigerant flowing through the

evaporator.

Since the design establishes a fixed energy datum by way

of the surface temperature of the evaporator, there can be no inter-

action with the heating and humidifying processes. The reheater and

the humidifier transfer heat and moisture to an air stream which has

a fixed dry bulb and dew point tenperature leaving the evaporator.

4.5 Sumnary. The Essence of the Design Solution

The essence of the design solution is to select a continuously

operating refrigeration cycle that has the capacity to offset in an air

strearn both the sensible and latent heat loads for every conbination

of temperature and hunidity within a clinatic range. The control

system becomes operative in one direction only - to add heat, sensibLe

and latent when the temperature and/or hunidity fal1(s) below the

operating settings, thus establishing the desired conditions. When

this is achieved the continuously operating refrigeration cycle reaches

steady state. This occurs when the balance point between the condensing

unit curve and the evaporator perforrnance curve on a refrigeration

capacity versus evaporator temperature, pressure plot is establisheC.

This balance point will vary depending on the operating settings of the

systen. The systen described has the ability to automatically nove

from one set of temperature and humidity conditions to another set.

This will occur even though there nay be very different sensible and

latent heat loads that are associated with the settings from which and

to which changeover is taki.ng p1ace. An example would be the case of

noving fron a tnightr ternperature and humidity to a tdayt tenperature

and humidity in a phytotron unit.
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Ttre unified approach therefore has resulted in a system

which for all operating settings drives to steady state conditions

and which has the capacity to control tenperature and hunidity by means

of the addition of heat alone. This is conrnon to all applications of

the design. However the system is amenable to ntlmerous arrangements,

in order to conply with variations in the users I specifications and to

conserve on energy requirements.

It is the ability of the systen to adjust to differing

specifications which pernits the application of the unified approach

described in this thesis. A nunber of these arrangements are described

in Section 6.
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5

5

ENERGY CONSERVATION

1 Background

One of the nost difficult problens that is associated with

the engineering of clinate simulation systens is to find a basis where-

in a particular design can be rated with regard to energy consumption.

There are so nany factors involved which directly or indirectly irrter-

play with each other that only a total evaluation can avoid nisleading

conclusions. If a conparison of energy consumption is nade of several

different conventional systems for air conditioning, these being

relatively sinple systems since range is not a factor, ít would be quite

difficult to come to a decisive conclusion.

For example, a single duct reheat systen at first glance nay

appear nore wasteful of energy than a dual duct system of air

conditioning. In the reheat system, air that has been overcooled j.s

reheated to reach the design tenperature - if waste heat is unavailable

this could be a double or even a quadruple energy penalty depending on

the COP and whether reheat is obtained from thernal or electrical

source. (See Section 1L.14, including footnote.) In the dual duct

system relatively hot and cold air is made available at the entrance to

a nixing box. These air streams are so controlled as to naintain a

constant flow after combining in correct proportions to meet the needs

of an air conditioning space so that no waste of cooling or heating

occurs. During summer cycle the so-called hot air may be at ambient

tenperature, only relatively hot.

The :reheat system if applied to variations within a zone'

(a collection of areas having very similar energy load conditions),

would involve only minor reheat requirements, would cost less initially,

would take up less space and may even involve less total energy usage.
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The dual duct systen because of the space requirements

of its ducts is ¡nost applicable to those buildings which have a

maximum difference between the sinultaneous sensible heat load and

the sunnation of the individual room or zone sensible heat peak loads

that are served by a particular air conditioning unit. (Shaw 1967) .

Oddly enough this very criterion rnay actually involve the dual duct

system into frreheatrrof the trbypass, hotrtair in order to prevent roons

that have negligible loads fro¡n being over-cooled.

A look in depth considering all factors including space

utíLizatíon, building characteristics, therrnal loads, nanufacturing

costs, maintenance costs, as well as running costs would reveal that in

most cases for conventional usage the reheat system would far exceed

the dual duct system in overall economy. In a few exceptional cases

such as museums and department store air conditioning, the dual duct

systen would prove feasible though not necessarily economical. To

deternine which of the two systens are preferred would involve extensive

and costly calculations.

Nov¡ when r.ange is also a factor and the system to be analysed

can be applied to narrohl as well as wide range, to single variable

control (ternperature-on1y) or to two variable control (tenperature and

hurnidity) and the design criteria includes numerous aims, (see Section

3.3), it rnust becorne apparent that a comparison of different systems

of clinate sinulation is exceedingly difficult. It will not be attenpted

here since it would involve a diversion in depth requiring detailed

knowledge of other systems of clinate sinulation much of which is

unavailable. Also it would introduce an additional complexity. How

do the systerns being compared perforn? An econornic rating without also

assigning a value judgement on perfonnance is of little significance,
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particularly in this fie1d. There have been nany systerns designed

with energy conservation as a first priority and unfortunately

perfornance suffered to the extent that these systens were of no value.

n this section, the basic unified system will be exarnined

fron the point of view of energy expenditure occurring in excess of

what is essential to offset the thermal and hunid loads.

Section 6 describes the various steps taken to reduce energy

expenditure to a nininum. This will take the form of different arrange-

nents nodifying the basic systen. 0n1y stable perforning arrangernents

will be exanined. All of the nodifications suggested will continue

to ¡naintain the major objectives'of the unified system. In every case

the refrigeration systen on reaching the desired temperature and

hunidity setting within the clinate chanber will reach a steady flow

state having a fixed evaporator ternperature and pressure. This will

establish a datun temperature for a fixed air flow rate which will

rnaintain its setting over a range of tenperature and hunidity condi.tions

by means of the addition of sensible and latent heat.

The basic system itself gives rise to considerable energy

losses. However, in Section 6 the system is shown to have an unusual

flexibility which pennits variations and ¡nodifications. Sone of these

will be employed to reduce energy expenditure to a nininum. In addition

Sections 10 and 11 treat in depth with energy conservation in

dehumidifier selection.

5.2 Basic System Enersy Expenditure

A basic design has been presented in Section 4 with little

reference to energy requirements. Up to this point, the main priority

Ìvas to design a simple, stable, close tolerance, two variable controlled

range system. Both the condensing unit and the evaporator surface had

to be selected to have a nininum refrigeration capacity sufficient to
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offset both the sensible and latent heat loads for all operating

conditions in the range.

5.2.1 High entering enthalpy settings; range

- For a given nass flow of air an energy penalty occurs in

the basic unified system for operating settings in the range having

a high entering enthalpy. This is clearly shown on the refrigeration

capacity versus suction temperature pressure plot of Figure 4.6. The

penalty is associated with the balance point location. The evaporator

perfornance curve intersects the condensing unit curve at higher and

higher refrigeration capacities as the entering enthalpy of the

operating settings increase. The larger the span of enthalpy difference

between the operating settings within the lange, the greater the

energy penalty.

Though this energy penalty can partially be eliminated by

nodifying the basic system in several ways, (see Section 6.4), it may

be found quite acceptable in certain applications where snall chanbers

are concerned particularly if the climatic range is not too wide.

This is justifiable because of the sinplicity of the basic system.

5.2. 2 Dehunidification bv coolins

A range system using a single direct expansion coil to offset

both the sensible ancl latent heat loads wili of necessity include sone

energy penalties.

There will be occasions when dehurnidification will be more

than is actually required because of the need to offset the sensible

heat load. This will occur during operating settings having high

relative hurnidities. (See Figure 5.1). Obviously if AWr of curve 1

has the capacity to offset al1 tatent heat loads for operating condition

1 then AWz of curve 2 indícates excessive dehunidi-fication for
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operating condition 2

I

DRY BULB TEMPERATURE

Fig. 5.1 Energy Expense ryhere Both the Cooling and

Dehunidifying Function is Carried Out by a

Single Direct Expansion Coil

0n the other hand, there will be occasions when the

sensible cooling will have to be more than is actually required

because of the need to offset the latent heat load with sufficient

dehunidification. This will occur during operating settirrgs which

si¡nulate high dry bulb temperatures combined with arid conditions.

At these times the direct expansion coil will be approaching dry

performance. See curve 1 in Figure 5.1, also curves 4, 5 and 6

of Figure 4.8.

If 
^dbt2 

of curve 2 has the capacity to offset all the

sensible heat loads for operating condition 2 then Adbt r of

curve 1 inclicates excessive sensible cooling for operating condition 1

ff," "ì"tgy penalty associated with dehr.unidification by

cooling is stil I further aggravated due to the need in this systen of

establishing steady state conditions. The surface teinperature of the

evaporator serves as the datum for both the cooling and the dehumid-
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ification process. This temperature has a ¡ninimun lirnit. The

surface of the evaporator nust never drop to a level which would

result in frosting. (See Section 4.3.3(c)). The buitd up of ice on

the evaporator would be acconpanied by a constantly reducing refrig-

eration capacity. As a consequence of this linitation there is a linit

to the maxinum available driving potential for dehunidification. There-

fore, to increase mass transfer it nay be necessary to increase the

refrigeration capacity and the mass flow of air beyond the amount

necessary to offset the sensible heat loads. This penalty arises in

the high dry bulb temperature, low hunidity, ratio area of the range as

has been demonstrated by curve 1 of Figure 5.1.

It is due to the energy penalties in this area of the psychro-

metric chart range, that a point is reached which defines the linits

of econornic feasibility. Linitations are irnposed on the range of all

systens using dehrrmidification by neans of evaporators in coolers or

scrubbers. In Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 the tenperature-humidity

ranges of an Australian, Canadian, English and Swedish system are

shown. The systens have different designs but in all cases cootiìg is

used to dehunidify. Note that the lower right hand corner of the range

as shown on Arnerican, Canadian and English psychrometric charts is

restricted to avoid the tdryt coil energy penal.ty becoming excessive.

The corresponding area on the Swedish psychronetric chart which is

plotted, turned ninety degrees and nirror image to the American,

Canadian and English charts, (i.e. dry bulb temperature is the ordinate

and humidity ratio the abscissa), is in the upper left hand corneï.

There'is a large energy savings if the specified Tange

excludes this corner of the psychrometric chart.
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There are alternative approaches that nay be taken where

it is nec.essary to rvork in lower humidity ratios than 0.005. For

exanple the use of absorbents ntalr become necessary. These too have

their drawbacks in more controls and increased system costs, space

requirenents and operating complexity. Here too, there are energy

penalties such as the heat required for regeneration.

Several nodifications to reduce the energy penalties are

described in Section 6. They will be conpatible with the unified

approach.

Relevant to the energy penalty, the selection of the direct

expansion coil is a very irnportant aspect of the design and is discussed

in detail in Sections 10 and 11.

5.2.3 Flow pattern and percent load considerations

The energy expenditure is affected by the nethod of intro-

duction of the air stream and íts relationship to the heat and moisture

loads, the specified temperature and humidity gradient through the

controlled space of the chamber, the part load and full load operating

conditions, and in the case of phytotron units, the mmber, size and

foliage areas of the plants within the chamber.

The basic systen does not a11ow appreciable energy savings

for part load operation. In fact, it gives rise to an additional energy

penalty since the same operating setting would require rnore reheat

during part load conditions. This night be acceptable for nany applic-

ations involving small reach-in chambers. Holever, in some cases, as

for example a large day-night phytotron unit, particularly if it is

designed with non-barrier* lighting, the part load penalty during the

* A non-barrier system is one in which the lighting section is not
separately partitionecl from the plant grorvth chamber. Thus all the
heat frorn líghts mrst be offset by the refrigeration system. In a
barrier system, the lights are separated froln the chanùer proper and
the light section usually ventilated. Thus the greater portion of the
heat frorn f.ights is dissipated to anbient.
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night cycle would be excessive. In such cases the basic system would

be used in one of the nodified forrns, for exanple the one described

in Section 6.6. The refrigeration capacity during the full load

operating day cycle is higher for the basic systen when the air stream

passing through the plant growth chanber has an upward flow pattern.

with this arrangement as the air stleam passes up or across the top

of the phytotron chamber there is a convective heat transfer fron the

lighting section. (This will affect the refrigeration capacity but not

the ternperature gradient across the plant occupied section of the

chanber). Thus during a tdayt (full load) operating cycle the enthalpy

of the air entering the direct expansion coil will be more than the

enthalpy of the air at the operating setting of the system. (These

enthalpies would be equal for the downward flow full load operating

day óycle). During the 'night' (no load) operating cycle the enthalpy

of the air at the operating setting of the basic upward flow systen

and the enthalpy of the air entering the direct expansion coil are the

same. See Figures 5.6 and 5.7.

Though the refrigeration capacity during the part load (night)

cycle is lower than the ful1 load (day) cycle for the upward flow

pattern, (due to the higher entering enthalpy of the day cycle, see

Section 5.27) this is not to be rnisunderstood as the reason for

reconmending upward f1ow. Downward flow has a slightly lower refrig-

eration capacity requirenent and a slightly lower reheat requirement

during ful1 load (day) operating conditions. This is demonstrated by

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 for the downward night and day flow patterns.
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Upward flow results in the least tenperature gradient and

the nost uniforn air stream. 0n the other hand, downward flow for

a phytotron unit is very poor when a barrier is enployed between the

lighting section and the plant occupied chamber. Due to the fceilingr

of the chanber being occupied by lights air introduction is usually

limited to top grilles located at the sides of the chamber. A uniforn

air stream frorn this type of supply source is not obtainable within

the narrow confines of a phytotron unit, vortices and eddies form,

and the temperature gradient can be very high.

It is for this reason that the upward flow pattern despite

its (slightly) larger ful1 load penalties is often preferred. With

upward flow the air can be introduced through a perforated tfloorrof

the plant growth chamber and be positively displaced upwards towards

top grilles located high along the sidewalls. (See Appendix IV).

The convective heat transferred fron the barrier of the tighting

section does not affect the temperature gradient across the charnber.

It is therefore particularly 1ow when the plants are seedlings. The

major load which is fron the radiant energy of the lights is associated

with a sudden temperature rise at the floor of the chamber before it

enters the plant occupied space. With crowded plants and large foliage

the gradient increases. However it would be fairly uniforn at each

horizontal cross-section of the plant growth chanber.
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6. ARRANGEMENTS AND ì{ODIFTCATIONS TO THE SIMPLE BASIC SYSTEM IN

ORDER TO SATISFY WIDE DIFFERENCES IN USERSI SPECIFICATIONS AND

TO EFFECT ENERGY SAVINGS

The basic system has been shown to possess energy penalties

associated with range and air flow pattern during part load and full

load operation. The design approach to establish steady flow air and

refrigeration cycles has further aggravated the excess refrigeration

capacity by the need for reheating and the need to avoid frosting.

These energy expenditures can often be tolerated for snall chanbers

having refrigeration capacities of about 3kW.

- 
Witirout departure from the fundanental criteria it is

possible to adapt the system to wide differences in usersr specific-

at'ions and energy perfornance characteristics.

6.1 0pen Compressor and Fan with Variable Speed Control

One arrangenent to counter the increased energy requirements

for increased entering enthalpy settings is to enploy an open type

compressor with a manual or automati.c control over the compressor

speed. It is then possible to naintain a fixed evaporator temperature

(pressure) and therefote a constant ninimun refrigeration capacity..

Thus Figure 6.1 below dernonstrates the refrigeration capacities at the

set points which result in the maximum entering enthalpy of the air

streams to the evaporator, eh = 5 in this particular example. With

a reduced speed of the compressor, the same refrigeration capacity as

for the nininun entering enthalpy of the air stream, eh = 1 is

obtainable. However this nethod of reduction of refrigeration capacity

would only be applicable to very linited range systens. It should be

noted that though by means of a lower compressor speed the refrigeration
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capacity has been reduced to that of the evaporator performance

curve for condition eh = 1 in Figure 6.1, the suction temperature

has increased. This would reduce the extent of dehunidification.

To naintain the original suction temperature the fan speed would also

have to be reduced.
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Fie. 6.1 Reduction of Refrigeration Capacity

with Reduced Compressor Speed

A variable speed controlled compressor has nuch to comrnend

it in other respects. It would give research workers a nore flexible

condensing unit. Performance would not be restricted by a particular

condensing unit curve but by many curves covering a broad area. Where

such an open type compressor system is being used with a phytotron

operating on a day/night basis, automatic changeover of compressor

speed and fan speed can be used to naintain the desired refrigerant

tenperature with nininum energy expenditure.

However the use of open tfpe compressors is not likely to

suit commercial applications. The open type compressor requires more

servicing and it has been largely replaced by hernetic units. Further-

rnore since air flow rate would also have to be controlled (see Section
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6.2 below) to keep the air refrigerant relationship conpatible it

would not be suitable for mass production purposes.

6.2 Variation in Flow Rate of Air Strean

One very sinple modification to save energy is to decrease

the air flow rate by controlling an air danper downstrean fron the

fan either manually or automatically. In the case of a phytotron unit,

which operates either full load during a day setting and close to no

load during a night setting, two positions of the danper may suffice.

Figure 6.2 below indicates the drop in refrigeration capacity when the

air damper moves to partially closed position.

ffect of decreose
in oir f Iowrqte

ecreose in refrigerotion copocity
with decreose in oir flowrote

SUCTION TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE

Fig. 6.2 Effect of Decrease of Air Flow Rate

Though this modification will obviously reduce the energy costs,

it involves varying the air flow rate to the test chamber. This

would not satisfy the requirements of many users.

ljurther energy savings could be nade with this system during

reduced load operation by the addition of a constant pressure evapor-

ator regulator. (See Section 6.6).
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6.3 T\+o Direct Expansion Coils and Two Hermetic Condensing Units

This modification pernits the system during one part of

the range and also under part load conditions to use half the total

system capacity. It also provides the assurance that during a break-

down of one of the conpressors the systen would not be completely

inoperative and rnight serve as a stand-by until repairs are rnade.

This system uses two independent condensing units; two evaporators

which nay be piped in a manner such that every other tube in each

evaporator is exclusively associated with one of the two condensing

units; a single preheater, reheater and humidifier, each split

between two air paths; two thernostatic expansion valves, solenoid

valves, driers, liquid-suction heat exchangers. The nunber of

condensing units operating are associated with the particular

operating settings desired. Though there is no actual bypass built

around the evaporator, when only one condensing unit ís on, every

other tube Ìn the evaporator is not operating and thus there is the

equiúalent of an additional 50 per cent bypass of the evaporatol.

The system perfornance rdas of the same order as that of the Waite

fnstitute Phytotron Unit. See Appendix V for a photograph of this

r¡nit. Note the two herrnetic condensing units are located to the left

6.4 Face and Bypass Danpers

Another more practical way of reducing the energy require-

ments for high entering enthalpy settings is to include a face and

bypass damper j-n the system which can be nade to act conpletely auto-

natically to maintain a fixed refrigeration capacity. In this case

an open compressor: would not be recluired.

The use of a face and bypass danper has a somewhat sinilar

effect to the damper at fan discharge arrangement of Secti.on 6.2,
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where the total air strearn has its mass flow rate reduced. In the

arrangenent described in this section as the bypass danper opens

and the face damper closes the evaporator performance curve moves

down to the left on the refrigeration capacity versus suction tenp-

erature, pressure ptot. When the reverse action takes place, the

closing of the bypass danper and opening of the face damper, the

evaporator perforrnance curve moves up to the right. Unlike the case

of Section 6.2 above, the total rnass flow rate of air entering the

climate sinulator charnber remains approximately constant.

Reference is nade to a psychronetric chart outlining a

climate range that nay be served by a clirnatic chanber. See Figure

4.2 repeated below.
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Corresponding to this psychronetric range, for the basic

systen design, there is a fixed mass flow óf air through the

evaporator at aII operating settings. Figure 6.5 below represents

the entire range performance on a refrigeration capacity versus

suction temperature plot sinilar to Figure 4.5. Points 1 to 5

inclusive represent in five steps the various entering enthalpy

conditions corresponding to the total range of operating settings.
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Consider a sinple case where for all operating settings

having an entering enthalpy value upstream of the evaporator of

eh = 1, the bypass damper in a face and bypass arrangement is fully

closed and the face dalnper ful1y open. Now consider all the other

operating settings having higher entering enthalpy values of eh = 2

to eh = 5 respectively. Figure 6.5 indicates diagrammatically the

effect of varying degrees of smal1, medium, large and naximum bypass

associated with maximum, large nediun and srnall face velocities.

Since position of the evaporator performance curve on this diagram

is a function of the product of the entering enthalpy and the mass

flow of air passing through the evaporator, the basic system evaporator

perfornance curves of eh = 2, 3, 4 and 5 can all be relocated to

coincide with that of eh = 1 by simply reaucing the rnass flow of

air through the evaporator by an amount that is compatible with the

respective operating setting enthalpy until finally the highest

enthalpy operating condition in the range, eh = 5, has the least air

flow through the evaporator coi1. (This corresponds to the naximum

bypass shown in Figure 6.3). (Shaw p.90, 1978).

Thus

n¡eh¡ = mreh, m
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The significance of the energy savings realized by the

reduction of refrigeration capacity for all entering enthalpy

conditions above eh = 1 to the fixed refrigeration capacity

occurring at eh = 1 can also be seen by inspecting the nature of

the line connecting entering and leavíng conditions at the test

chanber. Figure 6.4 below shows the enthalpy change associated with

the fixed refrigeration capacity and a constant total air flow stream

of combined face and bypass air that enters the test chamber

(NB: not the varying mass flol of air passing through the evaporator)

The rraveragerr paths of 1 through 10 all have the same enthalpy

change to the air strean. This change represents for all operating

settings the refrigeration capacity corresponding to point 1 on

Figure 6.3 above.
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The energy savings resulting from this modification must be balanced

against the costs arising fron the use of face and bypass damper

motors, relays and in some applications an automatic control systen

to adjust the danper settings. (This is necessary to naintain both

a day and night wet bulb tenperature when changeover is required or

to follow sone program associated with wet bulb temoerature operating

settings). In the former case, when it is required to operate at a

particular setting of day and night conditions it is not necessary to

enploy a controller. All that is necessary is to arrange that the

time clock operating a day-night relay will actuate a danper motor to

establish a particular fixed face and bypass darnper setting. The

desired fixed danper setting is a function of the wet bulb temperature

setting (used in lieu of enthalpy) and therefore the operator need

only.set his control point adjustnent for the wet bulb tenperature

desired, and by doing this the danper notor moves to the corresponding

setting. For,system performance of a conmercial prototype built with

the face and damper nodification see Appendix VI. Performance includes

the changeover between ten test points.

The control panel would be very simple, as indicated in

Figure 6.5 below.
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Fig.6.5 Control Panel

In a day-night commercial systen it would not be necessary to

calibrate the wet bulb temperature control point adjustnent

potentioneter. In lieu of this, instructions below the suction

pressuïe gauge would indicate the direction of movement of the

adjustnent dial to obtain the one particular suction pressure that

is corrmon for all operatinq settings for this face and bypass danper

arlangement. see Figure 6.3 above.

There is no energy saved during part load operation for

the face and bypass nodification. For this arrangement all entering

air energy levels at inlet to the direct expansion coil are identical

They have been reduced by the face and bypass danper positions to

an air flov¡ rate associated with a single ntinimun energy level.

Thus if a comparison u/ere to be made, between a fu11 load day setting

and a no load night setting, during the day cycle the face damper
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would close more (the bypass danper would open nore) than during the

night cycle. The nass flow rate of air to the evaporator for the

tdayt condition would be lower but the entering enthalpy to the

evaporator would be higher. Both total energy conditions would be the

same. Thus for the face and b¡>ass damper nodification there would

be no energy savings for the no load, night cycle. Instead, there

would be a reheater energy penalty for the night cycle. In order to

obtain energy savings during reduced load operation further nodification

is necessary. Section 6.6 below describes how this can be achieved

with the face and bypass systen.

6.5 Face and Bypass Darnpers with a Minimun Stop

It may not be possible to obtain operating settings in the

range having high entering air enthalpies if the face and bypass

danpers operate to reduce the refrigeration capacity to the minimum

value of ehr as indicated in Section 6.4 and Figure 6.3 above. At

these conditions, a greater refrigeration capacity nay be required.

One solution which would not inpose any additional action

by the operator of the system would be to enploy a rstopr to prevent the

face danper from closing beyond a mininum setting. When a stop is

enployed a large portion of the range operates exactly as described in

Section 6.4 above. The control systern senses that the entering enthalpy

(or wet bulb temperature) is reached corresponding to the mininum face

darnper setting, then for that entering enthalpy, and all entering

enthalpies greater than it, there will be a gradual increase in the

suction temperature. Thus a stop performs as described for the basic

systen in Section 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 and Figure 4.6.
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The combination of a face and bypass damper and the use of

a stop therefore represent a dual arrangement. Perforrnance at the

lower section of the range is such as to maintain a constant reduced

refrigeration capacity and suction tenperature/pressure. At the upper

section of the range, the refrígeration capacity and suction temperature/

pressure increases in association with rising entering air enthalpy.

To illustrate what occurs in this dual arrangement, consider

Figure 6.6.

2
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Fig.6.6 Dual Arrangement, Face & Bypass Damper

with a Mininum Stop.

Here, for every entering enthalpy up to the value of ehs the face

and bypass dampers would operate to reduce the mass flow of the air

through the direct expansion coil so that the performance curve for

alt conditions between mrehz and rn"ehs is equal to that of mrehr.
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Now for all higher enthalpy entering conditions in the

range from ehs to ehz the dampers would no longer further restrict

the nass flow of air through the direct expansion coil. As a consequence,

between the entering enthalpy condition of ehs and ehz there would

be a gradual increase in the refrigeration capacity from m.ehr to

¡ir^ehs. Thus this section of the range would perform very much asa

shown in Figure 4.6 except that it would benefit fron the ninirnun

opening setting of the face danper and therefore ehe would perforn

as if it were at curve ehz and ehz would perforn as if it were at

curve eha.

6.6 Refrigerant Constant Pressure Evaporator Regulator Used in

Conjunction with Face and Bypass Dampers

The operation of a constant pressure evaporator regulator hras

described under Section 4.3,3(c)2 and Figure 4.9 in connection with the

prevention of frosting in the unified systen. 'A refrigerant constant

pressure evaporator regulator used in conjunction with the face and

b¡lass damper nodification to prevent frosting can, in addition, play

an inportant role in energy savings during reduced load conditions.

The face and bypass dampers described in Section 6.4 nodify

the basic systen by reducing the energy penalty for al1 operating

settings in the range to a single ninimum value. As explained in

Section 6.4 there is no appreciable reduction in refrigeration capacity

during part load conditions. Furthermore, in order to prevent frosting

ehr of Figure 6.2 nay have to be kept higher than otherwise necessary.

As with the basic system, a,preheater or some other means to prevent

frosting would be required for systems having ranges approaching near

freezing temperature settings.
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The addition of a refrigerant constant pressure evaporator

regulator to the face and bypass system described in Section 6.4

serves to reduce the energy penalty during reduced load conditions and

elininates the need for the preheater or other equivalent frost

preventing device. It is designed to naintain a ninimum constant

evaporator pressure (and tenperature). However it will not control

the evaporator pressure when this is above its nininum operating setting.

The valve is particularly suited to energy savings during

part load conditions because the valve action in naintaining the

evaporator pressure minimum setting acts to reduce the compressoa suction

pressure. Consequently the refrigeration capacity of the systen as well

as reheat requirements are also reduced. In its performance there is

no interference r^rith the constancy of the energy datun established by

the evaporator pressure. The valve action can best be described with

the aid of the refrigeration capacity versus evaporator pressure diagran

of Figure 6.7 which is essentially a cornposite of Figure 6.3 explaining

the face and bypass arrangement and Figure 4.9, explaining the action

of the constant pressure evaporator regulator.
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F j-g. 6.7 Energy Savings During Reduced Load 0perating

Conditions Using A Constant Pressure

Evaporator Regulator.

The following conditions are assumed to exist: The

evaporator perfornance curve, eh = 1, intersects the condensing

unit performance curve to resllt in a desired suction temperature

cornpatible with the temperature range of the system. In order to

achieve a wide range system eh = 1 would be at the minimum permiss-

ible evaporator pressure before frost would form on the evaporator

surface. T'he evaporator performance curve at eh = 1 Tepresents a

tdayt operating condition of a phytotron unit. For all entering

enthalpy conditions in the range, the air flow rate resulting fron the

positions of the face and bypass datnpers is such as to reach the

rninimunr evaporator temperature that occurs at the intersection of the
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condensing unit curve with the evaporator performance curve of eh = 1

as illustrated in Figure 6.7.

A refrigerant constant pressure evaporator regulator would

have been set to naintain the desired evaporator pressure corresponding

to the full load entering total enthalpy condition,. meh = 1, as a

mininun. This condition would result in a fixed evaporator pressure

for all operating settings as described in Section 6.4

A face and bypass damper ¡notor position would have been set

by neans of the night (part load) wet bulb ternperature control point

adjustment potentiometer of Figure 6.5, to operate manually or auto-

maticâlly during part load conditions at the lower value of total

enthalpy, rirOeh = A. This condition would have an evaporator perform-

ance curve located below the full load operating position of ñ1eh = 1,

passing through condition A. (See the refrigeration capacity versus

evaporator pressure diagran of Figure 6.7). For every operating setting

within the range there would be more air bypassing and less air through

the dehunidifier than under corresponding ful1 load face and bypass

conditions. Thus during part load operation the reduced face (and

increased bypass) damper setting would change the valve position. The

valve seat would move towards a more closed position to reach a new

balance point. The effect would be to:

f. increase the evaporator pressure to the desired minimum,

preventing frosting, position B of Figure 6.7;

2. decrease the suction pressure of the compressor, resulting

in a reduced refrigeration capacity, and a reduced reheat

requirenent, position C of Figure 6.7;

3. this dual action would naintain the steady flow nature of

the basic unified system while resulting in reduced part

load energy consumption.
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6.7 Refrigerant Constant Pressure Suction Regulator

The nodern srnall herrnetic aj-r condensi.ng unit is limited

by the maxinum suction pressure perrnissible at the inlet to the

compressor. Above this limit it is possible to overload the motor.

Yet at high entering enthalpy set points the basic system balance

point nìay occur at a suction pressure that is above the nanufacturerrs

maximum linit.

The installation of a cornpressor suction regulator would

resolve the problem. when the suction pressure seeks to rise above

the naximun lirnit, to a point such as X, as shor,¡n on Figure 6.8,

then the regulator valve begins to close its outlet port and thus

reduces the compressor suction pressure to a safe level as indicated

by point Y and at the sane time increases the evaporator pr:essure to

a point Z having the sarne reduced refrigeration capacity as y.

Evaporotor perfor monce
curve f or mo x¡mu m
entering entholpy uction pressure

obove which motor
overtoqd moy occur
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Increa.sed Range Using a Constant

Pressure Suction Regulator.

Fig.6.8
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Two problems are resolved by the presence of this valve,

the conpressor motor is not overloaded and the range of the system

is enlarged to include higher enthalpy settings at reduced energy

expenditure. This refrigerant constant pressure suction regulator can

be installed as an addition to the basic systern or with any of its

modifications. As long as the mininum evaporator pressurfe regulator

setting is far enough removed from the maximum suction pressure

regulator setting, as in the case in this application (where for

Freon 12 tll.e evaporator pressure setting is 184 kPa gauge and the

suction pressure setting is 285 kPa gauge), the two self contained

regulators are conpletely conpatible with each other. They would never

be operating sinultaneously. When one is called on to move towards

closed position, the other is in its open position.

6.8 A Practical Low Cost, Wide Range, Temperature Hunidity Climate

Sinulator

A simple 1ow cost system utilizing the unified approach could

satisfy a large nurnber of specifications using inexpensive commercial

conponents that are readily available:

1. An air cooled condensing unit

Air condensing was selected in order not to limit the

market. Frequently a condenser water supply would'not

be available. The expense of a cooling tower or pump

would best be avoided. On the other hand, where it is

available the option to supply a water condenser nay be

offered.

Fan

The fan would require a very low horsepower since the wide

range system would be designed in keeping with the findings

of Sections 10 and 11.

2
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3. A single direct expansion coil

The coil selected would be shallow, with a low ratio

of secondary fin to primary tube surfaces. See

Section 11.

Thermostatic expansion valve

Selected as for basic systen. See Section 4.2.3

5. The reheater and proÞortional controller

Selected as for basic system. See Section 4.2.3.

The pan humidifier and proportional controller

Selected as for basic systen. See Section 4.2.3.

7 . A ¡nanual Ly adjustable damper for b)'pass of air

A low cost system would avoid the expense of face and

bypass dampers and their automatic control. However,

provision of some sinple system, such as a movable plate

bypass damper adjustable in the factory or field would

satisfy the variations in usersr specifications.

8. An evaporator pressure requlator

This inexpensive self-contained regulator would serve

to prevent frosting. (See Section 4.3.3(c)2). It

would be set at the lowest evaporator pressure possible

when it is desired to naximize the range. This woulcl

probably be approximately -1.7C. A preheater and

associated control would not be required. Furthermore,

operating settings having low air enthalpies could be

included which would normally result in evaporator

temperatures below frosting and therefore be out of the

permissible range. However, the loads would have to be

low enough to be satisfied by the reduced cooling capacity

associated with the drop in suction pressure due to the

regulator action.

6
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9. A suction pressure regulator

The snal1 rnodern mass produced hernetic air condensing

unit is usually limited to a suction pressure

corresponding to an evaporator tenperature of 7.2C.

The use of this regulator satisfies the dual requirement

of liniting the suction pressure to avoid overloading

the conpressor motor and also obtain air operating

settings in the range which otherwise would have resulted

in higher suction operating pressures. Not only is the

steady flow nature of the unified system retained, but

also there is a reduction of the refri-geration capacity

for the high entering air enthalpy conditions of the

range. See Section 6.7.

A reach-in cabinet

This would have to be nodified to the userrs requirenents.

If to be used as a plant growth environmental chanber

then a barrier lighting system would be recommended with

its own fan extraction system.

Miscellaneous conponents and instruments

It would be advisable to include a liquid suction heat

exchange:r to protect the conpressor; a solenoid valve

used in connection with a commercial low suction pnessure

cut-off safety device to evacuate the system on shut down;

a sirnple control panel as in Figure 6.5. However, the wet

bulb temperature adjustnent potentiometers along with the

instruction for their use would be elininated; a tine clock

to perrnit automatic changeover between two operating

conditions such as day and night settings, if this is

specified. By constraining the refrigeration capacity of

10.

11.
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this type of hermetic condensing unit to operate between

a nininum refrigerant tenperature of -1.7C and a rnaximum

tenperature of 7.2C only a small energy penalty is

inposed during the highel' evaporator temperatures. The

refrigeration capacity involved would be about that of a

large domestic refrigerator. However the coefficient of

performance would be considerable better due to the use

of a thermostatic expansion valve rather than a capiltary

tube. The system functions as constrained by the condensing

unit curve, the evaporator performance curves and their

inter-action with the evaporator pressure regulator and

the suction pressure regulator. As indicated above the

two regulators are completely compatible with each other.

They do not operate simultaneously. When one is operating

the other is in itrs open position since their respective

pressure settings are far enough apart to prevent any

overlap of control action. Figure 6.9 may be viewed as

representing a conbination of Figures 6.7 and 6.8 in its

effect on the systen.

6.9 Acconmodation of Differences in Userrs Specifications

' A rnanufacturer would be able to offer the unified systen

in a variety of forms. A typical line of chambers is listed in

Table 6.1 giving a wide choice in size, range, controls, lighting

and air flow pattern.
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Fig. 6.9 Performqnce of Low Cost, Wicle Ronge

Temperoture Humiclity Climote Simulotor.



Catalogue
Number

Size Per
Trpe

Bench
Area
(n')

Inside Dimensions
W. x H. xD.(n)

s- 1*

S-2**
s-3

s-4

s-5

s-6

Reach-In

Reach-In

Reach-In

Walk- In
Walk - In

Walk-In

0. B4

1 .49

2.97

2.42

3.44

s. 57

L.37

1 .98

1 .98

0.91

7.22

1.22

0 .61

0.76

L.s2
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TABLE 6.1 A 1'YPICAL LINE OF CHAT{BERS PER TJNIFIED SYSTEM

Height nay be varied to userrs requirements;*lVill fit through a 0.76m. wide door;**f¡ill fit through a 0.91m. wide door.

Tenperature and Humidity Range nay be enlarged on application.

Catalogue Number Air Flow Pattern

A1
A2

Cross Flow
Upward Florv

Catalogue
Number

Range
Temperature

Range
Hunidity Range

R-1

R-2

R-3

Temperature -0n1y

Standard Range

Itide Range

4.4C to 43C

4.4C to 43C

4.4C to 43C

tïeo to 95% Relative
Hunidity

t2eo to 95% Relative
Humidity

Catalogue
Ntunber

Provision for Changeover of Set Points

c-1
c-2

c-3

Manual Changeover

Automatic Changeover via Tine Clock (Day-Night)

Autonatic Changeover via Cammed Program

Catalogue
Nurnber

Lighting

L1

L2

L3

L4

Interior Lights - operated by on-off switch
Artificially Lighted to Sinulate Sunlight
Naturally Lighted without provision for Auto-

natic Night rrBlackoutrl

Naturally Lighted with provision for Automatic
Night- rrBlackoutrr
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7 . DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEI.{S BUILT TO THE UNIFTED APPROACH

7.I The Waite Institute Phytotron Unit

7 .L.t Description

The Waite Institute System represents the first prototype

built to the unified approach. It therefore most closely represents

the basic systen described in Sections 4.2 to 4.2.3 inclusive.

In addition to the basic .systen it possesses the flexibility

afforded by an open belt-driven compressor. It is equipped with

several sizes of sheaves which can be quickly rearranged to permit

compressor speeds varying from 460 to 7440 t.p.n. in increments

of about 100 r.p.m. There is also a manual damper located at the out-

let of the fan which pernits adjustment to the flow rate of the air.

. The condenser is rvater cooled. This gives some latitude

for adjusting the condensing pressure by means of controlling the

condenser water flow rate.

The system is equipped with a time clock and relays which

are interlocked with the lighting section sintulating sunlight. The

systen has the capability of automatically changing over between any

conbination of 'dayt temperature and humidity to any other conbination

of tnightr temperature and hunidity. The proportional controller as

described in Section 4.2.3 acts to establish a steady flow refrigeration

cycle. The desired dry bulb and dew point temperatures are obtained

by the addition of sensible and latent heat to a fixed energy datum

established by the evaporator surfaces.
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7.L.2 Perfornance

The performance of the Waite Institute Phytotron Unit was

reported in the Journal of the Society of Environmental Engineers,

(Shaw 1975). A period of continuous operation over several days was

recorded and at the end of this period a neeting of the Society of

Environmental Engineers was held at the site to observe the system

in operation.

The following is a description of the report. The associated

recorder chart perfornance data is presented in Figure 7.1.

A twenty-four point temperature recorder is located in the

upper right hand corner of the instrurnent and control panel, (Appendix

III). The chart is moving at about 10 cm per hour. The pressure

gauges can be seen on the upper left hand panel. A time clock is

located to the left of the centre pane1. Two hrattmeters are located to

the right of the tine clock. The wattneters measure the energy input

to all heaters including a pan humidifier.

In reporting system performance there are five temperature

readings that are most inportant. In order to facilitate reading these

points a continuous line connecting the print-out points v/as drawn

onto the recorder chart. These points are numbered 2, B, 10, 19 and

27. (See Figure 7.1). Point 19 represents the air dry bulb temperature

before entering the chamber from a plenun below.

Point 21 represents the controlled dry bulb temperature

within the clinate sinulator.

Point 8 represents the controlled humidity by way of a cavity

tenperature within the bobbin of a lithium chloride dew point

temperature sensing element. The cavity temperature recorded, Poínt 8,

is very nearly directly proportional to the dew point temperature.
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Point 2 represents the temperature of the refrigerant

leaving the evaporator.

' Point 10 represents the temperature of the water in the

pan-hurnidifier. This water surface temperature is controlled to main-

tain the humidity setting. The relationship between these two points,

8 and 10, is apparent when one examines the recorder chart.

A precision Assmann Psychrometer is located within the climate

sinulator. This instrument can be seen in the photograph of the

charnber, (Appendix IV) .

During the S.E.E. visít the l{aite Institute Phytotron Unit

was being used in a research progran by the Agrononists. Control

points of their choice were selected to vary automatically from one

set of operating conditions, (temperature and humidity), under

sinulated 'dayt to another set of tnightr conditions. Thus the dynamics

of the control action over this period is denonstrated on the recorder

chart.

The twelve sections of the chart cover the period mentioned

above rvith changeover occurring automatically betrveen day and night

settings. Each of the twelve sections overlaps in order to maintain

this continuity. The triangular flags hefp identify the five print-out

points described above. During the day cycle the lighting section is

on. There are fourteen 400 watt nercury vapour lamps occupying the

1.9 n2 ceiling or tskyt area of the chamber. The radiant effect can

clearly be seen when comparing the ternperature difference between

Points 2t and 19 during the day and during the night periods.

The minol fluctuation of Point 2 is to be expected when a

connercial thennostatic expansion valve is used to maintain a fixed

superheat condition.
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In addition to the five points on the recorder chart

described above, which have had a continuous line drawn in connecting

their print-out points, there are several other points worthy of

mention.

Point 4 is recorded approximately 1lC above Point 2. It

represents the temperature of the superheated refrigerant vapour at

the exit of a liquid suction heat exchanger. This exchanger is used

in the system as a further safeguard against liquid refrigerant entering

the conpressor inlet.

Point 5 represents the compressor discharge temperature.

Point 5 represents the dry bulb temperature upstrean of the

pan hunidifier.

In all, there are thirty six different temperature readings

that can be rneasured on this tluenty-four point recorder. Twelve points

have two readings each. The position of a sliding switch determines

which of the two readings is being recorded.

The recorder chart demonstrates the close tolerance control

of the dry bulb temperature Point 2I and the humidity, dew point cavity

temperature, Point B. Autonatic changeover is identified on the

recorder chart. Frorn this recording it can be observed that no cycling

occurs between the two controlled variables either during the change-

over (or start-up) period or after the operating settings are reached.

Furthernore repeatability, the automatic recurrence of the desired

settings, is also denonstrated.

Thermohydrographs for several random operating conditions

are also included in Appendix I, A to E.

The shallow, 3 row deep coil installed at the Waite Institute

has a face area of 0.66 m2. The average face velocity is well below

conventional practice, ranging from 0.5 to L.4 m/s. See drarving of

this dehumidifier in Appendix II.
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7 .1.3 Patents

lVith the support of the Rural Development Corporation of

London, patent applications u/ere filed in four countries, Australia

(Shaw 1969a), United Kingdom (Shaw 1969b), The United States of

Anerica (shaw 1969c) and the Federal Republic of Germany (shaw lgTs).

rn order to limit the size of this thesis, the first page and only

the nain clairns of the patent specifications are presented in Appendix

VII A to D.

7.2 Comnercial Systems

Several prototype commercial systens were built under licence.

A two direct expansion coil and two hermetic air coolecl

condensing unit system was built as described in Section 6.S. A

photograph of this systen is shown in Appendix vT* (The two condensing

units are located to the left of the photograph).

A face and bypass system using a single direct expansion coil

and an air cooled condensing unit was built as described in Section 6,4.

Performance of both systems was similar to that of the Waite Institute

Systen. Perfonnance data for the face and bypass system at ten test

points in the range are indicated on a thernohydrograph (see Appendix

VI).

7 .3 lhe Nfechanical Engineeríng Department Unified Systen

7.3.7 Description

The design is a rnodified version of the basic systen

described in section 4. The modifications and spatial features of

the system include:

an open compressor with manual variable speed control

to compressor notor, (Figure 7.8)* ,

* Figures 7.2 to 7.12 are located at the end of Section 7.

** Courtesy of Paton Industries Pty. Ltd.
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fan with manual variable speed control to fan motor,

(Figure 7.3),

evaporator pressure regulator with bypass,

liquid suction heat exchanger with bypass, (Figure 7.8),

condenser pressure controller, (Figure 7.9),

timer and cascade controllers to pernit automatic

changeover between pairs of tenperature-humidity

operating settings, (Figure 7.9) ,

a condenser water system rvith cooling tower, (Figure 7.LL)

controlled cooling tower fan.

The system is extensively instrunented. There are

temperature and pressure measurements taken along the

paths of air, water and refrigerant flow.

Rotaneters are installed in the refrigerant and

condenser hrater systems. (See Figure 7.8).

Wattmeters are installed to measure rate of preheat

reheat and hu¡nidífication. (See Figure 7.9).

Assrnann psychroneters with electrically driven fans

are installed within the air cycle upstream and down-

stream of the dehumidifier, (Figure 7.6) and

Provision is made for neasuring the condensed r,¡ater

flow rate at the dehumidifier.

The pan-humidifier section is conpletely insulated.

(See Figure 7.10) .

and
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One major nodification to the basic Waite Institute

prototype unit was to upgrade the air system for use in teaching and

research. In the new research system air flow rate can be determined

through a Venturi tube employing an inclined nanometer. (See Figure

7.4). The accurate measurement of air florv is very difficult and

secondary nethods rvere considered inadequate. The Venturi tube adheres

closely to the British Standards Institution (1964).

The air stream entering the dehumidifier has a very good

flow pattern. There is a contraction having an area ratio of 8:1

inmediately before the dehumidifier. Directly upstrean the contraction

is a grid section packed with 114,000 straws. Each straw is 2I2 mm

long by 5 mn in dianeter. (See Figure 7.5).

At the Waite Phytotron Unit space requirements made it very

difficult to measure the dry bulb and the wet bulb temperatures downstream

from the direct expansion coil and the humidifier. There was less

than 0.5 netres between some sections of the downstream side of the

dehunidifier and the upstream side of the reheater

In the Departnent of Mechanical Engineering systen the duct

work extends almost the complete length of the laboratory plus part

of its width. This ensures uniformly mixéd air at all critical

measuring stations located between the dehumidifier, reheater, Pân

hunridifier, fan and Venturi meter. See Appendix VIII A for the duct-

work drawings. See Figure 7 .2 for photographs.

Two twenty-four point temperature recorders are mounted on

the instrument panel. (See Figure 7.9) . Recorder 1 employs

resistance bulb-sensors, Recorder 2, thermocouples. The calibrated

correction chart, TabIe 7.7, identifies each print out point.



1

2

3

4

NO CALIBRATION

- 10c

-2.5"C

-I.2

-1

-L./

-1.5

-2.5

-1

-1

-1.5

11 + .5

72 -2.5

POSITION

FREON UPSTREAM TX VALVE

CWS SUCTION TO PUMP

FREON DOWNSTREAM DX COIL

FREON SUCTION TO CO¡,IPRESSOR

DOWNSTREA}4 LSHE

FREON CONDENSER

FREON LTQUiD DOWNSTREAM CoN-
DENSER UPSTREAM FLCW RATOR

AIR DBT DOI{NSTREAM REHEATER

FREON LIQUID DOWNSTREAM LSHE

CWS AT CONDENSER INLET

CWR AT CONDENSER OUTLET

CWR COOLING TOI{IER

DBT FAN DISCHARGE

NO CALIBRATION

13 -3.2

-¿. /

15

16

T7 NOT CALIBRATED

18 -1

19 -1

20 NOT CALIBRATED

2L -1

22

23 -1.5

24

POSITION

CI{S AT MAKE UP TANK

AIR DBT CHANÍBER

OPEN CIRCUIT

OPEN CIRCUIT

DX COIL RETURN BEND

ATR DOWNSTREAM DX COIL

FREON LIQUiD UPSTREA},I LSHE

AMBIENT

AIR DBT UPSTREAM DX COIL

OPEN CIRCUIT

AIR DBT UPSTREA}4 PREHEATER

FREON DOWNSTREAIU DX COIL Ê UP-
STREAM EVAP. PRESS. REG.

t4

R

E

C

o
R

D

E

R

N

0

1

5

6

7

8

9

10

E

C

0
R

D

E

R

N

0

2

L-L2

13

74-23

24

+5 .5

CONNECTED TO VARTOUS PoINTS 0N DX CoIL, (NoT IN USE AT PRESENT)

PAN HT]MIDIFIER SURFACE WATER

OPEN CIRCUIT

DEW PROBE CAVITY

RECORDER CHARTS
MECT.IANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT UNIFIED SYSTEM

co
(N

TABLE 7.1
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Recorder chart sections for several operating conditions

are shown in Figures 7.12 A to DT. Point 14 on Recorder 1 and point

24 on Recorder 2 are two important readings. They indicate the ability

of the control system to maintain constant dry bulb and dew point

temperatures.

Point 1 of Recorder 1 reflects the dryness fraction of the

refrigerant. See Section 12.2.3 pa'ragraph numbered 5 regarding the

range of adjustment available.

When steady flow is established Point 3 on Recorder 1 remains

fairly constant reflecting only the minor action of the thernostatic

expansion valve to maintain a fixed superheat setting. See Section

t2.2.3 paragraph numbered 6 regarding the range of adjustment that is

possible to the superheat setting.

The use of the systern as described in Sections 8,9 and L2

attests to its applicability for teaching and research in the air

conditioning and heat and mass transfer fields.

Ful1 nanufacturerrs data on all systen components are

availab 1 e .

The system is further described in Sections 12.2 to 72.2.4

in association with the research program confirning the findings

developed in Sections 10 and 11. Drawings of the major conponents

are presented in Appendix VIII, A to E. These are located in a

pocket inside the back cover.

The recorder charts of Figures 7.124 and B represent operating
conditions of the high velocity member of Run 7. The recorder
charts of Figures 7,12C and D represent the low velocity member
of Run 7. These runs are part of a series that were used in
Projects I and II as described in Sectjons 12.5.1 and 12.5.2.

*
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7.3,2 Performance

In nost respects the performance of the system neets the

design expectations. There is no voltage regulator and this causes

minor variations that are observable during peak periods and change-

over periods at the power station. However in spite of these effects,

the dry bulb-temperature setting is naintained. within a tolerance of

+ 0.1C and the dew point temperature setting within a tolerance of

+ 0.2C. This system has advantages over the Waite Institute Phytotron

Unit which give increased scope to teaching and research projects.

7 .3.3 Patent

The confirmation of the findings of Section 11 by use of

the Mechanical Engineering Department Teaching and Research Systern

has led to the filing of a provisional patent in Australia, Shaw and

University of Adelaide (1979). The first two pages and clains are

presented in Appendix IX.
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8. THE USE OF THE UNIFIED SYSTEN{ FOR TEACIIING

8.1 Descriptj.on of an Experiment Performed on the Waite Institute

Unit and the Mechanical Ensineering Department Teaching and

TITLE:

TIME:

Research Unified System

DESCR I PTION:

Experiment on First Law Applications to Steady Flow

Systens.

The experinent is conducted over a three week period

with one three hour session per week. In addition,

it includes prelininary lectures and a write up period.

The experinent involves three steady flow cycles, inter-

acting adiabatically at an evaporator and at a

condenser. In addition, there are open steady flow paths

involving

(i) nake-up l,rater to condenser;

(b) air path through cooling tower;

(c) make-up water to pan humidifier;

(d) water condensed at direct expansion coil.

EXPERIMENT:OBJECT OF TFIE

General

The experiment is planned to supplement the lecture material

on first law of thermodynamics, cycles, gâs nixtures, tv/o phase f1ow,

psychronetrics and refrigeration.

Special Requirements:

It is the purpose of this experintent to:

Dernonstrate the studentst ability to record and organize

relevant data.

To demonstTate the studentst use of relevant property charts:

(a) Draw refrigerant cycle on P.H. diagran.

(b) Draw air cycle on Psychrometric Chart.

1

2



3

4
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To determine air flow rate fron Venturi tube upstream

pressure and pressure differential readings. (Drawings

giving Venturi tube design distributed).

To indicate the nany first 1aw of thernodynamics relation-

ships that can be established based on the system perforrnance

data, some of the rnore important relationships sought are

as follows:

Determine mass flow rate of refrigerant, ñ", from

the condensing process involving transfer of heat to

the condenser h¡ater system, the relationship being

(a)

I
J

Refrigerant Capacity

(c) Determine the rnass flow of dry air ñ^ fron ñ-,T'

and the enthalpy drop across the dehwnidifier, AH-'a

m = m RE/^HaTa

The student is expected to inter-relate AH" with the

enthalpy change of the refrigerant, M, across the

evaporator according to Figures 4.4 and 4.5 of Section

4 .2.2.

Anc t nAHrrp
condensing water refrigerant

(b) Determine the heat transferred to evaporator knowing

;- and Refrigerating Effect, RE, according to ther
following equation

a m fREl
T

RE



o

(d) Determine ñ, from measuring the rate of water

condensed at the dehumidifier and Assmann readings

upstrean and downstream from the clehunidifíer, with the

hunidity ratio drop across the dehunidifier, AW,

deternined from Assmann readings, thus

ma
'u,0
TW_

(e) Compare AW as determined fron Assmann readings up-

stream and downstrea.m fron the dehumidifier with ;-
a

deternined from upstrearn and differential pressures

across Venturi tube and the rate of flow of condensate

from drain pan of dehumidifier.

(f) Determine ñ. fron the measured heat input to a

reheater and the temperature difference across the

reheater.

(g) Detennine the Refrigerating Capacity fron the heat and

rnass transferred in the reheater and the pan-humidifier

assuming no interchange with anbient, thus

mRE
T a + aI

I
I
IReheater Hurnidif ier

(h) Deterrnine the specific heat at constant pressure of

the refrigerant vapour, Cp,r, knowing ñr, the

refrigerating capacity, and the superheat rise across

the vapour path of a liquid suction heat exchanger.

(i) Determine from a heat balance around a liquid-suction

heat exchanger the specific heat of the refrigerant

liquid Cp¡ knowing the specific heat of the refrigerant

vapour. Check the answer witl-r property tables.

101 .
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(i)

(k)

Determine the COP of the refrigeration cycle.

Conpare the measured refrigeration capacity with

the nanufacturert s data.

8,2 Exercise in Inter-relationships Between Evaporator Performance

and Condens Unit Performance

The first 1aw experinent was described for a systern running

at one steady flol state co:rdition. In this suggested experirnent the

effects of changing of compressor speed, f.an speed, and specific

enthalpy settings can be, explored. Essentially, the relationships

established in Section 4.2.2, Figures 4.3 and 4.6; in Section 4.3.3.

and Figure 4.7; in Section 6.1 and Figures 6.1 and 6,2; in Section 6.4

and Figure 6.3 would be exarnined.

8.3 'Other Experiments

A conplete manual of experiments could be drawn up similar

to the ones described which could be carried out in the Mechanical

Engineering Department Teaching and Research Unified System. A few of

these will briefly be enumerated in order to indicate the scope of

these facilities.

8.3. 1 Experinent in coolinq torver perforrnance

Both the air and water sides are cornpletely instrunented.

Any desired load can be inposed on the condensed hlater system. The air

flow rate can be controlled by way of a manual damper at the outlet

of the pul1-through centrifugal fan.

B .3.2 Experiment in second 1aw applications

The effect of varying the high and low side pressures of a

vapour conpression cycle can be analysed. Both the supply fan and the

compressor motor speeds can be varied through conplete working ranges.

This experiment rnay be concluctecl under constraints where the same sub-
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cooled condition to the liquid entering the thermostatic expansion

valve and the same super heat condition to vapoul' leaving the

evaporator is maintained.

B.3.3 Experinent in enthalpy potential

This experiment is described as a research project in

Section 9.1 and in Section L2.5 Project II. It is very suitable for

a final year laboratoly exercise.

8.3.4 Performance of expansion valves and evaporator

pressure valves in the va compression refriger-

ation cycle

The inrportance of control valves to the vapour compression

refrigeration cycle rnerits their study as a laboratory experiment.

The inter-relations between the valve action and the systen perfornance

is closely related to basic lecture material on refrigerants. The

effect of these valves on the system would be analysed.

The irnportance of the self-contained automatic control action

of the thermostatic expansion valve to maintain refrigeration systen

performance compatible with load changes can be studied. The teaching

facility is provided with means for changing the loads, changing the

extent of subcooling and suirerheating. The effect of different

operating settings on the superheat settings can also be studied

including changes to the valve spring settings.

An evaporator pressure regulator is installed in the cycle

with a bypass around it. This valve can therefore be inclucled or

excluded from the cycle. Pressure gauges fully reveal valve perforn-

ance. As the evaporator pressure drops below the valve minimum setting

the valve acts to simultaneously increase this pressure and reduce the

suction pressure. The effect of this valve action in reducing the

refrigeration capacity can be fully studied.
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General Comment: ltlany of the experiments suggested above may be

carried out at several levels of student involvement. Though

exercises lasting over several hours are envisioned in certain areas

it is possible to demonstrate systern characteristics to a large group

of students in a bri.ef period. For example the effect of changing

the condensing pressure while maintaining the evaporator pressure

constant and the effect of changing the evaporator pressure while

maintaining the condensing pressure constant. The systen responds

instantaneously to changes in air flow rate and refrigerant flow rate.

Thus the performance characteristics indicated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2

can readily bp demonstrated.
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9. THE USE OF THE UNIFIED SYSTEI\{ FOR RESEARCH

9.1 A Research Pro ect in Enthal Potent ial

The objective of this project is to investigate the enthalpy

as the driving potential for the simultaneous transfer of heat and mass

in an air water vapour mixture.

In this experirnent the research systen is operated under a

nurnber of fixed constraints:

air flow rate

condensing t emperature

evaporator t emperature

superheat condition leaving evaporator

dryness fraction entering evaporator

; entering air enthalpy.

Several pairs of dry bulb temperature and wet bulb

temperature conditions are investigated, each pair having a different

dry bulb temperature. However each pair have the sane specific

enthalpy at entry to the dehumidifier.

The system is run for each pair of conditions maintaining the

constraints listed above. When steady flow conditions are reached,

the final leaving dry and wet bulb temperatures would be determined.

For enthalpy potential theory to be valid, it would be expected that

the leaving specific enthalpy for each pair would be the same.

The experinent is run at various air velocities and entry

specific enthalpies to determine the conditions under which deviation

may occur. One of the test runs would be selected so that the direct

expansion coil perforrns dry.
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9.2 A Research Project in Tie Line Slope Relationships

9.2.L The datun coil Tie Line Slope values determined

at the lllaite Phytotlon Unit

Prior to the completion of the lr{echalrical Engineering

Department Unified Systern a number of Tie Line Slope.values were

determined empirically for various operating conditions using the

Waite Phytotron Unit. The data thus gathered was used to determine

the Tie Line Slope non-empirically for a problen which served to

establish the findings of Section 11 of this thesis. It is therefore

entered here as an exarnple of a research project carried out at the

waite Plìytotron unit unified system.

9.2.2 Confirmation of the findings of Section 11 using

the Mechanical Engineering Department Unified Systern

Section 12.3 describes a research project carried out at the

newly conpleted Mechanical Engineering Departnent Unified Systen.

With this system Tie Line Slope relationships can be obtained empirically.

The project logically follows Sections 10 and 11 and will therefore be

located in Section t2.

9.2.3 Other research projects

A number of research proj ects can be carried out with the use

of the Mechanical Engineering Department Unified Systern. The Comnonwealth

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Division of Mechanical

Engineering, Highett, Victoria is negotiating the use of the system in

connection with the measurement of the rnoisture di.ffusivity of naterials.

The South Australian Institute of Technology will be conducting

laboratory sessions using this systen. Also, an Adelaide refrigeration

equipment nanufacturer is interested in using the system fot a research

proj ect .
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10. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF COOLING SURFACES TO SIMULTANEOUSLY

MEET SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT LOADS - SECTION BASED ON

COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURERSI COIL SELECTION DATA

10.1 Introduction

In this section some of the existing conmercial practice

ernployed in dehunidifier selection for climate simulation and air

conditioning is examined. It will be shown that by applying principles

developed here and in Section 11, energy requirements associated with

dehunidifier performance can be reduced.

L0.2 Background

A cooling coil does least dehumidifying when the entering

condition of the air is at a combination of a high dry bulb ternperature

and a low humidity ratio.

Figure 4.8 repeated below indicates that for any given

entering dry bulb temperature, as the entering hunidity ratio drops,

there is a progressively shallower slope to the coil condition curve,

as slrown when rnoving from entering condition I to 2 to 3. This figure

also indicates that for any given humidity ratio, there is a

p::ogressively shallower slope to the coil condition curve as the dry

bulb ternperature is increased, for exanple, moving from entering

condition 4 to 5 to 6. Thus in climate simulation for a wide range of

temperature and hunidity, it is important to check that the coil

selected will offset the latent heat loads during operating conditions

with a combination of low humidity ratio and high dry bulb tenperature

rvhen ninimun dehunidification perfornance occurs. Furthermore, the

coil selection must consider peak design 1oads. Therefore associated

with this combj-nation rvould be a fi:esh air intake requirement duríng

a high humidity ratio ambient condition, and the highest condensing
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tenperature that nay occur. The evaporator ternperature would be at

the nininum permissible.

In view of the above combined requirements the selection of

a direct expansion coil can be very critical in neeting the

specifications. (See Section 5.2,2). It is believed that sone of the

principles that will be presented here are applicable to the air

conditioning field. Little attention has been paid to coil selection

in conventional air conditioning design. There is almost unanimous

agreement within the air conditioning design community in the approach

that coils should have increased rows of depth whenever the problern

calls for dehunidification to offset high latent heat loads. The

literature and manufacturerrs technical data support this approach.

Thus, cooling coil characteristics are shown by perfornance curves

drawn on a psychrometric chart such as in Figure 10.1, (Carpenter,

1950). The curve ís 1abel1ed rvith nurnbers indicating how many rows

deep would be required to reach an outlet condition so marked. Deeper

and deeper dehumidification is obtained as the rows of depth are

increased from two to six.

The above coil performance characteristics are not disputed.

However, in respect to the use of dehumidifiers for climate simulation

and air conditioning, it alone is insufficient to establish dehumidifier

selection. It is important to consider another relationship that will

be developed in this paper. When the face area is adjusted to maintain

the same mass flow rate of air, the shallower the coil, the greater

the rate of dehumidification with respect to sensible cooling in the

sinultaneous heat mass transfer process. It is this relationship that

pernits adjustment of the face area (or the face velocity) to best

satisfy a design problem. Adhering simply to the ru1e, the deeper the

coil the greater the dehr-rmidification can carry hrith it an excessive

energy penalty and result in poor performance. Arbitrarily limiting
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the face velocity of a dehumidifier to a mininum of 2 m/s may also

be a source of energy loss.

fn environmental charnbers having ranges which extend to

high dry bulb tenperatures combined rvith low humidity ratio settings,

(a very conmon clinatic condition), the use of conventional methods

of industry would be very wasteful of energy particularly when the

tenperature gradient in the conditioned space is snal1. see problem

ntnnber 1 in Section 11 .74,1 on operating costs and dehunidifier

selection. As will be demonstrated, low velocity shallower coils with

less fins per unit length of primary tubing are more suitable for

problerns involving 1ow sensible heat ratios. For these, a coil having

a relatively low secondary to prinary surface area and a very high fin

efficiency is preferred. rn the case of climate simulation design,

deep coils at conventional air velocities can not only introduce

prohibitive energy penalties but can prevent attaining the design

range. Unfortunately, more space nay be required and higher initial

costs rnay be involved in accommodating the dehunidifier. However when

viewed against the total conplex and particularly with reference to

energy savings, the proposed approach should be given serious

consideration.

10.5 Reason for the Existine N,lethods Used in the Air Conditionin s

Field

In air conditioning design for comfort there are a number

of reasons for the use of deeper coils at conventional face velocities

to meet high dehumidification needs.
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10.3.1 Spatial TEASONS

The cross-sectional areas of air conditioning units are

often restricted in space. This may be the najor reason for lirniting

the mininum air velocities permissible through cooling surfaces. Air

flow rates of Zn/s (a00 fpm) are considered 1ow and commercial units

frequently will employ air rates exceeding 3m/s (600 fprn) even

though they have to add eliminator sections to remove hrater droplets

which are carried over by the high velocity air stream. Recent

innovations in high velocity air filters (e.g. bag filters) further

encourage higher air flow rates through air conditioning units. 0n

the other hand, in nany factory built air conditioning units the

cooling surface is located directly downstream from the filter bank.

Many of these filters require considerably lower air stream velocities

than is conmon practice for cooling coiIs. Therefore, certainly in

these applications lov¡er face velocity coils could be enployed.

10.3.2 Tenperature gradients

In air conditioning application higher ternperature gradients

cause the leaving conditions to approach saturation. Under these

conditions it rnay be acceptable to select the deeper coils that are in

present usage. (See Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. (a)) .

10.3.5 Effective temperature

In conventional air conditioning applications it is not

usually irnportant to maintain precisely the set point of a particular

temperature and humidity. Therefore higher hunidities within the space

rnay be acceptable. (See Section 3.2.5). (However, see Section 11.12

regarding part load performance).
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10.5.4 Minimum humidity ratios

In air conditioning applications there is usually no

requirenent to obtain hunidity ratios much below 0.009, whereas

in the design of climate simulators hunidity ratios of 0.005 are

often a desired nininun. Thus the problem of dehunidification during

settings when the coil condition curve has a shallow slope woul<l not

arise as frequently as it does in air conditioning applications if

so¡ne of the conclusions from this study were put into practice.

10.3.5 High sensible heat ratio characteristic

In nany conventional air conditioning applications high

sensible heat ratios exist and dehunidification is of ninor importance.

A sensible heat ratio of 0.9 is quite conmon. In these cases,

unless part load periods are adversely affected, existing air

velocities may be quite acceptable.

10.4 CoiI Selection Methods Holding to Fixed Face Velocity Can

Result in Needless Energy Penalty

Consider a system which has sufficient sensible cooling

capacity being enlarged with a deeper coil in order to accommodate a

larger latent heat 1oad. A 4-row coil will have twice as many passes

as a 2-row coil. For the same air flow rate the 4-row coil has

doubled the heat exchange surfaces and an 8-row coil has quadrupled

it. This can result in an enormous, wasteful energy penalty to achieve

some additional dehumidification. Not only would it be associated

with larger refrigeration capacity but it may also require excessive

reheating. If the mechanisn to effect heat and mass transfer called

for this approach to cooling and dehunidific.ation there would be no

choice but to accept this solution. However, fluid flow character-

istics and the la.ws governing simultaneous heat and mass transfer point

to a better approach.
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10.5 A New Approach to Dehumidification Us ing Comrnercial

Manufactur'ersr Data

Rather than considering dehumidification by way of addition

of rols of depth to a fixed face area coil as in Figure 10.1, in this

section by neans of a conparative study a new basis will be developed.

The perforrnance of trvo coils having the same fin and tube total air

side and coolant side surface areas will be studied.

10.5.1 Comments on commercial data for coil selection

Commercial methods for rating coils are not precise. They

are based on the assumption that the coil condition curve is that of

a straight line when depicted on a psychronetric chart. This relates

back to the Contact lvlixture Principle developed by Carrier (1937).

Apart fron the approximation that the process path through a dehumid-

ifier follows a straight line when drawn on a psychrometric chart,

other errors are introduced into the comnercial rnethods. It is assumed,

when wet bulb depression ratios are used, that the saturation curve

of the psychrometric chart is a straight line over the section at which

the coil performance is being'considered. Further erïoï is introduced

when the cooling coil is assumed to have a single surface temperature

whereas in fact this drops in the direction of the air flow.

In Section l-1 of this paper a more accurate analysis will be

presented. The commercial methods that witl be used in this section

will be sufficiently accurate to demonstrate qualitatively the relative

slopes of the coil condition curves. They represent nethods used by

najor reliable nanufacturers.
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10.5.2 hret bulb depression ratio (and bypass factor)

In this section a number of terms that are comnon to

cornmercial usage will be employed. Reference will be nade to the wet

bulb depression ratio in using rnanufacturerrs data.

Firstly to explain the significance of the term it is best

to associate it with the basic relationship to bypass factor, the tern

introduced by Carrier (7937), as part of the contact mixture principle.

Reference is nade to Figure 70.2.

Between entering and leaving conditions 1 and 2 the bypass

factor, BF, is defined as:

tc-t
3P - -------r =tr-t'c

FIa-H

H'-H
L

. . .(1)

and hence

t2=(BF)t1+t"(1-(BF)) . . .(2)

Thus knowing tl, t" and the bypass factor, BF, (or as is used by

sone coil manufacturers, wet bulb depression ratio), the leaving dry

bulb tenperature can be determined for dehunidifiers.

The terms t1 - ti or Dl and tz - tL or D2 are known

as wet bulb depr:ession. It is d-efined as the dry and wet bulb

tenperature difference for a particular condition. The tern t.

represents the coil surface temperature as determined by the intersection

of the assumed straight line coil condition curve with the saturation

line of the psychrometric chart. If the curve of the saturation line

is considered to be straight and if the lines of constant enthalpy are

assumed to be para1le1 to the lines of constant wet bulb tenperature,

then as shoivn in Figure t0.2, based on similar triangle relationships.

the wet bulb depr:ession ratio , Dz-/Dr and the bypass factor, BF, alle
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equal, since

and

1t7.

. . .(5)

Hr-H tc -tr Do-c-2 (. . .See Fig. L0.2)H1 H trc' ti Dt

then on the basis of the above approximations

...(4)

For the same coil having the same refrigerant tenpeïature

and face velocity and having the same entering wet bulb temperature but

different entering dry bulb temperatures, and the same leaving wet bulb

temperatures but different leaving dry bulb ternperatures, the wet bulb

depression ratios will be (approximately) the sane for both conditions.

This assunption can readiry be seen by comparing the ratios of lines

as drawn on the psychrometric chart for two conditions a and b.

(See Figure 10.3). The depression ratio is used by numerous manufacturers

in determining the performance of wet cooling surfaces.

The bypass factor and the wet bulb depression ratio have been

shown to be very nearly. equal. The bypass factor for one row and for

several ror,{s can be shown to be related as in the following equation

(BF) 1

BF=
D2

D1

(BF)
n . . .(s)

This states'that the bypass factor for a number of rows, r¡
will be equal to the bypass factor for a single row raised to the nth

power. This relationship can be checked with reference to the

manufacturerts table (see Tables 10.1 (Trane 1gs6), and r0.2 (carrier

et al p.319, 1959a)belorv). It follows that by taking the square root of
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the wet bulb depression ratio for two rows, we will fincl the

depression ratio for a single row coil. Raising this BF value for

one rour to a pohrer equal to the number of rows should yield the same

value as shown in Table 10.1.

For example at 1.5m/s (300 fpm) air velocity and two rows

deep (BF) z = 0.440. Applying the bypass equation above

1 row

2 row

3 row

4 row

5 row

(0.440)

(0 .440)

,4

(0.663) 3

(o .665) 4

(0.66s) s

= 0.663

= 0.440 From Table 1

= 0.292

= 0.195

= 0.128

It can be seen from this exarnple that these values obtained

through the equation agree with the values listed in Table 10.1 below

for the column representing 1.5n/s.

Ratio of Final to Initial l{et Bulb Depression
For Direct E ansion Coils

(Reproduced from Trane (1956)

IVith Nfetric LInits Added)

Rows
of
Wet

Tubes

Air Velocity

m/s 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.6 4.7 4.6 5.1 6.1

fpm 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 7200

2

3

4

'5

6

7

B

10

72

14

0.440

0.292

0.1,94

0.t29
0 .085

0 .057

0 .038

0.016

0.007

0 .003

0.472

0.323

0.22r
0.153

0. 104

0 .071

0 .049

0.023

0.01i
0.005

0 .497

0.346

0.244

0.L72

0.t27
0 .085

0 .060

0 .030

0.015

0.007

0.572

0 .368

0.264

0. 188

0.155

0.097

0. 069

0.036

0.018

0.009

0.527

0 .387

0.287

0.204

0.148

0. 108

0.078

0.042

0.022

0.012

0.543

0.599

0.295

0.2t7
0.160

0.118

0 .086

0.047

0.025

0.014

0.554

0.411

0.307

0.228

0.170

0.126

0 .094

0.052

0.029

0.016

0. s66

0.423

0.320

0.239

0.179

0.135

0.101

0.057

0.032

0.018

0 .583

0 .445

0.340

0.2s9

0.198

0.151

0.1L4

0.067

0 .039

0.023

TABLE 10.1
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(5/8 in. 0D tube, 74.4 snooth helical fins per inch,
0.012 in. thick at base, 13/32 ín. fin height, surface ratio 27.5)

Typical Bypass Factors for Cooling Surface

(5/S in. 0D tubes, 8 crimped helical fins per inch,
0.008 in. thick, 13/32 in. fin height, surface ratio 12.3)

TABLE 10.2

Rows
Deep

Face Velocity n/s (fpn)

1. s (300) 2.0 (400) 2.s (soo) 3.0 (6oo)

Bypass Factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

0.61

0. 38

0.23

0.14

0.09

0 .05

0 .05

0.02

0 .63

0.40

0.25

0. 16

0.10

0.06

0 .04

0.02

0 .65

0.42

0.27

0.18

0.11

0 .07

0.0s

0 .05

0.67

0.4s

0.29

0.20

0.12

0 .08

0 .06

0 .04

1

2

3

4

5

6

0 .48

0.23

0.11

0.05

0 .03

0.01

0.52

0.27

0.14

0 .07

0 .04

0.02

0 .56

0.51

0.18

0.10

0 .06

0 .03

0.59

0.35

0.20

0.12

0.07

0 .04

(Reproduced from Carrier et al (1959a)

With Metric Units Added)
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10.6 Comparison of Two Coils with the Same Pr and Secondary

Surface Areas

Consider tlo coils:

Both coils have the same

1. total length of prirnary tubing

2; secondary fin to primary surface configuration

3. quantity of heat exchange surfaces

4. mass flow of air.

Both coils operate

5. with the sane specific enthalpy, dry bulb temperature

' and humidity ratio at inlet to the coil.

However, one coil has

6. twice the face area but half the number of iows in

depth of the other coil.

Two coil condition curves having the same entering condition

will be drawn on a psychrometric chart. The object will be to

determine the relationship between coil condition curve slope and wet

bulb depression ratio. (See Figure 10.4.)

The relevant equation for wet bulb depression ratio for the

steeper coil condition curve is

_ tr
2A

t, - tl

and this is greater than the wet bulb depression ratio for the

shallower coil condition curve which is

trt - tla

t
2A

t _ tl
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It can be seen that the denoninators, entering wet bulb

depression, in the expressions for the two coil load ratio lines

are equal. The numerators of the leaving wet bulb depression are

greater for the coil load ratio line with the steeper slope. Thus

it has been demonstrated the coil with the steeÞer slope will have

the larger wet bulb depression ratio (and the larger bypass factor)

under the six conditions of comparison enumerated above.

It is therefore possible to deternine from wet bulb

depression ratio data on coils the geometry which will be preferred

to offset latent heat loads. It should be noted that the outlet

condition, 2d, for the coil with the steeper coil condition curve

is at a higher wet bulb temperature than the outlet for the shallower

coil condition curve 2b. This was done to anticipate rvhat actually

does occur in the comparison of Section 10.6. However, it should be

noted that had the outlet condition of the steeper coil condition curve

been at the same wet bulb temperature as for the shallower coil

condition curve, the sarne conclusion would have been drawn. The coil

with the steeper coil condition curve would continue to have the

larger wet bulb depression ratio. (This, as will be developed later,

is because the steeper coil condition curve is constrained to have the

lower face velocity),.

In this conparison it is desired to identify the coil

configuration associated with each of the coil condition curves. Is

it to be expected that a deep, 6-row coil with a relatively high face

velocity of 3.)n/s (600 fpm) would have the steeper slope to its

coil condition curve than a shallow S-row coil having a lower face

velocity of 1.Sm/s (sb0 fpm) t
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rt is to be noted that whereas in Figure 10.1 the addition

of rows of depth to a fixed face area coil to accomplish greater

dehunidification meant additional primary and secondary surface area

to the coil, in this comparison the constraints set up operate to

¡naintain the same total area of coil surfaces both for the air and the

coolant.

Table 10.1, (Trane 1956), repeated below, relates rvet bulb

depression ratio with face velocity and depth of coil for a particular

19 mn (3/4 inch) outside diameter plate fin coil. The coil that is .

3 rows deep has a face velocity of 1.5m/s (300 fpm) and has a

depression ratio of 0.292 whereas a similar coil (adhering to the

constraints listed above), 6 rows deep with a face velocity of 3.0m/s

(600 fprn) has a depression ratio of 0.135. These values are encircled

on Table 10.1, repeated below. To make the sarne point, curves of

another manufacturer are reproduced below in Figure 10.5 (McQuay Inc.

1955) relating wet bulb depression ratio with face velocity and depth

of coil. Again the relationship associated with face velocity is

denonstrated:- the higher the wet bulb depression ratio the greater the

capacity of the evaporator to dehumidify in relation to sensible

cooling. This can be seen on examination of any of the four charts,

(îhe upper right hand one for an B fin per inch evaporator is used in

this example). A coil that is 3 rows deep and has a face velocity of

1.5n/s (300 fprn) would have a depression ratio of 0.,27 whereas a

sinilar 6-row deep coil rvith a face velocity of 3.0m/s (600 fpm) would

have a depression ratio of 0,722. Thus both the table and the curves

clearly indicate that under the constraints of this comparison the

LOWER VELOCITY COIL has the larger depressi.on ratio (bypass factor) .
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Ratio of Final to Initial lVet Bulb Depr:ession
for Direct Expansion Coils

TABLE 10. 1 (Repeat ed) (Reproduced from Trane (1956)

hrith Metric units Added)

Thus by neans of Figure 10.4 it has been denonstrated

the STEEPER THE COIL CONDITION CURVE SLOPE the 1arger

the bypass factor or wet bulb depression ratio

and by means of Tabte 10.1 and Figure 10.s it has been demonstrated

the LOl\rER TTIE FACE VELOCITY the larger the bypass facror

or wet bulb depression ratio.

It nay therefore be conclu<led that under the constraints of this

comparison

the STEEPER TIIE COIL CONDITION CURVE SLOPE

the LOIVER THE FACE VELOCITY.

This conclusion points to a new systen for dehumidifier selection for

climate simulation and air conditioning that rr¡ill be developed in

Section 11.

Rows
of
IVet

Tub es

Air Velocity

m/s 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.6 4 1 4.6 5.1 6.1

fpt 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 7200

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

72

t4

0.440

0.292

0.194

0.1 9

0 .085

0.057

0.038

0.016

0.007

0 .003

0.472

0.323

0.221

0.153

0. 104

0.07t
0 .049

0.023

0.011

0.005

0.497

0.346

0.244

0.172

0.L27

0.085

0 .060

0.030

0.015

0 .007

0.s72
0. 368

0.264

0.188

0.097

0 .069

0.036

0.018

0 .009

0.527

0.387

0.281

0.204

0. 148

0.108

0.078

0.042

0.022

0.072

0 .543

0. 399

0.295

0.2L7

0.160

0.118

0 .086

0 .047

0.025

0.014

0.554

0.4L7

0.307

0.228

0.170

0.L26

0.094

0.052

0.029

0.016

0.s66

0.423

0.320

0.239

0.779

0.135

0.101

0.0s7

0.032

0 .018

0.583

0 .44s

0.540

0.259

0.198

0.151

0.114

0.067

0 .039

0.023
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Contrast the above conclusions with the following statement

nade in an authoritative text book (Carrier et al 1959a):
-rtThe 

bypass factor decreases as the surface area and

depth increase, and as a.tr ueLocity decreasesrr.

This may appear to contradict the above conclusion. However this is

not the case. In Table 10.1, it can be seen that a 4-row deep coil

having a face velocity of 3.Om/s (600 fpm) has a wet bulb depression

ratio of 0.264 and the same coil at 1.5m/s (300 fprn) has a lower

wet bulb depression ratio of 0.194. This bears out the text book

statement quoted above. It is correct as an independent statenent.

Nevertheless, the statement fails to constrain the change in

velocity to conditions in which the mass flow rate of the air is kept

constant. Dehumidifier selection should be based on a particular mass

flow of air since it is a function of the tenperature difference across

the load ratio line. This is a fixed value in a particular design

problen and establishes the mass flow value.

For a fixed mass flol of air, the 3.0m/s (600 fpn) coil

should have half the face area of the 1.5m/s (300 fpm) coil.

Even though the higher velocity coil would have a greater

capacity for heat transfer,,with only half the face area it would sti1l

be necessary to use a deeper dehumídifier. If it is desired to compare

two coils ín the selection process under the conditions in which they

have equal mass flow of air and equal total heat exchange surface, then

the 3.0nr/s (600 fpn) dehumidifjer with half the face area of the

1.5rn/s (300 fpm) would have trvice the depth or 8 rows. The bypass

factor reduces with coil depth as shown in equation (5). It will now

be shown t-hat the rate of increase of bypass factor with increase of

air velocity is sma1l in relation to the decrease resulting from the

increase of coil depth. Allowance will be made for the increased, total
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heat mass transfeq occurring due to an increased velocity, by

increasing the depth of the coil only slightly and not in proportion

to the decrease of the face area. Thus in the case of this example,

when the face area is halved the depth will not be doubled to B rows,

but only increased by 25 per cent to 5 roh/s deep. This increase

would be far below the inprovement in the total enthalpy change

(approximately 20 per cent), that would occur due to the doubling of

the face velocity.

Table 10.1 above can now be examined to see the relative

effect.

The 1.5m/s (300 fpm) coil of 4 rows deep has a bypass factor

(wet bulb depression ratio) = 0.194, compared with a 3.On/s (600 fpm)

coil of 8 rows deep the bypass factor is = 0.069; compared with a

5.0m/s (600 fpn) coil of 5 rows deep the bypass factor becomes = 0.188.

(See Table 10.1) .

Thus it ôan be seen that though the text book statement is

comect, under the constraints that apply to clirnate sinulation and air

conditioning applications where a constant nass flow of air must be main-

tained, the lower face velocity coil will have the larger bypass factor

or Ìrret bulb depression ratio.

A further conclusion can be drawn by comparing the four wet

bulb depression ratio curves of Figure 10.5. For any condition of rows

of depth and face velocity, the less fins per unit length yields gïeater

wet bulb dep::ession ratios (bypass factors). Thus it is indicated that

reducing the ratio of secondary fin area to prinary tube area will

result in a steeper coil condition curve.
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For example for a 3-row deep coil at 1.5n/s (300 fprn)

face velocity

6 fins per inch has a wet bulb depression ratio of 0.56

g il tr il il Ir il r il il il 0.27

10 il il il il il il il tr il il 0.20

12 il il il il il lt il il il il 0.15.

As in the case of higher air velocities, an increase in the

nunber of fins per inch will increase the coil capacities resulting ín

more sensible cooling. Figure 10.6 (lt{cQuay Inc. 1955), shows under the

heading of rrfin correction factorrr, that a coil having 6 fins per inch

will have approximatety three quarters of the capacity (0.765), of

a coil with 12 fins per inch (1.0), when compared on the basis of

refrigeration capacity per unit time per unit face area.

hle can conclude that the reduction of the number of fins per

inch and rows of depth will result in steeper coil condition curves.

Hotieler the totaL eoiL "opocíty 
uouLd. q.Lso be reduced..

In deternining which coil configuration wiIl attain a steeper

coil condition curve the relationship between the simultaneous sensible

cooling and dehumidification processes nust be considered. Sensible

cooling will proceed with any tenperature difference between the

surfaces of the coil and the air stream. However, dehumidification rvill

only proceed where the surface temperature of the coil is below the dew

point temperature of the air stream passing over it. Consequently, the

low primary tube temperature will be more effective for dehumidification

than the higher fin ternperatures. The fewer fins per unit length of

prinary surface, the smaller the centroidal area distance of the fins

to the primary tube surface, the smaller the ratio of the fin area to

the primary tube area the greater the dehumidification with respect to

sensible cooling.
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70.7 An Example, Two Coil Performance Curves Calculated on Basis

of Six Constraints

Performance of two coils tvas calculated using the manufacturerrs

selection data under the six conditions' listed in section 10.6. In

this particular comparison, one coil has a face area 0.11 m2 (1.2 square

feet) and is 6 rorvs deep, the other 0.22 m2 (2.4 square feet) and is

3 rows deep. The first coil handles an air stream with a face velocity

of 3.0n/s (600 fpm), the other 1.5m/s (s00 fpm). Both coils have

5.15 fins per crn (8 fins per inch) and both have a flow rate of

0.340 n3/s (720 cfn). see Figure 10.6. The s-row deep coit has the

steeper s1ope.

Though the 6-row deep coil has the shallower slope it attained

approximately the sarne exit hunidity ratio but at a higher coil capacity

involving more sensible cooling.

Thus in this exanple for the same change in humidity ratio,

AW, the shallow coil will reach its coil leaving condition directly,

whereas the deeper coil may reach its set point with excess refrigeration

capacity followed by wasteful reheating as indicated in Figure 10.7

below.

The relativity of the heat and mass transfer processes has

been stressed. To obtain the same amount of dehumidification the

deeper coil will require 1,2.2 per cent more refrigeration capacity.

10. B Conclusions

1 lVhen sinultaneous heat and mass transfer takes place between

an air-water vapour stream, and a direct expansion heat

exchanger surface under the six constraints of Section 10.6,

the mass transfer rate will increase relative to the heat

transfer rate with decrease of face velocity for a given

direct expansion coil.
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The rnass transfer rate will increase relative to the heat

transfer rate as the ratio of secondary fin area to

primary surface area is reduced.

The mass transfer rate will increase relative to the heat

transfer rate as the average distance from centroid of

secondary fin area to the prinary surface decreases.

(Fin efficiency increases) .
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11. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF DEHTJT,IIDIFIERS - A HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER

ANALYSIS

The conclusions reached in the analysis based on industrial

nethods fail to reveal the actual path associated with sirnultaneous

cooling and dehumidifying processes for a wetted direct expansion cooling

surface. By adopting numerous simplifying approximations only straight

line process paths with varying slopes are observable. There is no

indication of the tTue nature of the curved process path - a most import-

ant requiTement in climate simulation - where small temperîature differences

across the coil are preferred in order to offset loads acting over sma1l

temperature gradients .

It is the purpose of this section to inprove on the industrial

nethods by way of a more basic analysis, using heat and mass transfer

and enthalpy potential theory, and wherever possible reducing the approx-

imations that are nade in the name of simplification. Though selection

is viewed with the special interest of climate simulation as in the

unified approach, the findings of this section are also apolicable to

the air conditioning field.

The phytotron unit located at the Waite Agricultural Research

Institute of the University of Adelaide, and a new teaching research

heat-rnass transfer laboratory in the Department of Mechanical Engineering

were used to establish the data that forms the basis of this analysis.

Both systems were designed by the writer.

Each system was run for the purpose of this project as a

steady flow closed air cycle with no fresh air intake and the lighting

load (sinulating sunlight) in the off position.

At the Waite Institute Phytotron Unit a particular entering

air condition was recorded and the data analysed. This data represents
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what will be referred to as Run 1, Datum Coil. The following

information hras obtained from the experinental dala:

1. entering air enthalpy,

2. entering dry bulb temperature,

3. entering wet bulb temperature,

4. entering humidity ratio,

5. leaving air enthalpy,

6. leaving dry bulb tenperature,

7. leaving wet bulb temperature,

8. leaving humidity ratio,

9. rnass flow of air,

10. refrigerant temperatures and pressures.

In addition basic data on the direct expansion coil design was avail-

able. See Appendix II. The work of W.M. Kays and A.L. London

rrCompact Heat Exchangersrr (1964) includes basic heat transfer and flow

friction data for a surface configuration which very nearly resembles

the direct expansion coil used in this project. In solving the Pierre

equation (ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 1977a p.2.22) it was

necessary to make use of manufacturersr data to deternine the conbined

coefficient of heat transfer through water layer netal and refrigerant

filn. h..'l

11.1 The Problem Outlined

It is desired to study the performance of direct expansion

coils which will be employed in a wide range climatic system for

simulation of temperature and hurnidity. In addition, one by-product of

the study will be to assess the effect of the findings on air conditioning

applications. The aim is to give particular attention to the selection

of a coil configuration which will be most suited for sinultaneously

offsetting the sensible and latent heat loads from air and water vapour
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mixtures. In general, the ain is to select the best dehunidifier to

satisfy the simultaneous cooling and dehr.midifying requirernents for

offsetting sensible and latent heat loads.

Energy conservation and enlarging of the climatic range are

the two important aspects under consideration. It is not the purpose of

this study to enphasize compactness or to stress inproved overall heat

exchanger performance. If this were done, it would be found to go

counter to the objectives of this investigation. The conclusions drawn

from the study using commercial data in Section 10, (under the six con-

straints of the conparison made in Section 10.6) indicated that low

velocity air streams constTained to be shallow in depth should be

investigated. These of course would be expected to perform with less

capacity than higher velocity aír streams with deeper coils. This

reduced performance is of secondary consideration since it is not the

initial costs of the direct expansíon coil that is important in this

investigation but rather the running costs. In the field of climate

simulation, economy of operation is a deternining factor in the enlarge-

ment of the range of the system. Initial cost is of slight rnonetary

advantage whereas energy savings can be considerable and are of

continuous on-going advantage highlighted by an increasing energy crisis.

Furthermore, it is not the initial cost of the dehumidifier that must

be considered but that of the entire conplex including the size of the

refrigeration plant and the cooling tower. For the purposes of energy

conservation it is not more dehumidification, nor less sensible cooling,

that is required but rather the correct ratio of these tr,{o simultaneous

processes. In most cases, the problem is associated with more sensible

cooling occurring relative to the required dehumidification.
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LL,2 Conditions Posinq Special Difficulties to the Solution

The problen includes a number of conditions which serve to

make analysis difficult.

1. The direct expansion coil has a conplex surface. For

example, in this particular case a connercial, helicalIy

wound finned tube is used

' 2. The analysis must include the presence of a water film

covering both the prirnary and secondary surfaces of the

heat exchanger.

3. The refrigerant flow within the tubes will pass through

varying degrees of dryness fraction in the trvo phase region.

4. In the Waite Institute system the dehumidifier has six

paral1e1 paths; the distributer can not exactly apportion

the refrigerant in equal flow streams to each path.

5. The refrigerant flow within the tubes will include varying

degrees of superheat. (Thus a section of the direct

expansi.on coil surface has less effect in the heat and mass

transfer process. The effect of refrigerant in the super-

heat region flowing within the evaporator will be consider-

able because the numerous parallel paths will each contribute

surfaces in this condition).

6. Along with the refrigerant, Freon 12, there will be a flow

of oil in the miscible state which will affect the

coefficient of heat transfer through the refrigerant film.

The industrial nethod assumes that there is a constant surface

temperature conmon to each increment of area taken in the direction of

the air flow. The analysis in this section proceeds with the more

realistic assurnption that each incremental area in the direction of air

flow will drop in temperature. Goodman (1936) and many others since,
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(Wile 1953, Kusuda l9S7a,Mizushina et al 1959), etc. have developed

equations associated with enthalpy potential difference, which

establish the relationshiþs rvhich do rernain constant for each

increment of area along the path of the air stream. These offer both

a mathernatical and a graphical solution to the heat mass transfer

processes.

This analysis will take into account more closely, (unlike

the straight line nethods used by commercial manufacturers), the actual

performance of the air stream using incremental areas in steps taken in

a plane perpendicular to the bulk rnotion of the air stream, including

the boundary layer in contact with the condensed water fihn over the

primary and secondary surface of the evaporator. A means for deter-

nining an average value for the combined coefficient of heat transfer

through the refrigerant filn on the inside of the tube, the netal and

the water film will be described.

The entire proj ect was studied under the conditions of the

twelve constraints enrmerated beIow.

11.3 Basis Of Conparison - A Study 0f Three Coils

The basis for comparison is listed in the form of l;ueLue

eonstraints.

1, ALL haue the same pr,ímary surface area' diamel;er, uaLL

thickness and. matexiaL.

2. ALL Vnue the same secondaz,y fin surface area, diøneter,,

uaLL thíckness and materiaL.

3. ALL haue equaL heat eæchange sw,faces tlnt aye geometr.íc-

aLLy identicaL.

4. ALL uíLL be compaz,ed under conditions of the saÍne ma,ss

flou of air, specific enthalpg, dtu bulb tempenature,

hutnidí|;y ratío at inlet to the coíL.
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5. }ne eoíL has tuiee the face atea of a datum coíL.

6. }ne coíL Vns TnLf the face az,ea of a datum coíL.

7. ALL haue the same refrigerant condenser, pvessur.e.

B. ALL Vtaue the søne refrigerant euaporator pressure.

9. ALL haue the søne dryness fraction at inLet to the

etsaporator,

L0, ALL haue the same superheat conditíon Leauing the

euaporator,

L1. ALL euapoz,ator surfaces are eornpLeteLy uetted.

L2, The refrigeration eapacity anÅ mass fLou of the refz,igez,-

ant uiLL be uaríed to be eornpatibLe ü¿th eonstraints

7 to L0 íneLusiue.

It is obvious that the three configurations will not have the

sarne total heat plus mass transfer capacity. The selection of the

twelfth constraint is discussed below in Sections 11.3.1 and tL.3.2.

Figure 11.1 describes the coil arrangements being compared.

11.3.1 The twelfth constraint poses a problem

One najor problem in this conparative study was to ascertain

the conditions for the twelfth constraint.

It was obvious that with the eleven constraints enumerated in

Section 11.3, for the same mass flow of air, different heat and mass

transfer capacities would be associated with the three coils being compared

One basis of comparison could have been to adjust the nass

flow of air of the deepest and shallowest coils so that the three config-

urations would have the same total heat capacity, the sarne mass flow of

refrigerant and the same refrigerant temperature. This basis has the

inportant advantage that the combined heat transfer coefficient through

water Iayet, metal and refrigerant, hi, for the deepest and the

shallowest coils would be identical with that determíned for the datum
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empirical coil. The reason for this is that the refrigerant capacity,

refrigerant temperature, geometry and length of the evaporator surfaces

beginning with the surface layer hrater tenperature to the inside of

the refrigerant tube would all be the same. Had this basis been

selected, then criterion number 4 would be affected since the rnass

flow of air would be varied. This basis was rejected since in design

practice the mass flow of air is determined by the loads and the

tenperature gradient to fit the problem. If this comparison is to yield

any practical value for clintate simulation or air conditioning design,

it is necessary to maintain the same mass flow of air for each config-

uration.

Another basis for conparison would be to retain the same rnass

flow of air for all threé configurations but to modify the largest and the

snallest face area coils by adjusting the coil length. Thus the

deepest coil wouId be made shallower since under the eleven constraints

enurnerated, it would have the highest total heat capacity. The shallow-

est coil with the least heat capacity would be made deeper until both

coils had a heat capacity equal to the datum coil. Stil1 another

possibility was to increase the face area of the shallowest coil while

at the same time reducing the face velocity to maintain the same mass

flow of air. In such a scheme the deepest coil would have its face area

decreased while at the same time increasing the face velocity to main-

tain the same mass flow of air. Both of these bases were rejected.

They would have modified constraints 7, 2 and 3 and would have thus

obscured the findings of this comparative analysis.
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11.3.2 The twelfth constraint assunes the mass flow of

the air stream is constant for the three coils

The basis of comparison that was finally selected as the

twelfth constraint was to maintain the same rnass flol of air, and

accept the fact that each of the three coils will have different

capacities. Obviously the deepest coil with the smallest face area

would have the largest Reynolds number assignable and the highest

refrigerant capacity, the shallowest coil the least. I¡Jith this basis,

the first eleven constraints would renain as listed. Thus the mass

florv of refrigerant would alter to maintain constraints 7 to 1I

inclusive to be identical for the three coi1s. In this way, each coil

would have the sane driving forces for heat and nass transfer, the

same entering mass flow of air, the same entering enthalpy and the

same constant evaporatol temperature. Since the main purpose of this

analysis is to assess the nature of the coil condition curve with

particular attention to the ratio of the simultaneous processes of

senisble and latent heat reduction, the fact that the analysis will

involve different. coil capacities does not detract from the information

gained. On the contraty it adds to these findings, pointing out that

one disadvantage in the use of shallow coils as per the twelve

constraints is a spatial penalty and a higher capital cost heat

exchanger. The reduced refrigeration capacity for the low velocity

shallow coil need not be a disadvantage. Presumably if the coil has

been selected to adhere to a desired coil condition curve, the reduced

capacity is an advantage since it is indicative that overcooling is

el ininated .
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The enthalpy-potential equation for the heat transferred

to the coil in a plane perpendicular to the air stream

through an air film for an incremental area dA is

h
dq = -cow (H-H^)dAc - s- ..(1)

pm

The equation representing the transfer of heat fron a

wetted surface of incremental area through the water filrn,

netal and refrigerant fihn can be expressed as follows,

2

dq=
h.

I
A /A.o'l

Le=
h

cow
h. cdo pm

...(2)

...(4)

ft -t ldATS T'

3. Equations l- and 2 are equal and can therefore be expressed

AS

.. .(3)

4. The Lewis Relationship is approxinately equal to 1.

n¿1

For air water vapour rnixtures the value of 0.9 is closest

to this application. Kusuda (1965) working with flat plates

recommends for wetted surfaces this more precise value for

the Lewis nunber given by the relationship

Ð
(
\

Le=
2/ 3
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For the saturated noist air at the wetted surface temperatures

associated with this thesis Kusuda (1965) recommends a value of

(s/D) = 0.854. Though obtained from experiments using flat plates, the

relationship involving vapour diffusivity applies as well to flow

around cylinders and spheres and therefore Kusudats reconmendations

will be used here. Thus the Lewis number in this study becomes

(0.854) 2/3 
= 0.900. In this study lower velocities and lower Reynolds

numbers are considered than conventionally used in dehumidifier

applications. rt nay be questioned whether the value of 0.9 for the

Lewis number will hold for these 1ow velocities. Kusuda (1965) Teconm-

ends for the case of natural convection that (c¿/¡) be raised to an

exponent of 0.48. The lowest velocity used here would of course be

considerably more than for natural convection. Nevertheless if this

value were to be used for conditions of nininum air flow the effect

would be very slight. For example

u r0.48lqì = o.e2l
\D/ 

- w 'r't

rather than 0.900. Had this value been used in Section L1.7.6, hdo,

the mass transfer coefficient would equal 0.048 rather than 0.049.

It is therefore considered appropriate to use the value for the Lewis

nunber of

= 0.9

throughor.lt the analysis.

Thus

(Ð"'

h..o* = 0.9 (h¿o) (.nr) . . .(4a)



Substituting in (3) for h we get
Col^l

H-H
t-tsr

h.4.
11- 0.9h. Adoo
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This is the equation for the Tie Line Slope, a very important relation-

ship in the comparative analysis that is made here.

11.5 Determination of the Tie Line Slope for the Datun Coil

The Left Hand Side of E uation 5 of Section 11.4

It rvill be shown in Section Lt.7.l that the value of hi is

very difficult to obtain. The laboratory phytotron unit at The Waite

Institute and a laboratory teaching-Tesearch systen built in the

Mechanical Engineering Department offer a means by which the perfonnance

of the datum coil can be determined empirically and independently of

the value of h,. This is accomplished through the left hand side of
1

the Tie Line Slope¡ equation 5 Section 11.4. Furthermore, once the Tie

Line Slope is so obtained, a reliable average over-al1 value for hi

is also obtainable.

The equation is particularly adaptable to a semi-nathematical-

graphical solution using the psychrometric chart for assessing energy

transport conditions. Goodman (1936) in a very clear presentation,

proved the fallacy of assuming that dehumidifying coils perforrned along

a straight line path. He also showed that the surface ternperature of

a dehumidifier coil does not remaj-n constant through the longitudinal

depth of the coil. By separating his rows with sufficient space he rvas

able to prove that there u/as a surface temperature drop in the direction

of air flow. By both nathematical and graphical methods he developed a

procedure for analysing a wetted surface and introducing the Tie Line

Slope. Though his symbols are different his equation is similar and

nay be written
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.. . (6)Itil =

which is the right hand side of equation 3 Section 11.4

where, in Imperial units,

fR = coefficient of heat transmission through

refrigerant surface film (in lieu of hi)

f_ = coefficient of heat transmission through
g

air surface filn (in lieu of h.o*)

l, = Ao/Ai

0.24 = .p

Though Goodnan (1936) employed a conventional psychrometric chart, he

devised a special monograph and tabte that associated wet bulb

temperature and refrigerant temperature to surface temperature.

Above all, he expressed the characteristic which makes the

Tie Line Slope such a very important factor in dehunidifier coil

performance determination. This is - for every increnent of surface,

dA, over which an air strearn flows there is a constant characterigtic

which permits both mathematical and graphical analysis of dehumidifier

coil performance. That is the characteristic defined by the Tie Line

Slope.

Other workers, (Merkel 7927; Mickley L949; Nlizushina et al

1959) have simplified the graphical problen by plotting the perforn-

ance on a psychrometric chart wj.th enthalpy as the ordinate.

In this analysis a conventional psychrometric chart is

employed. Horvever by the method of Kusuda (1957b) a Surface Temperature
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Deternination Line is superirnposed on this conventional psychrometric

chart.

The Tie Line Slope expresses a constant ratio " The numerator

represents the steady heat and mass transfer occurring frorn the air to

the wetted outside surfaces of the direct expansion coil at each

infinitesimal area of cornplex surface in the direction of air flow.

The denoninator represents the equivalent amount of heat and mass

transfer in heat transfer terms only. It represents the transfer of

heat fron the wetted outsíde surface above, through the water layet,

metal and refrigerant film.

Knorving the numerator alone fails to reveal the relationship

that exists between the heat and mass transferred since it is a total

heat term. However, after the air dry bulb temperature or any other

independent property of the air strean is defined on a psychronetric

chart, a visual understanding of the relationship becomes apparent.

Each increment of area in coil depth is associated with a surface

temperature. If this surface temperature is lower than the dew point

tenperature of the air stream passing through this increment of area,

then mass transfer is taking place. Otherwise, the coil is performing

dry and no rnoisture is being condensed on the coil surface at the

increment of area being considered.

The denominator is associated with surface and refrigerant

(coolant) temperatures on1y. Clearly the refrigerant capacity when

viewed from outside surface inwards is associated with only heat transfer.

Kusuda (1957b) in constructing a Surface Temperature Determínation

Line superimposed a plot of temperatule at right angles to the enthalpy

scale on a psychrometric chart. The entire transport process from the

air temperature and its enthalpy to the refrigerant temperature and

its corresponding fictitious rairr enthalpy value are drawn to the same
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scale as the conventional chart upon which this plot is superinposed.

The Surface Temperature Determination Line may be viewed as the pivot

point at which the supeïinposed temperature ordinate can be trans-

ferred to the coordinates of the conventional psychrometric chart.

This is done by way of lines of constant enthalpy which are comnon to

both the conventional psychrometric chart and the superimposed enthalpy-

temperature plot. Figure 11.2 below shows the relationship of. the

Surface Tenperature Determination Line with the conventional psychro-

metric chart and the new imposed surface and refrigerant temperature

axis. The method of plotting the Surface Temperature Determination Line

is outlined by following the example for locating several of the

temperature points, (5C, 10C and 30C), oû this Surface Ternperature

Determination Line. The heavy construction lines narked wíth arrows

shown on Figure 7L.2 locate these three respective points.

Using the Surface Ternperature Determination Line, S.T.D.L.,

the entire construction of a dehunidifying process path can be carried

out on a single diagran.

This procedure is particularly suited to the conparative study

being nade here when there is a constant refrigerant temperature.

By this diagram the complex functional dependence between the

entering enthalpy of the air stream, the wetted surface enthalpy, the

entering dry bulb tenperature and the wetted surface temperature can

most effectively be seen.

The plot reveals whether the surface is completely wetted.

If the straight line drawn in step 6 below slopes up to the right then

the coil is completely wetted.

In this particular study there will be a trial and error

solution. IIowever, with the additional plot of ternperature-enthalpy
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inposed on a conventional psychronetric chart the solution process

is facilitated

The trial and error solution of the Tie Line Slope equation

on the conventional psychrometric chart that has both a temperature

scale and a Surface Temperature Deterrnination Line as per Kusuda (1957b)

proceeds as outlined in the example below. Each numbered step is

identified on Figure 11.3.

1. The entering condition, ta, and leaving condition, 1b,

determined empirically for a datum coil is located on

the chart. The refrigerant temperature line, 1c, is

drawn in.

2. Starting with the entering condition, a line is drawn

-upwaräs and to the left along a line of constant enthalpy

to the refrigerant temperature line.

3. At the intersection of the entering enthalpy with the

refrigerant temperature line of the newly irnposed

coordinates, a line is drawn at an assumed Tie Line Slope

down until it intersects the Surface Temperature Deter-

mination Line at point 4.

4. With this point of intersection as a pivot, the conventional

psychrometric chart section is entered along the line of

constant enthalpy which passes through this point.

5. This line, labelled 5, is extended until it intersects

with the saturation curve of the conventional psychrometric

chart. This point represents the surface temperature

corresponding to the entering condition differential area

of coil.

6. A straight 1ine, 1abel1ed 6, is then drawn connecting this

purface ternperature to the entering conditi-on.
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7. At sone snal1 arbitrary distance from that of the entering

condition the process is repeated again a second time.

This distance is so selected that a smooth coil condition

cunve would result when drawn through a series of points

representing the incrernental areas analysed along the path

of air f1ow.

8. The analysis of the second differential increment of area

would fo11ow the same sequence of steps described for the

entering condition. A new and lower surface temperature

would be obtained. All Tie Line Slopes would be drawn

parallel to the assumed Tie Line Slope for step 3.

9. The process would be continued until a curve drawn through

each incremental point was found to pass through over or

under the leaving condition which was determined enpirically.

10. If it passes through this condition then the assumed Tie

Line Slope was conect. If it passes over, it is too

shallow, and if it passes .under, it is too steep, and a nehr

trial Tie Line Slope is to be assumed until the curve does

pass directly through the leaving condition.

usually three to four trials are all that is necessary and the left

hand side of the Tie Line Slope equation is solved. The process

described above is demonstrated for the entering and leaving conditions

and refrigerant ternperature of Run 1, for the datum coi1. 0n1y the

trial giving the correct solution is shown. See Figure 11.3.

The Tie Line Slope obtained by this nethod for Datum Run 1

-2.50.KJ
kgK
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11.6 Confirnation of the Tie Line Slope Obtained for the Datum Coil

With Log Mean Values

Ihe accuracy of the Tie Line Slope obtained for the datun

coil can now be tested by calculating directly the log mean wetted

surface enthalpy and the log nean air enthalpy. Though the circuiting

of the evaporator is a conplex combination of cross flow and counter

flow, the refrigerant temperature is very nearly constant and there-

fore 1og mean values apply (except for the superheat portion and effect

of ninor pressure drops). The value of the left hand side of the Tie

Line Slope equation is:

H-H
Tie Line Slope = *:-, .

"s "T

The 1og mean value for H and H, is found knowing tr,

for Hr, tsz for Hz and knowing tr. Ht, Hz and t, are

enpirical values. The values a* and t* are obtained fron the

curve which yields the surface temperature associated with each increm-

ental area being analysed. The intersection'of the first and last

incremental coil condition curves with the saturation curve will give

the values of a* and trr. The 1og mean air enthalpy will now be

determined for Datum Run 1:

Hr-Hz
42 .0 -32 .2

AH
m

619->
42.0-17 .2
32.2-L7 .2

KJ
Is ...(7)tAH

In h(

which leads to

H =f{ +AH +H =L7.2+79.6=36.3E.mrmmKg



The log nean'wetted surface enthalpy is

H -H

1s4.

...(B)AH

and hence

s2s
AH

28.2-23.7
= 8.7 KJ

kgsm 28.2-I7 .2
23.7 -L7 .2

H
sm

KJ.> = 77 .2 + 8.7 = 25.9 kg

2s .9 -36 .8
8.5- 4.2

sm

H Hr +AH
sm

Fron psychrometric tables the values of H* deterninet tra

t = 8.5C
sm

Now returning to the left hand side of the Tie Line Slope equation

H-H
s

t-tsr

and substituting the log mean values just obtained we get

= -2.5t -t
SM r

which is exactly equal to the Tie Line Slope found to yield the

perfornance curve on the psychrometric chart. This indicates the

accuracy obtainable by using the Tie Line Slope equation for deter-

nining the performance curve for air passing through a dehunidifier.

sm

KJ
FsK-
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11.7 Determination of h the Combined Coefficient of Heat

Transfer Through Water L er Metal and Refrige::ant Filn,

For Inside Surface of Datun Coil

In this section the value of the conbined coefficient of

heat transfer through the water layet, netal and refrigerant filn, for

inside surface hi, will be determined for the datum coil. The

datum coil Tie Line Slope is known, Ai and Ao are known fron the

manufacturerts coil data. Therefore, if the mass transfer coefficient

for outside air hdo, for the datun coil is determined then hi can

be obtained fron equation 5 of Section 11.6. Tie Line Slope (Datum) =

-h A
I 1 .(s)

Aoo

It is first necessary to deterrnine the value of hdo. This

is developed in Sections It.7.2 to 1.I.7.6 inclusive.

Based on the non-dimensional relationships plotted by Kays

et al (1964) in the form,

St(Pr)2/3 = Q(Re) . . .(s)

and knowíng Reynolds number it is possible to ascertain the value of

the product of the Stanton Number and the Prandtl Nr¡nber raised to

the two thirds power for a heat exchange surface similar to the one

being used in the research system.

Key to the solution of the value of hdo is the deternination

of the convective heat transfer coefficient for the outside dry

surface, h^-, developed in Section 7I.7.4. The Stanton number' cocl

includes h^^, as one of the properties which forrns this dimensionless
cocl

term. The value of h"od through the Myers relationship gives a value

for the convective heat transfer coefficient for outside wetted surfaces,

th0
d
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h.o*. In Section 71,7.6, hdo is obtained from the value determined

for h^_-- and through the Lewis relationship expressed by equationcow

4a, Section I1.4.

tI.7 .1 The oblen of deternini h the combined

coefficient of heat transfer for inside surface

It was indicated in Section 11.2 that there is considerable

difficulty in obtaining the average value of h. . Different values

for h, can be expected at different incremental areas along the path
1

of flow of the refrigerant due to varying dryness fractions and

refrigerant vapour in the superheated condition. The value of hi

under forced convection boiling varies considerably and there is very

little information on boiling heat transfer in this area. ASHRAE Hand-

book of Fundanentals (t977b) highlights the problem. Figure 11.4 taken
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fron this reference indicates the enormous variation in the heat

transfer coefficient with vapour fraction during partial evaporation,

particularly during high nass velocities.

Pierre presents equations for deternining the heat

transfer coefficient of the refrigerant film at the inside surface of

the tubes. This coefficient is the main component in determining hi

with a small contribution from the water layer and literally no

contribution in significant figures from the metal. In this particular

comparative study hi_ for the datum coil will be determined independ-

ently. The Pierre equation, (ASHRAE Handbook L977a) for Freon 72 with a

superheat of 6C and a dryness fraction below 0.5C will be applied

in deternining hi for: the tr^ro non-empirical coils related to the

experimental datum coil.

71.7.2 Calculation of the hydraulic dianeter

Kays et al (1964) defines a value of Reynolds number based

on an equivalent flow passage hydraulic diameter, 4r¡, for the

dehumidifier. In dimensionless terms this may be expressed as

4'r.n
L

4 . . .(10)
A

c
Ã- t

where L is the'f1ow length of the heat exchanger, A is the total

heat transfer area, and A" is the minimum free flow area. A number

of research workers have suggested various ways of determining this

characteristic length. Th: tube bundle is not a simple flat plate

where the chord length can be used. Gunter and Shaw (1945); Kays,

Lonclon and Lo (1954); and Jameson and Schnectady (1945) have explored

this problem. The characteristic length (or more appropriately, the

Equivalent Diameter) used in this work will be that used by Gunter and

Shaw. According to them, Equivalent Volumetric Diameter is defined as
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. . .(11)

Inperial units will be used below since comparison is to be nade with

the data of Kays et al (1964) and that of the Anerican manufacturer

of the coil. These are given in inperial units. A sketch of the coil

arrangement is shown in Figure 11.5. The Waite Institute coil data

are as fotto*s,

Tube diameter, D = 5/8 in. x 22G.

Finheight =# inches.

Fin thickness, t = 0.012 inch.

No. of fins per inch, N = 8.

Secondary/ptimary surface = 11.

Total external surface (Sec. + Prim.)/internal surface

= L3.33.

Total external surface/Face area = 16.35 per row.

Area per foot of tube (internal = 0.149 ft?)

External surface ratio (External to Internal) = 13.2.

External surface to Face area per row = 16.2.

The direct expansion coil has 54 tubes nade up of 3 rows

deep of 18 tubes per row.

' Referring to Figure 11.5.

Free Volune of tube bundle

= (Vol. of prism) - 2 UoI. of 1 inch of finned tube

length) .. (11a)

=14 1H ,lGxD2 x r) . ut,. I coi-ofl]

Outside surface area of tubes

= 2 x External S'rface Ratio .

x L44

D _ 4 (Free Volume of tube bundle)
(outside surface area of the tubes)e

,l' r y,,
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Substituting the values from coil data.

Free Volr¡me of tube bundle

= 0.643 inl

Outside surface area of tubes

= 11 .8 in?

Hence

D = 0.218 inch.
e

The Equivalent Diameter, Du = 0.0182 ft. or 5.56 x 10-3

metres. This compares very closely with the Equivalent Diameter of

Figure 10.80, Type A in Kays et a1 (1964) reproduced below as Figure

11.6. = 0.01.79 feet or 5.48 x 10-3n

This nethod of obtaining the equivalent diameter is generally

accepted for the staggered arrangement of the tube bundle where the

centre to centre longitudinal distance, (dinension H in Figure 11.5a),

in the direction of air florv is different from the centre to centre

transverse distance perpendicular to the direction of flow, (dinension

L in Figure 11.5a). However, it should be noted that though used

here - the equivalent diameter for a deep coil of many rows would not

be identical with that of a shallow coil. Lohrisch in Hsu (1962) indicatecl

how the flow pattern of in line and staggered arrangements of tubes are

affected by preceding rows. Under staggered arrangement the effect may

not occur until the 3rd rolv in depth. Therefore, in this comparison of

shallow to deep coils the equivalent dianeter would be somewhat

different.
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-+ FLOW DIRECTION

NII.ET

-
AIR
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-ì
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Tube Bundle
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( I per ínch)

FACE VIËW OF

A FINNED TUBE

L r( FLOW INTO PAPER

FLOW OUT OF PAPERa

A FINNED TUBE

COlL DATA
m.m, inches

L 3¿.9 1 3?5

H 3r.75 1.250

D¡ 11.17 0 .57

Dr 15.87 0.625

D¿ 36.4 1 '1,37

I
I

Fig 11,5 CO|L DATA AND ARRANGEMENT.
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Fig. l0-80. Finned circulor tubes, surfoces CF-8.7-5/8 J.
(Dolo of Jomeson.)

Tube outside diametet = 0.645 in.

Fin p¡tch.= 8.7 per in.

Fin thickness = 0.010 in.

f¡¡ ¿¡s6/total area = 0.862 A B
Flow passage hydraulic diameter, 4r¡- 0.01797 0.0383 ft,

Free-llow area,/frontal area, c = o,443 0.628

ileat transfer area/to!al volume, d, = 98,7 65,7 nf/fLg

f,lote: Minimum free-flow arca ls in spåces transverse to flow.

FIG 11.6 HEAT TRANSFER TEST DATA

Reproduced trom Figure 10"80 (Koys et qt 1964 )
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LL.7.3 Calculation of Reynolds nurnber

Having determined the equivalent dianeter it is now possible

to assign a Reynolds nr.rnber to the flow pattern through this extended

surface. All values are known and yield

DG_ eml(e=-
u

s .48x10- t) çZ .Z+)(
= 682----) Rê =

(o.o1B) (10-3)

17.7.4 Calculation of h , the convective heat

transfer coefficient for the outside dry surface

Having determined Reynolds number using an equivalent

dianeter, the value of the (st)¡er12/e number is known fron Figure

10.80 in Kays et al (1964) and is equal to 0.0150.

In detail, for Run 1,

= 0.0150 ...(e)

The only unknown in the above relationship is hcod, the

convective heat transfer coefficient for the outside dry surface.

Rearranging the above equation and solving for hcod,

ffRe)G c- mDmh . = 

--¿--> 

lìcocr (PÐ2/ s
= (0 .01s0) (2 .24) (1 .022x703) = 43.09 w
- 0.8 - rv'. 

n2K
co d

tI,7 .5 Calculation of h the heat transfer coefficient

for outside wetted surface

The next step is to determine the value of h.o*, the heat

transfer coefficient for outside wetted surface

A Masters Thesis by R.J. Myers (t967a) establishes a relation-

ship between the convective heat transfer coefficients for outside

dry and wetted surfaces. Figure 11.7 is repeated from page 115 of his

thesis representing the particular extended fin surface used by lt{yers.
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In a review, Myers (1967b) points to three references in the

literature on the effect of dehurnidification on the air side heat

transfer coefficient. One opinion, a paper by Ware and Hacka (1960)

concluded no significant differences existed. It would be of interest

to study the details of the tests performed to see if they took place

under conditions where the wet and dry surface curves of Figure 11.7

converge - and if extrapolated, cross. This rvould account for the

insignificant differences found. Another paper, ARI Standards (1964)

offers curves which indicate the wet surface coefficient is higher than

the dry surface coefficient. A third paper by W.l. úryan (Lg62)

concluded that the wet surface coefficient was lower than the dry

surface coefficient. However, as pointed out by lr{yers, the conclusions

were based on a Lewis number greater than 1. This casts doubts on

the validity of Bryants conclusions. The work of Kusuda (1965) and of

the general consensus to date point to a Lewis number of 1 or less

than 1.

Professor J.L. Threlkeld (1970) has incorporated this inforrn-

ation in his text book, finding Myersrwork consistent with the

procedures he himself describes within his text. Ir{yers empirical

arrangement and analysis appears to be well conceived and therefore the

dry coil performance data of Kays et aI (1964) has been converted j-n

this thesis by the Myers factor for wetted surface conditions.

It is recognized that there is sti11 considerable research

necessary before these findings nay be totally accepted for extended

surfaces.

It is apparent that the conclusions presented here are valid

both with and without Myersr (1967c) modification, though with the

modification, further energy conservation is attainable and the Myersr

work amplifies the effect of the recommendations suggested here.
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The extended surface used in Myersr work was that of a plate

fin type coil having the characteristics of Kays et al (1964) surface

shown in Figure 10.85. This coil uses a smaller dianeter prinary tube

than the one used for this analysis. In this paper helically wound

fins are used sinilar to Kays et aI Figure 10.80, type A spacing.

The calculations have included two recornrnendations nade by

Myers:

1. The extended surface minirnum free flow area has taken into

consideration the presence of a water filn having a

thickness assumed to be 1.016 x 10-am. (0lOO+ ir,.f,"r1

over the fin area.

2. The Kays curve of Figure 10.80 has been modified to

account for the presence of a water filn. Though the

same Reynolds nunber would hold for both dry and wet coils

since the changed effect of decreased cut-off area Ai,

is cancelled by the increased mass flow rate, Gm, the

curve relating Reynolds number to the (St) ¡nrz/s) ordinate

has been corrected to take into account the presence of

a wetted surface.

It can be seen by exarnining Fig. 11.7 above that if thetwo

curves of the Myersr coil are extended to the left, for this particular

coil they will cross at about a Reynolds nurnber of 550. Here the

wetted surface coefficient is equal to the dry surface coefficient which

would be very nearly the case for the shallowest coil of this comparison.

The divergence of the curves at increasing higher air velocities affect

this comparative study since for the same Reynolds number greater values

for the (St;¡er2/:1 ordinate would be obtained for a wetted surface

as compared with the dry surface data of Kays et aI (1964).
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The higher air velocity deepest coil, due to the divergence,

would result in a considerably larger value for the convective heat

transfer coefficient for the outside wetted surface than for the out-

side dry surface. This in turn would result in a larger mass transfer

coefficient for the air. This larger coefficient would be responsible

for a higher Tie Line Slope for the deeper coil. This is the reason

Myerrs findings further enphasise the conclusions drawn in this thesis,

pointing to the use of considerably lower face velocities for coils in

applications involving 1ow sensible heat ratio conditions and/or snall

ternperature gradients, as is the case in clinate simulator design.

Possibly an increase in dropwise condensation nay be responsible for the

divergence of these two curves of Figure L7.7.

The empirical equations shown below were used by Myers to

correlate the values of h^^, and h^--- respectively. Originallycod¿ CoW4

the equations were written in terns of Vå,rt¿ stanclard airface

velocities measured in feet per ninute. They are expressed here in

terms of Vf,std measured in metres per second where Vf,std = 0.00508

Và,rt¿. For this reason the constants differ from those originally

quot ed.

Heat transfer co,efficient for a dry external surface:

h"od = 6 ' 353 (vf, rtd) 
0 '6307 ' ' '(42 Myers 1967d)

Heat transfer coefficient for a wetted external surface

h = 6.785 (V )o '732 . , .(Lo2 Myers 1967e)
cow f, std

Combining tl;,e 2

h
-99w = L.067 (y
h

coct

equations above gives the relationship

)f, std
0.101

. .. (72.62 Threlkeld 1970)



Applying this equation to Run 1 Datum Coil:

h 0.101cow r .067 (o . e le)

t67 .

...(4a)

43.09

h = 45 .60 I'lI

m2K

17.7 .6 Calculation of h.
¿l the mass transfer

coefficient for outside surfaces

Knowing h.o* one can obtain hdo, the mass transfer

coefficient for the outside surface through the value of the Lewis

nurnber derived from Kusuda (1965). Thus

coü¡

h
h

cow=-do 0.9c
prn

. 4s.60*hdo = ,ffi¡=0 o+g+ kB
2sm

written

lI.7 .7 Calculation of h the conbined coefficient of

heat transfer through the water layer, metal and

refrigerant filn for the datun coil fron data of

Sections 7L.7 .2 to 7I.7 .6

The Tie Line Slope equation derived in Section 11.4 was

H_H
S

. . .(s)t -t 0 .9hr do

h.A.
11

s
A

o

The value of the Tie Line Slope for the datun coil was

determined fron the left hand side of the equation by the methods of

Section 11.5 above.

With hdo deternined from Section 17.7.6 all values on the

right hand side of the equation are knorvn with the exception of h..

Thus an raverager value for hi can be obtained for the total surface

which is to serve as the datun coil in the research system. Thus



= -0.9 (Tie Line Slope) (h¿o) (Ao/Ai)
1

h
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-0.e (-2.s0) (0.04s) (13.33) 1.47x70g w

n2K

av
DATIJM

h
]ooTI.JM

1
av

(- 2 . s0) (0 .04e) (13 .33)

11.8 Determination of h for the Two Non-Empirical Coils, the

Shallowest and Deepest to Satis fy the Twelve Constraints

The twelfth constraint, established in Section tI.3, accepts

a different refrigeration capacity and a different mass flow rate of

refrigerant for the three coils of the comparison. The value of hi
for the datum coil will be different therefore for the shallowest and

deepest coils of the comparison since, though the geometry is the sarne,

the capacity differs. The shallowest and deepest coil used in this

study are not evaluated empirically. For this to have been possible,

condensing units of a size that was compatible with the new capacities

would have been required and these would have had to naintain the datum

coil refrigeration conditions, i.e.

- condenser pressure

- evaporator pressure

- dryness fraction at inlet to evaporator

- superheat condition leaving the evaporator as in

constraints 7 to 10 inclusive.

(No alteration to the compact Waite Institute Phytotron Unit was

possible).

The najor component in the combined heat transfer coefficient

is the coefficient through the refrigerant filn, hr. Perhaps the

best means of determining hi for the deepest and shallolvest coil is

to nodify the hi of the datum coil which was determined in Section

11.6.7 above. The Pierre equation which rnost closely fits the condition
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qf operation of the condensing unit will be used for this purpose.

hr(ave) = 
o'ol"uu 

¡1;¡'1þ¡1'- . . .(12)

Equation 72 above holds for the condition where the dryness

fraction of the refrigerant entering the evaporator is less than 50

per cent and the superheat value is 6C. This is also the basis for

the datum coil operating conditions. Though this equation is stated

in terms of Imperial units it is not necessary to convert to metric

units since in this problem ratios are being used. The only tern that

will vary fron that of the datun coil is G, due to the changed

refrigeration capacity which is reflected in a change in the mass flow

rate of refrigerant. All other terms in the equation remain the sarne

due to the constraints listed above in this section.

Fron the manufacturerrs data is has been determined that a

shallower coil conpatible with the twelve constraints would have a

refrigeration capacity of 84 per cent of the datun coil; and for the

deeper coil, the refrigeration capacity would be 119 per cent of the

datum coil. Therefore the Pierre equation reduces for the shallow coil

to

nsh
Gt (sha11ow)
Gr (datum)

2 0.4

h I
L

h1 (sha11ow) r i (daturn)

For Run 1:

hi (shatlow) * h, t(0.84)210'+ (r.47xr03) = 1.28x10' 
å 

.
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For the deeper coil, it reduces to

.420
h n¡hi (deep) r

which for Run 1 becomes

I
L

T (deep)
G" (datun) i (datum)h

1

11.9 Deterrnination of the Tie Line Slope for the shallowest and

Deepest Coil

The datum coil was available and was used as part of the

research system. The Tie Line Slope was determined as described in

Section 11.5. However, since the shallowest and deepest coils of this

comparison are non-empirical, it is necessary to develop the Tie Line

Slope by another nethod. The enpirical infornation of the datun coil

and the defining constraints of Section 11.3 will be used to deternine

the Tie Line Slope for the shallowest and deepest coils of this

comparison.

The right hand side of the Tie Line Slope equation

has been selected as being the more amenable to solution.

In Section 11.7 above, a, method for obtaining the value of

hi was presented. The only remaining unknown is ndo. This is readily

obtainable following step by step the solution used for the value of

hdo of the datum coi1, Sections LL.7.2 to 11.7.6 inclusive.

The equivalent diameter determined for the datum coil also

applies to the shallowest and deepest coils. In the relationship

h (deep) o h" [(1.19)z1o'+(1.47x103) 1 .69x10 a w

n2K

I
L

1
th. Adoo0

1
Ah



the only term that changes is G, which is defined by constïaints

5 and 6 of section 11.3 as being respectively half and twice the

value of G- for the datum coil. This in turn changes the value ofm

the Reynolds nunber to half and double respectively. Thus Reynolds

number is known for the 2 fictitious coils.

Re for the shallowest coil = 341;

Re for the deepest coil = L364.

Following the sane procedure as in Section LL.6.4, hcod

is determined through Kays et al (1964) data relating Reynolds number

to the product of the Stanton (Prandttlz/ t and

h
ffRe)G c

rn pm

DG
Re=fll ,

cod

h.od (1.067) (V) = (26.47 (L.067) (0.4s9)

shal lowest
coil

= (68.ss) (1 .067) (1.858)

deepest
coil

L7T.

26.r l'l ,

- 
m2K

= 78.2 I'l

n2K

+þ
cod(P;z / t

* h"odl

Ja

= (o.ot2(4.49)!r.oz2xro\ 
= 68.es l{I

0.8
eepest m2K

coil

->

11.6.5:

h
COt^¡

coil

Through Myers relationship h.o" is deternined as in Section

0.101 0.101h
I
J

l
J

COI/t

0.101+fu
cow

Fínally hdo is deterrnined as per Section 11.7.6 through

the Lewis relationship with a Lewis nunber value of 0.9 as reconmended
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by Kusuda (1965):

h
h

do (0.e) (c

Tie Line Slope

Tie Line Slope

Tie Line Slope

26.Lt- (0. s) (1022)

shallowest coil

78.23- (0. s) (7022)

= 0.0284 kg

sn2

= 0.0851 kg

cow

pn
+h

+!¡

do

do

) I
J

I
Jd

2

All the members of the right hand side of the Tie Line Slope

equation for the two non-enpirical coils have then been determined.

h.A.
Tie Line Slope = - õ.g#nclo o

substituting values deterrnined above,

1 . 28x10 3
1

eepest coil
sm

= -3.8

I
J

KJ
kgK0 0.0284 13.33

shallowest coil
Run 1

1.69x103/1OOO
0.e(0.0848) (13.35)

eepest coil].
= -7.7

KJ
kgK

Run 1

These values should be compared with the Tie Line Slope of the datun

coil deternined in Section 1L..5, nanely

- t.kJ_ _.., 
kgK

datum coil
Run 1
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11.10 Construction of the Coil Condition Curves for the Two Non-

irical Coils

The coil condition curves for the shalrowest and deepest

coils of this conparison were constructed and conpared with the cuïve

obtained for the datun coil. The construction lines have been

retained. Together these curves form a 'tFamily of curvesr. From

this analysis a new rnethod of dehumidifier selection will be developed

in Section 11.15.

Presented below are four figures:

Figure 11.8 coil condition curve, shallowest coil Run 1,

Figure 11,9 Coil Condition Curve, Datum Coil

Run 1,

Figure 11.10 Coil Condition Curve, Deepest Coit Run 1,

Figure 11.11 A Fanily of Curves, Composite of 11.9, 11.9,

11.10.

From rnanufacturerfs data ,,r.h ", Table 11.1 taken from Aerofin

(1950), it is possible to locate the points along the coil condition

curve which represents the leaving condition from each row in depth of

a coil as is indicated on Figure 11.1i..

CONSTANTS FOR þIULTIPLYING TOTAL LOAD TO DETERMINE TFIE APP R0XIIvIATE
LOAD PER I{ITH ALL COILS OPERATI NG AT SAN{E SUCTION TEIVIPERAT'URE

Percent of Load For Rows Deep, in Direction of Air Flow
2 3 4 5 6

Lst

2nd

3rd

4th
5rh

6rh

Row

Row

Row

Row

Row

Row

. s66

.433

.477

.31_9

.264

.346

,265

.220

. 168

.305

.234

.794

. 148

. 119

.276

.2L6

.178

.133

.L07

.090

TABLE 11.1 (REPRODUCED FROM AEROFTN (19s0))
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Ihese curves reveal inproved mass transfer to heat

transfer at reduced air velocities. This occurrence is reflected in

the decreasing Tie Line Slope. The value of the right hand side of

the Tie Line Slope Equation is:

- (Constant) (hr/h.o) . . .(s)

Thus the inproved nass transfer to heat transfer is related

to the ratio of hi to hdo.

Table 11.2 indicates for the condition of Run 1 the effect

of decreasing the face velocity of the deepest coil in 2 steps,

firstbyhalf to that of the datum coil and then the datum coil by

half again to the shallowest coi1. Associated with this decrease of

face velocity, hi decreased by only 15 per cent in step 1 and

L3 per cent in step 2. 0n the other hand the value of hdo decreased

by 42 per cent in step 1 and by 43 per cent in step 2. It is this

relationship that is responsible for the significant reduction in Tie

Line Slope and the related increase in ratio of simultaneous mass

transfer to heat transfer with the reduction of face velocity.

Face
Velocity

n/s

h
l-

w/nzt<

h
do

kg/sm2

h.
1

h.
do

kl\rs
kgK

Tie Line
Slope

KJ
ileK

Deepest
Coil L .84 1.69x103 0 .0848 19 .9 -7.7

Datun Coil 0.92 1.47xL03 0 .0494 29.8 -2.5

Shal lowest
Coil 0.46 1 . 28x10 3 0 .0285 45.2 -3.7

GREATER DECREASE IN hdo

RELATED TO IMPROVED RATIO

DECREASE OF FACE VELOCITY

OVER h
h

1

1

TABLE 11..2

ñ-.
do

WITH
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11.11 Confirmation of the Tie Line 51 Obtained for the Datum

Coil With Log Mean Values

Following the procedure used for the datum coil in Section

LL,6, the log rnean air enthalpy for the shallowest coil is determined:

Hr -Hz
AH

m

AHn
42.0-33.5 = 20.2 KJ

kg
shallowest
coil

H + +H = L7.2 + 20.2 = 37.4 kg
kglm ST

AH
m lm

The log mean wet surface tenperature is

H -H

H

AH

and

which gives t = 7 .7C.
sm

Tie Line Slope

= 7.7 KJ
kg

24.3-37 .4+ ------------------:- - z 1
7.7- 4.2

KJ
kg

s s2 +^H

shal l orvest
coil

smsn

AH+HH + H = 17.2 + 7.1 = 24.3 KJ
kg

H -H

snSNS1sm

sm ln

I
J

t -t
sm I

This agrees closely with the Tie Line Slope obtained fron the analysis

of Section 11.9.

KJ
Es= -3.8



Following the same procedure for the deepest coil,

=10 KJ
kg

180

= -7.7

AHn I
Ideepest
coil

ST
AH +H --L7.2+I8.2=35.4mIm

KJ
kg

42.0-30 .2 = tB.2 KJ
Is

31.1-24.2
SM 3L.7-77 .2

24.2-17 .2

which gives

H

also

AH

H +

H -H
S

Im

s2I
-> AHsrfl

which gives

+sr

and t = 9.0C. Thus
SM

Tie Line Slope

= t7.2 + 70.0 = 27., låAHHH
sm

H+
SM SM

H-H.,sm ^.rm ).7.3_35.43 . _ kJ
= d:¡l + rie Line slope = frffi - -1.? i,xsmrdeepest

coil

This agrees with the Tie Line Slope.obtained from the analysis of

Section 11.9.

KJ
kgK
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IL.I2 Part Load Performance

The performance characteristics displayed in the comparative

analysis of Section 11.5 were associated with design load character-

istics for wide range clinate simulation. Some of the conclusions

were also stated to be applicable to air conditioning. Considering

both areas, the question arises how best to design dehumidifier coils

for part load conditions. This question was discussed in Sections 5

and 6 of this paper with respect to systems for climate simulation.

In air conditioning practice one of the nost comrnon arrangements, when

chilled water coils are employed, is to bypass chilled r^rater around

the coil as a means of naintaining the desired conditions in the air

conditioned space during part load operation. See Figure Ll.12

This existing practice frequently goes counter to the change

in air conditioning load characteristics during part load performance.

During narginal weather the transnission sensible heat loads will reduce

or actually becorne negative and cancel part of the internal sensible

heat loads. However, the latent heat loads from people and infiltrat-

ion will remain the same. The result is a reduced sensi.ble heat ratio

during part load conditions. (Carrier et al p.449, 195S). A steeper

coil condition curve is usually required, that is, one which has a LOIVER

TIE LINE SLOPE. As will be shown, for the Figure 71.12 arrangement, it

becomes shallower. As a consequence the space conditions are either

not rnaintained or a system may be ernployed using wasteful overcooling

accompanied by wasteful reheating.
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It.L2.L Conventional system performance during part load

conditions illustrated

In this section by way of an illustrative example a

comparative study will be nade using the perfornance of the datum coil

during Run 1 as representing a dehurnidifier operating at full load

conditions.

The objective will be to assess the change in performance of

the dehumidifier from full load to part load operating conditions of

65 per cent.

Though an evaporator is investigated, Figure LL.I2 Tepresents

the typical anangement for chilled water coil application. (The

principles that are developed here are applicable to both direct

expansion and chilled water coils). This arrangement is in such common

usage that it is shown here to highlight the serious problem that arises

in conventional air conditioning system application.

AIR

A CHILLED WATER COIL
CONVENTIONALLY CIRCUITED

1 .1

ü,

I

FIG
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The known'rfull loadtrTie Line Slope value for the datun

coil Run 1 will be compared with the 65 per cent part load value.

The conditions of comparison with a part load operating period

is to naintain in accord with conventional practice, the same mass flow

rate of air as for full load. Under these conditions, the mass transfer

coefficient for outside air, hdo, will renain the same. Part load

operation will be obtained through bypassing refrigerant until its flow

rate is compatible with constraints 7 to 10 inclusive of Section 11.3.

(In order to obtain the same evaporator temperature as for fulI load,

assume a smaller rated condensing unit during part load operation.)

Thus the only variation that will take place to the Tie Line Slope

equation, (4a) below, during part load operation will be a reduced value

for hi, the conbined coefficient of heat transfer through water layer

netal and refrigerant film. Thus

1
Ah tTie Line Slope = .9h A

. . .(4a)
do

The extent of this reduction can be approxinately determined

by the Pierre Equation, (ASHRAE Handbook I977a),

o

Ah n¿ Ahr (avgj

0. 00B2kr l/^."d\'fJAxHrrllo' 
a

---ã- ¡1-u / \--r--lj
L

. . .(t2)i (avg)

Sinilar to the use of the Pierre equation in Section 11.8, though

it is stated in terms of Imperial units, it is not necessary to convert

to metric units since in this problem ratios are being used. Flere we

are considering the ratio of hi¡u,rg, part load to hi¡r.rg¡ full load.

Since G, is reduced to 0.65 of the full load value and

is the only value in the Pierre equation whic.h changes, hi(part Load)

can be calculated as follows
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2 0.4

h ^rhi(Part Load) r
(part load) hGr(futl load) i(Ful1 Load)

h Ai(Part Load) 1

0.9 h A
do o

l
Jpart load

I
L

I
I

hi(part Loadl * hr

Tie Line Slope

Tie Line Slope

t(0.6s)z1o'+ t,47xlo3 = 1.o4x1os w

m2K

part load

(ñ" = fulr load)

part load

load

= full load)

1 .04
0.9 0.04 3.3 -1.8 KJ

kgK
part
(na

This is to be cornpared with rie Line slop"¡rrrtr Load) = -2.5

Thus during part load operation of about 65 per cent of

ful1' load the conventional nethod of controtling the coolant results

in a Tie Line Slope that is increased by 28 per cent of the fulI load

Tie Line Slope rather than - as is often required - being decreased.

tt.L2.2 An economical solution for offsetting low sensible

heat ratio load patterns during part load operation

One of the main conclusions that can be drawn fron this

research proj ect is that air stream velocity is an irnportant factor in

deternining the slope and shape of the coil condition curve.

It follorvs frorn the results of this study that a steeper

coil condition curve can be obtained for part load operating conditions

if the air florv rate is controlled so that it is reduced in relation to

prevailing part load operating condition.

The follorving example shows the effect of reducing the air

flow rate with load reduction for the 65 per cent part load condition.

KJ
kgK'
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Again the Datun Tie Line Slope for Run 1, -2.5 KJ
kgK wi I1

be used.

From manufacturerrs data for the coil in question it was

deternined that for the part load condition of 65 per cent, the air

flow rate should be reduced to 50 per cent of full load value in

order to retain the same evaporator temperature.

Deternination of hoo(Part Load)

The change in air flow rate indicates a change in the value

of the Stanton nurnber due to a change in the value of G,n by 50 per

cent.

G
m

f(Re)

=ÇI
I

m
= I.I2

(part load) (ful1 load)
z

Also Reynolds number is reduced by 50 per cent. Hence

Re =Re = 342
I
J(part load) (ful1 load)

¿

(part load)
= st Prz/ 3 = o.o18s

f(Re) G*c
pm +h

z/s

and therefore (n reduced)
a

hcod cod(Pr)
(part load)

(rn" reduced)

(part load)

(m" reduced)

_ (0.018s)(1.1_2)(1.022)(103) = 26.47 t'r

0. B 
m2K
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0.101 0.101h
cow = hcod (1.067)(V) = (26.47) (1.067) (0.4ss)

(part load)
(ln" reduced)

= 26.12 w

n2K

h = .0284 kg

sm2
(part load)

(ln" reduced)

(N.8. The solution for hcod, hco" and hdo follow the sarne

procedure as for Section 11.9).

The value of hi¡lart Load) was determined in Section 11..12.L

for a 65 per cent reduction of the refrigerant flow. This also

applies here and therefore,

= 1.04x10g W

do

h.
1

m2K
(part load)

Consequently the Tie Line Slope for 65 per cent load

conditions where the refrigerant flow is reduced by 65 per cent and

the air flow is reduced by 50 per cent becomes,

Tie Line Slope
h.A.

11 . . .(s)
(part load)
f; reducedl

d

0.9 h. Aclo o

(part load)

(rn. reduced)

Tie Line Slope __ (1.04) =_"okJ- - Idfoã4ITts.sgt- -¿'" ksx
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With conventional practice of naintaining the same air flow

rate during part load as during full load the Tie Line Slope during

part load operating conditions increased for this exanple from

KJ
kgK '-2.s to -1.8

whereas with the reduction of air flow rate, the Tie Line Slope for the

sane dehunidifier decreased from

-2.s ro -r.r lä.
The decrease in Tie Line Slope means deeper dehumidification.

It can thus be seen that by applying some of the principles

developed here it is possible to achieve a higher standard of desired

operating setting for air conditioning systens during part load oper-

ation and to avoid wasteful overcooling and reheating.

11.13 A New Nlethod of Dehumidifier Selection

A heat and mass transfer analysis has revealed that one of the

nain factors affecting the nature of the coil condition curve is that

of the face velocity of the air stream.

By means of a conparative analysis three dehurnidifier coils and

their coil condition curves have been determined. Each of the three coil

condition curves have been developed fu1ly from some arbitrary entering

condition to the final surface ternperature of the most downstream

incrernent of wetted surface area in the direction of air flow. Together

they form a family of curves.

It is possible as in Figure 10.1, repeated below, to indicate

the condition of the air stream in its passage through the coil by

locating along each curve the number of rows in depth that apply. (See

also Figure 11.11 above) .

The three curves have been defined through the twelve const-

raints that fc¡rm the basis of comparison. See Section 11.3. The
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resulting Tie Line Slopes, though consistent with:

the sane primary surface area of constraint ntlnber 1

the sane secondary fin surface area of constraint

nu¡nber 2

the equal heat exchange surface area of constraint

number 3

the doublíng and halving of face areas of constraints

nrmber 5 and 6,

represent conditions all along the coil condition curves and therefore

are independent of these Iinitations.

It is not the shallorvness or the depth of a coil per se which

dètermines the coil condition curve since a curve will represent a

particular Tie Line Slope frorn a single row in depth to an infinity of

rows. However in a conparison based on the constraints of Section II.3,

when conparing coils on the basis of the same mass flow rate, the

shallower coil with the lower velocity will have the lower Tie Line

Slope. The restrictiveness of the cornparison l{as due to the non-

enpirical means by which the Tie Line Slope of the shallowest and the

deepest coil had to be determined. However, once determined, the above

enumerated restrictions no longer had to apply in developing the ful1

coil condition curves for these non-empirical dehumidifier coils.

11.13.1 Common properties of the family of coil condition

CUTVES

The common properties that identify the family of curves

presented in Figure 11.8 are as follows:

L. ALL eurues use the identieaL type of eætended surface

heat erchangers lnuirry the søne generaL pattern, tube

spacing, tube av.rangement, fins per unit Length of tube,

secondnry f'Ln to prímary tube sunface ared,) tube dianeteï,,

uaLL thickness ani. matez,ial.
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ALL eurues høse the søne intensiue pnoper.ty of air,

speeifie enthaLpy, dry buLb-ternpenattu,e and hunidity

ratio at inLet to the deVnnnidifier.

ALL haue the sane r,efrigerant eondenser pressuï,e.

ALL haue the sane refr.igerant euaporator pressuy.e.

ALL haue the søne dz.yness fraction at ínLet to the

euaporator,.

ALL haue the same supenheat eor¡á.ítion Leatsíng the

euaporator.

ALL euapoz,atov, sunfaees are compLeteLy uetted.

ALL haue a face area uhich ís a*justed to retaín the

sqme ma.ss fLow of aír,

lL.73.2 Distinguishing properties within each family of

coil condition curves

Ihe cur"ues differ from eaeh other due to the faee

ueLocity and the reLated Reynolds numbev, assignable

to the dehunidifier cornpLeæ.

The híghest faee ueloeity coiL has the marimum euruature

and the shaLLouest sLope. The manírrun faee uelocity is

Liníted by t?nt ueLocity aboue uhich dry perfonnanee

cofttneTlces.

The Louest faee ueLocity coíL approaches a straight Line

ard. has the maæínum sLope,

Though for the sake of símpLicity onLy three cuvues are

shoun, any nttmbez, of curwes cqn be deueLoped. The

eutnsature and sLope of aLL other cun)es eonsidez,ed uould

be Located bett¡een the maæírm.¿m and minimum face ueLoeity

c1/trL)es, pnogressiueLy hauíng decz,easing cunuature and

ineneasing sLope as the faee ueLocity is decreased.

ô

3

4.

5

1

3

7

B

2
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11.13.3 Sisnificance of the family of curves

The variables in dehumidifier coil selection are very

numerous. Apart fron the major criterion associated with the slope

of the coil condition curve, i.e. the face velocity of the air stream,

there are:

the tenperature of the coolant,

the depth of coi1,

the geonetry of the coil including the ratio of

outside to inside surface

the operating set point,

the dew point temperature of the operating set point and

the tenperature difference across the dehunidifier coil.

With the exception of the geometry of the coil, which will be

consistent for every I'Fanily of Curves Chartrr, the parameters listed

directly above can be depicted on a psychronetric chart. As such,

given the charts covering various coil designs for a particular inlet

condition, a designer can select that coil which best fits the problem.

0n identifying the required coil condition curve the designer also will

have available

the coil size,

the face area and

the rows of depth.

Frorn the same chart, if marked with the Tie Line Slope

construction lines, the log mean specific enthalpy and the 1og mean

surface temperature can be calculated.

It is tempting to speculate that irnproved standards could be

introduced in those fields which use dehumidifiers such as climate

sinulation and air conditioning, if manufacturers accept that the

rrFanily of Curve Chartsrr for their products should be determined by a
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certified or independent testing organization. An appropriate body

in Australia to certify testing otganizations and laboratories would

be the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA). The

designer could have a broader choice in finding the best dehumidifier

and would not be restricted to the geometric pattern of one manufacturer

specializing in one type of design. It nay ultinately be desirable to

store and regularly update a large number of Famity of Coil Condition

Curve Charts on an interactive computer system, preferably written

within a computer network, for ready access by designers.

Alternatively, the number of charts required could be

reduced to nanageable proportions by assigning correction factors to

allow for variations in fin spacing, condensing ternperatures etc..

tL.74 Energy Saving Demonstrated

The emphasis of Sections 10 and 1.1 of this thesis has been

placed on the operating costs. It is therefore fitting to examine the

significance of the findings in this context. This will be done by

presenting three problems which will be associated with Run 1 at the

Waite Institute Phytotron Unit.

The highest and the lowest face velocity coils of Run 1 will

be examined from the point of view of evaluating the effect of the

variation of face velocity,-through the use of a Fanily of Coil Condition

Curve Chart, in selecting a dehumidifier.

For this purpose three design problems will be solved.

In each problem all eighi comnon properties of Section 11.1-3.1

are satisfied by the dehumidifier - thus one single Fanily of Curves

Chart will suffice. The common entering condition and the three different

desired leaving conditions are tabulated be1ow.
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Entering condition: specific enthalpy

dry bulb temperature

humidity ratio

42.0 kJ /ks

19 .9C

0.0086

Desired leaving conditions: Problem 1 Problem 2 Problen 3

Specific enthalpy

Dry bulb temperature

Humidity ratio

39.1 kJlkg

17 .9C

0.0083

33.8 kJlkg

74.3:-C

0 .0076

2s.5 kJ /ks

8.8. 'C

0.0065

AT LOI\IEST FACE VELOCITY

AT HIGHEST FACE VELOCITY

It is to be noted that the highest face velocity is beLou

the ninimum conventionally used in air conditioning practice and that

the Louest face oeLocíty is at one foutth of this uaLue.

Both eoíLs haue the søne mass flou of aí2..

fn each pxobLem the coíL condítion euyue of the Lou face

ueLocity coiL passes diz,ectLy through the desiy,ed

Leauing conÅ.itíon.

In eaeh case the air stream of the higher face uelocíty

eoiL tmtst be ouercooled in oy,der to achieue suffieíent

dehwnidification.

In each ease the air stneam of the higher face ueLocity

eoiL uíLL be v.eheated to reach the design conditíon.

The pz,obLem i.s to detez.míne the per cent of energy uasted

by ueing the hígher faee ueLocíty coíL y,athey, than the

Lou face uelocíty coiL.

Figw,e L1.13 r,epz.esents 2 members of the fani,Ly of curues

chart of figure 11.LL írúícating aLL the uaLues used in

the soLutíon of the 3 probLems uorked below.

Assume that the coefficient of performance of the refr,ùg-

ev.øtíon cyeLe is 3.0.

0.46 m/s

1.84 n/s

(90.5 feetlninute)

(363.0 feet/minute)
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11.14.1 Solution to three problens

With reference to Figure 11.L3, each problem considers the

ratio of the specific enthalpy change, 
^H¡"*."r, cooling),

(enthalpy change associated with the excess sensible cooling that was

required in order to sufficiently offset the latent heat loads) to

M¡n"."rrary cooling), (enthalpy change required if the dehumidifier

is ideally selected to offset exactly both the sensible and latent heat

loads). In each problem a rnultiplier, 2, appears in the calculations

in order to represent the double penalty due to both overcooling and

reheating. *

^H-Per cent of Energy wasred = i'!"*tutt 
tooti"Ð * 2*'(necessary cooling)

Problem 1
(3e.L-37 .8)2 = 93 per cent(42.0-3s .r)

(33. 8- 32 .0) 2
(42 .0-33.8) = 43 per cent

Problem 5 _ (2s.s-24.7)2 _- (42.0-2s.s) 17 per cent

*Though the coefficient of performance of the refrigeration cycle

is 5, a double penalty only has been considered on the assumption

that the refrigeration compressor is operated fron an electrical

source whereas the reheater is operated directly from a thermal

energy source. If the reheater is also operated fron an electrical

source then the multiplier of 2 in the 3 problems should be

changed to 4.

Problem 2
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IL.L4.2 Cornments on problems

Problen 1 is a type encountered in climate sinulation where

only 2C is the pernissible tenperature gradient across the

conditioned space as for example in the case of a phytotron unit.

Problen 2 involves a nediurn ternperature gradient of about 5.5C.

Problen 3 represents a typical conventional air conditioning application

with 11C temperature difference across the coil and the leaving

condition near saturation.

These problerns highlight the effect of the qualitatively

different face velocities that are recommended by the findings of this

thesis as compared to existing practice.

Run 1 represents a common entering condition encountered in

the field of air conditioning, yet as can be seen from the results,

very substantial energy savings in operating costs would be realized

for low sensible heat ratio conditions if the dehumidifier were

selected to use an unconventional low face velocity, such as the 0.5

metres per second used in these problems above.

It is interesting to note that the highest and lolest velocity

coil condition curves of Run 1 do not appear to be very drastically

different from each other. See Figure 11.11. However the large energy

savings are based on this snall difference. This difference is based

on the assumption that the highest face velocity coil of atrFamily of

Curvesrr is fully wetted. Actually test data described in Section 12

indicate that the shallowest coil conclition curve of arrFamily of Curvesrl

is limited by a naximum face velocity which is frequently below

conventional velocities. Coil condition curves with higher face

velocities than this are partially dry ancl therefore do not belong to

the same ttFamily of Curvesrr. For these curves there is a marked

separation from the curves having ful1y wetted surfaces. Therefore the
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energy savings are frequently greater than indicated by the solution

to the 5 problens above, particularly in clinate simulation with its

low tenperature gradient requirernent.

11.15 Experimental Confirmation of the Theoretical Performance

Characteristics of Dehr.unidifiers Developed in this Section

The non-empirical curves developed for the shallowest and

deepest dehumidifiers using the conparative analysis of Section 11.5

have been enpirically confirned in a research project using the new

Heat and Mass Transfer Laboratory in the Department of Mechanical

Engineering in the University of Adelaide which was conmenced during

the final months of the preparation of this thesis. This confirmation

is described in Section 12.

11.16 Conclusions

1 Air stream velocity and the related Reynolds number (assign-

able to the dehumidifier complex) have been found to be the

major operative factors for a system of dehunidifier

selection in air conditioning and climate simulation applic-

ations.

As the velocity of an air stream over a dehumidifier is

reduced the slope of the coil condition curve becomes

steeper.

As the velocity of an air stream over a clehumidifier is

reduced the curvature of the coil condition curve reduces

towards that of a stTaight line.

As the velocity of an air stream over a dehunidifier is

reduced, the number of rows of depth required to reach near

saturation conditions is reduced (when compared on the

basis of Section 11.3).

2

3

4
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The straight line characteristic of coil condition curves

assumed in industrial design nethods as described in

Section 10, does not hold for the range of air velocities

employed in air conditioning applications, [nanely 2 rnetres

per second (400 feet per minute) to g.S metres per second

(700 feet per minute) approximatelyl.

As the velocity of an air strean is increased over fully

h'etted dehumidifier surfaces, the coil condition cuïves

becone shallower and a point is reached which marks the

maxinurn face velocity for a fanily of curves. This maximum

velocity has been found to frequently occur below the

ninimum face velocity used in conventional air conditioning

practice. (See Section 12). Above this velocity the coil

is no longer fully wetted. When this occurs the first

increment of depth in the direction of air flow has zero

slope. This characteristic increases the energy penalty

that has been described for conditions of fully wetted surfaces

The conventional design approach used in air conditioning

and climate simulation can result in large energy penalties

and failure to attain desired conditions for fu11 load and/

or part load operation particularly when low sensible heat

ratios prevail.

The conventional design approach towards spatial arrangements

particularly where low sensibte heat ratios prevail, must be

re-exarnined in the light of potential energy savings due to

reduced cooling and reheating, reduced fan power, reduced

size of refrigeration equipnent and cooling toweï and their

reduced weights and costs.

6

7

8
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From an examination of part load conditions frequently

present in conventional air conditioning applications

there is a strong case indicating energy savings and

inproved performance if the air flow rates are controlled

to reduce with decrease of the loads.

A najor criterion in dehumidifier coil selection is to

find the extended surface which has a coil condition curve

that best fits the load ratío line of the problen. Maximun

energy conservation is then obtained.

10.

tL.L7 Recommendations

Resulting fron the findings of this thesis, a new system of

dehumidifier selection has been described that is not consistent with

existing air conditioning practice. Though the systen would be nore

rigorous in adhering to the actual heat and mass transfer performance

and in elininating many of the assumptions and approximations used at

present, it would offer a sinpler method for determining the best

dehumidifier, in terms of overall system performance. However the use

of this system entails considerable work. Initially it would be

necessary to establish agreed standards of testing involving manufact-

urers, standards associations and engineering societies. Approx-

inations used by the conmercial community (Section 10) should be

reassessed. This implies a vast progran. In addition this program

would have to consider the effect of the dehunidifier on the total

system of climate simulation and/or air conditioning. Space is also a

valuable factor that nust be assessed in the final selection process.

The consulting engineer is therefore involved. Usually the consulting

engineer does not include the selection of the dehumidifier as an

inportant part in the design of a system, leaving the choice to the

manufacturer to whom he specifies only the functional requirements.
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Considerable work must be done to realize the large energy savings

and inproved air conditioning perfornance that would be derived fron

the inplenentation of a system of selection using the itFamily of Curves

Chartstr or equivalent.

The entire philosophy of coil selection with emphasis on

increased surface density for gas-liquid heat exchangers should be

Teassessed when the coil in question is a dehumidifier. The increase

of fin to primary tube surface may result in optinizing heat transfer

but will reduce mass transfer in relation to heat transfer.

The basic relationships leading fron Reynolds number to the

(St¡¡nrlz/s value on through to the Lewis number relationship have

revealed that there is a decreased mass transfer to heat transfer ratio

with increase of face velocity. As exarnined in Section 11.10 this is

indicated by the value of hi changing at a lesser rate than hdo

with change of face velocity. As a consequence an increased Tie Line

Slope value (or negatively decreased Tie Line Slope value), is obtained.

An increased Tie Line Slope reveals a decrease in the ratio of mass

transfer to heat transfer. In dehunidifier applications it is important

to recognize that though increased air flow velocity will improve heat

transfer it will reduce the ratio of rnass transfer to heat transfer.
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T2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRT4qTION OF THE CONCLUSIONS - DEVELOPED IN

SECTIONS 10 AND 11

L2.7 Introduction

rn sections 11.6 and 11.11 the Tie Line slope compatibility

with log mean values hras demonstrated and very close agreement was

obtained. Nevertheless it was considered desirable to establish

empirical verification that the type of non-empirical curves developed

for the shallowest and the deepest coils of the conparative analysis

in section 11.3 was correct. The first projects carried out on the

heat and mass transfer research systen in the Department of l,,lechanical

Engineering hrere to confirm the findings of Sections 10 and 11.

L2.2 The Research Systems

The datum enpirical coi_1 data of Section 11, referred to as

Run 1, was gathered in 7977 at the ttraite Institute Phytotron Unit hrhich

has since been disnantled due to severe corrosion caused by use of

untreated Adelaide water. Furthermore, though the system was excellent

in its performance characteristics (see Figute 7.1 and Appendix I), it

did not have some of the sophisticated design, equipment and instrument-

ation necessary for a research system. It was therefore decided to build

a new teaching and research system within the Departnent of Mechanical

Engineering and in Februaty 7979 this new system was èompleted.

12.2.1 Air flow characteristics

The air flow pattern, its control and measurement, are

important to the programs planned for this teaching and research system.

As indicated in Section 7.3.7 considerable attention was given to this

aspect in the design of the system.
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12.2.2 The requirement to naintain six properties constant

In order to verify the findings of Sections 10 and 11 it

was necessary to maintain the following properties constant while

testing the dehumidifier performance for each menber of a fanily of

CUTVCS:

1. entering dry bulb ternperature

2. entering wet bulb tenperature

3. condensing pressure

4. evaporator pressure

5. dryness fraction of the refrigerant entering evaporator

6. superheat leaving evaporator.

(A,lthough the Waite Institute Phytotron Unit was capable of

naintaining to very close tolerances a desired temperature ancl humidity

upstream of the direct expansion coil, it was not able simultaneously

to repeat and hold constant all of the above common properties for each

different face velocity).

t2.2.3 The mechanism to naintain constancy of the six

properties

The new research system has the capacíty to hold the six

properties enumerated above constant h¡ithin close linits. Control is

obtained in the following nanner:

1. Entering dry bulb temperature is maintained constant for

any desired set-point dry bulb temperature over a climatic

range by means of a proportional controller as in the basic

clinate simulator design described in Section 4.2.3.

2. Entering wet bulb temperature is maintained constant

indirectly through control of a cavity dew point ternperature,

for any desired wet bulb temperature over a climatic range,
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by neans of a proportional controller also as in the basic

climate sirnulator design described in Section 4.2.5.

3. Condens essure is maintained constant for any selected

operating conditions over a clinatic range by neans of a

proportional controller which automatically bypasses the

condensing hrater around the condenser to obtain the desired

operating setting, Figure 7.8.

4. Evaporator pressure is maintained constant for any selected

pair of dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures over a climatic

range, for the required air flow rate, by neans of a nunber

of manual adjustments available including

(a) rnanual.variable speed adjustment of compïessor

rpm, Figure 7.9;

(b) condensing water inlet ternperature regulation by

means of manual valves which control the flow of

condensing water supplying and bypassing the

condenser and also the air flow at the cooling tol,rer

fan discharge, Figure 7.8.

5. Dryness fraction of the refri gerant entering evaporator is

set manually by adjusting a vapour bypass around the liquid

suction heat exchanger, Figure 7.8, until the desired subcooled

temperature of the refrigerant entering the thernostatic

expansion valve is obtained. The subcooled temperature is

monitored by print out point 1 on the left hand twenty-four

point recorder chart, Figure 7.9.

6. Superheat leaving evaporator is set by adjusting the spring

pressure hrithin the thermostatic expansion valve. The super-

heat temperature is indirectly monitored by print out pcint

5 on the left hand twenty-four point recorder chart, Figure

7 .9.
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It is essential that aLL these properties rernain constant

in the generation of the rfanily of curvesr. Different superheat values

or different dryness fractions for different members of a rfanily of

curves I would fail to give a true evaluation of the relative perform-

ances at the differing air velocities. Such a conparison would be equiv-

alent to comparing evaporators of differing sizes since the heat and

mass transfer performance of the two phase portion of each evaporator

would not be the same in all cases. A higher dryness fraction combined

with a higher superheat value would be equivalent in effect to a much

smaller evaporator. Different evaporator pressures would indicate

different enthalpy potentials since the refrigerant ternperatures would

be different. Similarly differences in the air entry conditions would

change the enthalpy potential. Different head pressures would result in

different volumes of new charge after the gases in the clearance volune

of the compressor had expanded. Thus aLL of these properties must be

kept constant for each member of a rfamily of curvesr.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering research system is

an application of the unified approach in a very sophisticated form.

The requirements to verify the findings of Sections 10 and 11 go far

beyond the requirements of a system of clinate simulation which is only

required to deliver a desired combination of dry bulb tenperature and

humidity over a specified range.

L2.2.4 Wide ranqe of refríseration capacities and other

system requirements

In addition to naintaining the six properties constant for

the widely differing velocities of a 'family of curvesr, in order to

verify the findings of Sections 10 and 11 the research system must

accommodate the wide refrigeration capacity range that will occur when

a single evaporator is subjected to the variations in air velocity,
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entering specific enthalpy values and refrigerant temperatures.

The following are required:

(a) A nanually controlled variable speed motor for the air

system fan.

(b) A nanually controlled variable speed motor for the

refrigeration conpressor.

(c) A cooling tower rvith built-in flexibility. A centrifugal

backward curved fan with a manual damper at the fan

discharge was installed. At some of the very low face

velocity settings it is necessary to completely shut down

the cooling tower fan during 1ow wet bulb temperature

weather.

(d) A drain pan with provision for measuring condensed water

' flow rate from the dehumidifier.

(e) Insulated air duct and refrigeration piping.

(f) A sealed closed air cycle capable of reaching steady state

conditions.

L2,3 Problems to be Overcome to Confirm Conclusions of Sections 10

and 11-

It was not practical to build a research system that would

adhere to the constraints of Section tL.3.

t2.3.1 The research system employs one dehumidifier

The Department of Mechanical Engineering System employs a

fixed dehumidifier. It is therefore not possible to satisfy the

requirement in the experiment to halve or double the depth of the

dehumidifier as the face velocity of the coil is halved or doubled.

However this problem is not serious. The Tie Line Slope characteristic

is independent of the depth of the coi1. (See Section 11.13). It is
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therefore possible to obtain data fron the fixed depth research coil

and then, by neans of the rnanufacturerrs data, such as Table 11.1 of

Section 11.10, obtain the outlet condition for any desired depth on

the coil condition curve, Figure 10.1. One difficulty arising fron

the inability to vary the dehunidifier configuration is that when the

face velocity is halved, and the depth of the coil is not halved

(Section 11.3), an outlet condition very close to the saturation line

of the psychrometric chart results. This is a point where the high

and low face velocity coil condition curves converge, as indicated on

Figure 11.11, and therefore a reduced accuracy in the construction of

the coil condition curves by way of the Tie Line Slope method results.

L2.3.2 Limited range

. The range of air velocities used to construct non-empirically

the shallowest and deepest coils, as in the comparative analysis of

Section 11.3, was 4 to 1. The Department of Mechanical Engineering

Systen is linited to about 2 to 1 by limitations in the speed of the

air supply fan and the speed of the open type compressor. There is also

a maximurn lirnit of 1000 kPa gauge imposed by the refrigerant head

pressure controller.

t2.4 Extension of the Research Pro ect to Include Part and

Coil Performance

It would be wrong to confine the findings of Section 11 to

completely wetted coils only. Design requirements include coils with

performances over a conplete range of sensible heat ratios. Although

Section 11, in establishing clear relationships due to change in face

velocity only, confined itself to entirely rvetted surfaces, it was

found when the research system operated over the narrower range of face

velocities of 2 to 1, the coil would frequently pass from conpletely

hletted to partly wetted performance. At these conditions the differences
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between the slopes of the high and low velocity coil condition curves

increased over the findings of Section 11 for completely wetted

surfaces only. Indeed, as will be demonstrated by the results of Runs

3 and 7, wide divergence of the coil condition curves from completely

dry to a partially wetted condition are obtained. 'This highlights the

point made in the first paragraph of Section 3.2.1 with regard to the

range of dehunidification for clinate sinulation. Obviously the perform-

ance of Runs 5 and 7 indicate that under higher face velocit¡ the

conditíons of these runs, (which is low by conventional standards), the

research coil has no capacity to dehumidify. The range over which it

can control humidity is limited to the higher humidíty ratios and lower

dry bulb temperatures.

Thus consideration of dry and part dry performance in this

section further supports the irnportance of the findings of Section 11,

conclusion 6 of Section 11.16 regarding part dry performance.

12.5 The Confirning Tests

The confirning tests cover two independent research projects.

However the entry conditions and constraints were so selected as to

closely inter-relate the two projects so as to link the verification

to the basic theory. Both projects study the performance of six pairs

of different entry conditions to the dehumidifier. In Project I one

nember of each pair has twice the velocity of the other.

12.5.1 Project I: to study the effect of different air

velocities across a dehumidifier coil

The following properties will be kept constant for each

member of the six pairs of runs considered:

entry dry bulb temperature

entry wet bulb temperature
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evaporator pressure

condenser Pressure

entry dryness fraction of refrigerant to the cvaporatol'

superheat condition of refrigerant leavilrg the evaporator.

- The face velocity of one menber of the pair will be twice

that of the other rnenber of the pair.

The performance data of the six pairs are listed in Table

12.L. The entry and leaving conclitions are connected by a straight line

on the psychrometric chart of Figure 12.L. The black Iines represent

the higher velocity runs and the red lines represent the lower velocity

TUns. *

The actual path of the coil condition curve inclucling fie Line

Slope construction lines can be observed in psychromctric charts rvith

figure numbers as listed in Table 12.2.

TABLE 12,2 PROJECT I, COIL CONDITION CURVES FOR RUNS 2 TO 7

* A section of the recorder charts of the high and low r,'c1ocit1:
¡nembers of Run 7 are sholn in Figures 7.I2ix to D"

on All figures lísted in Table I2.2 appear at Èhe end of Sectíon J,2.

PATR
NT''MBER

RUNS

NUT1BËRS

t(rk
FICURE NUÌ.1BERS

HICtt VELOCITY I\{EMBER L0hl VELOCIT'Y [fEI'IBER

I

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

7

L2,2 HV

(not required, d::y per-
formance (See Fig. t2.t)

L2.4 HV

L2.5 HV

72.6 HV

(not retruired, dry per-
formance (See Fig . 12.1)

t2.2

L2.3

LV

LV

72.4 LV

t2.s LV

12.6 LV

t2.7 LV



TABLE 12.1 PROJECT I, PERFCRMANCE DATA OF SIX PAIRS OF TEST RTJNS

A study of the effect of variation of air velocity
across a dehumidifier coil

LEAVING CONDITIONS

.tw

e/ke

6.5

5.6

6.2

5.5

7.0

6.7

t7 .4 11.9

r0.7

L2.3

70.7

7.0

6.5

f,wbt
C

8.0

6.0

8.0

6.0

10.1

8.4

15 .3

L7.5

15. 3

I0.2

8.2

l,dbr
C

8.5

6.5

o')

6.7

11.3

9.0

18.8

1s. B

18 .0

15.6

11 .8

8.8

PROPERTIES MAINTAINED CONSTANT FOR MEMBERS OF

EACH PAIR OF TEST RUNS

Superheat
Leaving

Evaporator
C

5.3

5.3

4.7

5.8

5.8

4.7

Dryness
Fraction at

Entry to
Evaporator

0.22

0.22

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

Condenser
Pressure
kPa gauge

875

875

975

960

960

97s

Evaporator
Pressure
kPa gauge

200

200

230

295

29s

230

ewbt
C

L7.4

11 .6

14 .8

22.0

21.9

1s .0

edbt
C

14 .0

17.0

19.7

29.2

2s.7

23.0

eha
kJ/kg

32.8

32.8

41 .5

64.0

64.0

41.5

PROPERTY VARIED
FOR MEMBERS OF

EACH PAIR

Face Velocity
m/s

1 .86

0 .93

1 .86

0 .93

1 .36

0 .68

7.71

0. 86

L.7t

0 .86

7.36

0 .68

RUN

NIJ}ÍBER

2HV

2LV

3HV

3LV

4HV

4LV

5HV

5LV

6HV

6LV

TIIV

7LV

No
r.o
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In every case the conclusions of Sections 10 and 11 are

confirned.

The humidity ratio changes indicated by the Assmann psychrometer

have been checked by the independent rneans afforded by the teaching

systen procedure described in Section 8.1, paragraphs 4d and 4e. The

change in hunidity ratio across the dehumidifier nay be cornpared with

the value of the ratio of rate of water condensed at the dehumidifier

to the flow rate of dry aiv, obtained from the pressure reading at the

Venturi tube. .It was found that these two ratios agreed within a

tolerance equivalent to + 0.lC on the Assmann readings.

12.5.2 Project II: to study dehumidifier coil performance

in relation to enthalpy potential theory

This experiment is described in general in Section 9.1. As

indicated in Section 9.1 the following properties will be kept constant

for each member of the six pairs of runs considered in these confirning

tests:

air flow rate

condens ing tenperature

, evaporator tenperature

superheat condition leaving evaporator

dryness fraction entering evaporator

entering air enthalpy.

The dry bulb temperature of each member of a pair will be different.

The entry and leaving conditions, connected by straight lines, share

the sane Figure L2.7 of Project I. The six pairs that make up this

study are listed in Table 12.3 with the figure number identifying coil

condition curve to which each member belongs.
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TABLE 12.3 PROJECT II IDENTIFICATION OF TEST PAIRS

PAIR RI.JN FIGURE

1 High Velocity Run 2

with
High Velocity Run 5

L2.2 HV

t2.t (Dry)

2 Low Velocity Run 2

with
Low Velocity Run 3

L2.2 LV

12.3 LV

3 High Velocity Run 4

with
High Velocity Run 7

L2.4 HV

12.L (Dry)

4 Low Velocity Run 4

with
Low Velocity Run 7

12.4 LV

I2.7 LV

5 High Velocity Run 5

with
High Velocity Run 6

1,2.5 HV

L2.6 HV

6 Low Velocity Run 5

with
Low Velocity Run 6

L2.S LV

L2.6 LV
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An examination of the perforrnance data for the six pairs

of test runs associated with Research Project rr, Table 12.4, and the

lines connecting the entry and leaving conditions for each pair,

Figure Lz.r, reveal that for both high and low velocity runs, for dry,

part lrretted and fully wetted performance of the coil, each pair of

coils started uith the søne entTy enthalpy condition and ended wittr ttre

søne Ieaving enthalpy condition. This confirns the enthalpy potential

theory for all runs examined including the ones that exhibited heat

transfer only. In the case of Run 4HV, compared with dry Run 7HV there

was a deviation of 0.2 c. There was also a deviation of 0.2 c when

Run 4LV was compared with Run 7LV. All other pairs tested for adherence

to enthalpy potential theory agreed with + 0.05 C which is well within

the resolution capability of the instruments and imperfections in the

total systern steady flow operation. This included Run 2HV compared with

dry Run 3HV.

This is an interesting development. Enthalpy potential is

concerned with the difference between the enthalpy of unsatuïated air

and the enthalpy of air at the tenperature of a wetted surface, yet for

High velocity Run 3 the leaving enthalpy for this dry run is, within

reading accuracy, that of the High Velocity Run 2 which has a completely

wetted surface. rt is to be noted that High velocity Dry Run 7 is at

a lower facevelocity than High velocity Dry Run 3. This infornation

will be left to be investigated by a future research programme. However

it may be of interest to indicate that it is related to the work of

Myers (1967) discussed in section 11 and in general the effect of a

wetted film can be studied in this'heat and mass transfer research system.



TABLE 12.4 PROJECT II, PERFORMANCE DATA OF SIX PAIRS OF TEST RTJNS

A study of dehunidifier performance in relation to
enthalpy potential theory

LEAVING CONDITIONS

.Q,wbt

C

8.0

8.0

10.1

L0.2

77.s

17.4

6.0

6.0

8.4

8.2

15.3

15. 3

.l,dbt
C

8.5

9.2

11.3

11.8

18.0

1B.B

6.5

6.7

9.0

8.8

15 .6

15. B

lh"
kJlkg

24.9

30.2

49.5
(r0.1 0)

20.7

25.7
(10 .1s)

43.0
(a0.0s)

PROPERTIES MAINTAINED CONSTANT FOR MEMBERS OF
EACH PAIR OF TEST RUNS

eha
kJlke

32.8

41 .5

64.0

32.8

41 .5

64.0

Superheat
Leaving

Evaporator
c

5.5

4.7

5.8

5.3

4.7

5.8

Dryness
Fraction at

Entry to
Evaporator

0.22

0.20

0.20

0.22

0.20

0.20

Condenser
Pressure
kPa gauge

B7s.

975

960

87s

975

960

Evaporator
Pressure

kPa gauge

200.

230.

295

200

230

29s

Face
Velocity

m/s

1 .86

7.36

L.7L

0 .93

0 .68

0 .86

PROPERTIES VARIED FOR

IUEMBERS OF EACH PAIR

ewbt
t,

7r.4

11 .6

14 .8

15 .0

2r.9

22.0

LT.4

11 .6

14.8

15.0

21.9

22.0

edbt
C

14.0

L7 .0

L9.7

23.0

25.7

29.2

14 .0

L7 .0

19.7

23.0

25.7

29.2

RUN

NUMBER

2TN

3HV

4HV

7HV

6I]V

5HV

2LV

3LV

4LV

7LV

6LV

5LV

t\)
Fè
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Project I is related to Project II in that every menber of

each pair of runs was a rnember of both projects. consequently if the

perfornance of Project rI is accepted to adhere to enthalpy potential

theory so too must the performance of Project I.

All the research data presented above are repeatable. Many

of the tests were performed twice.

12.6 Conclusion

The research system has been demonstrated to have the capacity

to naintain six properties constant under conditions where a seventh

property is varied, a necessary requirement to conduct Projects I and II.

The Assnann psychrometer readings have been checked by

independent means to be compatible with direct measurement of moisture

content change.

Project II has been shown to yield results consistent rvith

enthalpy potential theory.

Since the individual test runs of Project I are identical with

those of Project II, it follows that the test results of Project I,

are also consistent with enthalpy potential theory and hence nay be

judged to be reliable

The performance data of Project I confirms the conclusions of

Sections 10 and 11.

The results of Project I are thelefore offered as reliable

evidence in confirmation of the findings presented in Sections 10 and 11.
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L3. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis the need for clinate sinulation in teaching

and research in the physical and life sciences has been established

and the problems associated with Lhe engineering oi climate simulators

have been aÅalyzed. Tivo main avenues have been explored. The first

relates to those aspects which are peculiar to climate simulators, such

as the requirement to simulate ang.realístic tenperature and hunidity

combination within a clinatic range and to change automatically fro:n

one combination of tenperature and hunidity to any other combination

of temperature and hwnidity. In Sections 3 to 6 inclusive a unified

system of design has been presented which was shown to be applicable

over a wide range of specifications for clinate simulation. Design

requirements for this area were shown to be in marked contrast to the

design requirements of conventional air conditioning, which is essent-

ially free of range requirements.

The essentials of a basic engineering design (Shaw 1964) for

climate simulatlon have been described and this basic design has been

shown to be adåptable to accomnodat,e the diffeaênces in the detailed

specifications of users from various fields. One embodiment is as a

low energy systen, easily operable by non-engineers, Yet having the

capaeity to change over automatically between different temperature and

hunidity settings in accordance with some prescribed program. It is

applicable to a wide range temperature-humidity system as well as to a

narrow range temperature-only system.

The ains of the unified approach have been expressed as a

r', -b-'

set of specifications. They have been demonstrated by application to

several systems whose performance has been investigated. All these

systems, on start-up ol changeover, automatically establish steady flow

conditions for all operating settings within the particular design range,
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and achieve these settings with constant evaporator surface

temperatures. As a consequence al1 of the systems built to the uni-fied

approach exhibjt stable performance and maintain both temperature and

humidity operating settings to close tolerances.

The second avenue explored in this thesis was the selection

of the dehumidifier. Tl.e methocl used enabled the system to achieve

stable operation within a wider range, including lower huni.dity ratios

and markeclly reduced the energy requirements. The dehumidj-fier has

been shown to be a very importarrt cornponent of this system because of

its dual role of offsetting both the sensible and latent heat loads.

In environmental chambers having ranges which extend to high dry bulb

tenperatures cornbined with low hunidity ratio settings the conventional

selection nethods used by industry are very wasteful of energv,

particularly when ther temperature gradient in the conditioned space is

required to be sna1L. Manufacturers servirìg the air conditioning

industry have adopted numerous simplifying approxinations to clehunidifier

selection. Only straight line process paths with varying slopes are

admitted. There is no indication of the true nature of the curved path

of the coil conditíon cuïve. The knowledge of the attuat process path

in climate simulation is essential because small temperature differences

actoss the c.oil are preferred in order to offset thernal loads acting

over srna11 temperature gradients within the controlled space.

In Section L0 the heat and mass transfer relationships

involved in dehumidifier selection have been discussed using indu-strial

nethods and terminology. ln Section l-1 a nore basic analysis, using

heat and mass transfer and enthalpy potentJ-al theory was carried out.

The path of the coil condition curve was constructed using the Tie Line

Slope method. Though selection was first r,'iewed with the special

interest of clinate simulation, the findings of this section have been
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shown to be applicable to the air conditioning fie1d.

From a study of dehumidifiers under constraints, (Section

11.5), which established the important parameters influencing selection,

it can be concluded that:

1. Air stream velocity and the related Reynolds nunber have

been found to be the major factors in the systernatic

selection of dehumidifiers both for air conditioning and

climate simulation.

2. As the velocity of an air strean over a dehunidifier is

reduced the slope of the coil condition curve becornes

steeper, the curvature of the coil condition curve reduces

towards that of a straight line, and the number of rows of

depth required to reach near saturation conditions is

reduced.

3. The straíght line characteristic of coil condition curves

assuned in industrial design methods f¿rils to reveal the

major factors which are pertinent to the best

selectíon of a dehumidifier. As the velocity of an air

stream is increased over fully wetted dehumidifier surfaces,

the coil condition curves become shallower and a point is

reached which marks th.e naximurn face velocity for a rfanily

of curvesr . This naximun velocity has been found frequently

to occur below the ninirnum face velocity used in

conventional air conditioning practice. Above this velocíty

the coil is no longer fully wetted. When this occurs, since

the first increnent of depth in the direction of air flow

has zero slope the energy penalt)' that has been described

for conditions of fu11y wetted surfaces is increased where

1ow sensible heat ratio conditiorts prevail. The conventional
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industrial design approach and spatial arrangements,

particularl¡'where low sensible heat ratios prevail, need

to be re-examined in the light of potential energy savings

due to reduced cooling and reheating, reduced fan power,

¡educed size of refrigeration equipment and cooling tower

and their reduced weights and costs. Despite criticism of

conventional nethods it is of i.nportance to note that

some of the approximaEe methods used in the commercial

field are acceptable in conventional air conditioning

applications. An examination of the test data depicted on

the psychrornetric chart of Figure 12.1 indicates that when

the straight lines connecting inlet and outlet conditions

of the test runs having the same face velocity and entry

enthalpy conditic.¡n are extended, they veïy neíÌrly meet at

the saturation curve. The temperature at this point

is referred to by some in the commercial field as the

apparatus dew point. It represents the coil surface temperature.

From an examination of part load conditions frequently

present in conventional air conclitioning aþplications the

case has been made fol variable volume systens, indicating

energy savings and improved performance if the air florv

Tates are reduced with decrease rrf load.

Maximum energy conservation is ensured in dehunidjfier coil

selection when the extended surface has a coil condition

curve that best satisfies the load ratio line of the problem.

Therefore the entire philosophy of coil selection with

emphasis on increased surface density for gas-liquid heat

exchangers should be reassessed r¿hen the coil in questíon is

a dehunidifier. The increase of fin to primary tube surface

nay give optimun heat transfer but wiIl reduce m¿lss transfer

5
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in relation to heat transfer. The basic relationships

leading fron Reynolds number to the (St) ¡er¡ 2/ e value

on through to the Lewis nurnber relationship have revealed

that there is a decreased mass transfer to heat transfer

tratio with increase of face velocity. As exarnined in

Section 1L.10 this is indicated by the value of hi changing

at a lesser rate than ndo with change of face velocity.

As a consequence an increased Tie Line Slope value is

obtained. An increased Tie Line Slope reveals a decrease in

the ratio of mass transfer to heat transfer. In dehumidifier

applications it is irnportanl; to recognize that though

increased air flow velocity will improve heat transfer it

will reduce the ratio of nass transfer to heat transfer.

Resulting from the findíngs of this thesis, a method of

dehu¡nidifier selection has been described which differs from existing

air conditioning practice. The proposed selection method acknowledges

the actual heat and nass transfer performance and etininates many of

the assunptions and appfoxinations used at present. It is direct and

sirrrple to use and leads ideally to selectíon of the bptimurn dehunridifler

in terms of overal.l system performance. However if its wídespread use

is to be pronoted, cooperation will be necessary between standards

associations, engineering societies and nanufacturers.

The effectiveness and validity of the unified design method

for climalie sÍmulators espoused in this thesis has been demonstrated by

analysis and interpretation of actual experimentaL ðata from physical

plant which was designed using the unified system. Additionally the

flexibility of this type of plant for teaching and for research in the

physical and life sciences has been indicated.
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Further areas of research which lie beyond the irnmediate

ains of this thesis have become apparent. These include studies of

the effect of dry, part-dry and wetted transfer surfaces, investigation

of enthalpy potential and further optimisation of the proposed nethod

of dehunidifier selection. The apParatus built to demonstrate the

findings of this thesis is also erninently suitable for fundamental heat

and mass transfer research and for performance testing of comnercial

heat and/or mass transfer components.
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Ihe clai¡,rs defird-ng the lrscntj.ou are ae

follor¡s :-

l; A control1-etl atrnosphere cha¡l¡cr ¿ìefined by wa11s

of a cabLætr including a fan to drar a gas Yapo¡¡r o¡'

gzs/vapor ni-rtu¡e thrc^gh the cha¡uber, a refrigeratlou

systen harl.g a¡ eveporator "nìt nith a coolinS heat excha:rge

surface 1n the path of flos of the gas, vapor or gas,/vapor

alrture, heatl¡g Eteîtrq l¡ safd path¡ ancl control r¡eans

responsive to chFîges i¡ at least oue of the scnglble heat

portlon a¡d l¿tent heat portioa of the true-loail (as defl¡eö

hereÍ¡) to aatntaln a serles of set polnts, c¡aracterized l-n

that satil contro1' nteens are resPonslve to t¡ue-load chtuges

aüd. th¿t the total loads cra the refriSeratlon systen ere

nalntatnerl substantlall¡r corrstant for each control set polnt.

(zoth á.pr11, .1965)
2" Â ooatrolled alnosphere chcnl¡er accorclhg to dal-n I

fn¡tt¡er characterl-øed Lu that the. heetfug Eearla l¡cluùe a

¡lreheater dlsposet! qrstreo of ths çqe11n&eat exchaage

sutface. (Zoth Àpr1l, 1965)

3. Â controlled atmospbere chember accordlng to elther
gl'únr 1 or o].al-a 2 whe¡eln oalil oontrol nea¡ts are tesponslve

to chaageo fn both the oeaslble heat portion an¡l tbe latent

heat portlon¡ furthe¡ cha'r'ôcterlzed lu that the evaporator

f.a of such oapaclty tl¡at tho heat erchenge stgface dehmtillfles
+s}le g,aa/Îapor ¡nHture uhen passhg lt to a nolstu¡:e content

eqneLto or lees thaa tb nolsture cmtrol aet polnt of

tbe chæbenr ' (aOt¡ Àprll¡ 1965)

,$" Â colrtrolleil atnoaphato oharnl¡er accordlng to clatn 3

fu¡ther' cmprlstng ht¡ardüy1Ïts Íles|¡tB arril f,r¡rther clraracterLzeô

or'vú
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ln ttrat the coo1-lng antl dehrurlttifyi-ugr a¡rd t-he þs¿frng adl

hrnitlifying neans ere of ni4Jrnun ca¡nclty for the ralge of

set ¡loints nithin the psychrometric lírnits of operatlon.

(zot¡r Aprfl, 1965)

5. Å controlled atmosphere chæìer ¿ceortlÍn8 to arryr one

precetting glni¡r fu¡ther che.¡acteriæil by a reheater dlsposetl

dovastree,m of the cooliag lreat e¡chzn8e stæface controllab\r

connected to a tþy bulb sensor Í:r th.e saial ch@ber responslve

to true-load changeo, the reheater coüstitutlng tenpcratu¡e

aonùrol lueans byct:recttng for over coolLng of atr Passlng

tbror¡gh the evaporatol, by uhich cl4r bul.b tcmperature operatf?ìg

condltlons ere nal¡talnetl ovor a range of ¡lry bnlb tenperaüureE.

(ãÌÞ.&pdr.' 1965,

6. À controlleil atnosphere e.b.ø!er aceorcllng to aq¡r

oto precettlng clnlm fr¡¡ther cha¡acteld,zec by a buntillfler

disposeô iloÍnstreas of the cooled heat ercbryì8e stcfacst

ruil controllably co¡neoted to a ttec polat ae¡¡Eor t¡ tbe

oaful chanl¡er, tesponstve to t¡ue-load che.uges, the hml,Jifier

constltuting hunidity corrtrol tleaJxs by l'bich the ilew Pofnt

temperature (h''nttlity ¡atto) operatìqg condltioas are

naintolneù sÍer a tange of iles point ten¡eratureo.
(aotu ÂPrll, 1965,

1. A oontrolled atnonpbsre cDøbet occord{'Gi to any me

groOettlng olaLr¡ fu¡ther oha¡a¡terLæû ùy e l¡robeater dlepooeô

upotrean of the coolorl heat elchenEe srfece, tbo prehoate!

beln6 of sr¡JfLcleat capactty to scpPlt gofflcl.ent temperaturo

to ths gae/tapot nixtu¡e to sçol<l frortl.ug.
(zotu å¡rrtl, 1965,

8. A cont¡olleil atnovphe¡e eù.aber a':oordhg t<i'a¡ryr

g3
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otÞ precedlng clai.m teh.ereln the chæber is defined by the

çallg of a -ca'l¡inet, a pleatm in the base of the cebinet

a.nil a regis.ber i¡ tl¡e side rzall.s near the top of the

cablnet, the upper poriion of the plcnum ùeJng defined by

at leest one perforated plate, characterizetl l¡ that the

6afr, yapot or gas/vapor r-ri:,ture enters tìre cabl¡et tlrÓugh

the ple]lm in the base tbe¡eof and l-eaves the cabl¡et frou

the register. (zotn ÀPril, 1965).

9. Â¡ euvl¡o¡rnent control systen conprlslrtg:

a ¡ecircu-latiag fluiaì circuit inclutling cabinet vralLs

defínr¡rg a chaber r¡hich defi¡es the errvirgn¡ental sPace

to te controlled u¡il a fau fo¡ drlvirrg a substantially constãrt

vofumE iloc of gas andr/or rrepor tlr.roug[ the circuit; a closetl

stearly f'lon, yapoT coupreseioa refrigeration system ltaring

etr eyepotator¡ wi.th a coolJ-ng heat exchenge Eurlace Ín the

clrcuit enil conpressor s?ith Elepns for operati¡g lt

continuously and at a constant speeil ¡zhen the systen td

operrttlng'to natnÈaln a ileeired chenber conttltlon¡ and co¡rtrol

Eeens responslvo to chenges lu at least one of the senslble lreet

porbion e¡ttl-the lateat heat portlon of the true-load (as

herelnbefore defl¡red) e¡rd operable lnrlepentlently of the

refrigeratiol syoten to control the heat portlon ot portlone

to shlcl¡ it 1s responslvo tn the chcnbcr to aq¡r of a plurallþ

ol presetteble desl¡etl values for thc of eacb euch heat

portton l¡y the controlled aic!1'bioa oí heat to tbe gas rattr/or

Ì¡epor, the arrangcnunt belng operaìle auch, thet¡ oa startl¡rg-

qp or upon a ohinge of.srrea value¡ the control nee¡s ¡c11I

ect oa the ges a¡ril/or vapor ln the fl,.1at circult to drive it

to a conilitiou 1n sblch tha tlncn deslretl chmbor conclitlon

âô
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ig o'utained in thc cì:.anber, tluring plúch actioU thc total
Loe.rl ou the ref¡l.gcratio¡ qrstem a¡rd the tenperature of the
rcfriS'eraurt r¡il-f naturarry a¡rd autonaticalìy rcach steatty
gta-Lc v¿'rucs srrich are functions of thc deslred chær¡er
co¡rùitfoa by rirÈuc oí the effect upon the refrigeratÍo¡
sryrsrem d thc change iu ínlet conditious to the evaporator
proouccå by ilre actio¿ of tJre coat¡ol treane upon the gas
aul,,J/or vef,o'î, the control nerns then fractionfng to nafntaìn the
prúr:êt rJcsircrr chi¡¿ber co¡critl0a without adjustnent of
th" constabt vol¡¡ne flon of tb.e 6as anð,/ot yapor or of the etea.dy
state refrrgeratf.oa eystem i¡ urursh saia stearrrr atate var¡¡es
ol total bcaü a¡il tenpcrature *¡¡irru substar¡tiar.ly -constant
ne.ge.rclLeus o.f t¡ua Ìoa.l changcb.

(aot¡ A¡ri1, tg65)
lO, A nctÌ¡ort ¡¡f controllr.g tho c¡¡vi¡o¡nent l¡ a chqnber
to c;aJr one of a prrrre.rity of coa.ftroao of at renst one of
the eea¡¡ibro heat a¡d latcnt'eat, the chanber beÍng deflned
by catlaet 

'a's, eaa troirrg l¡ a frcid ol¡otrrt contarnrng
the ereBora'lor of a crogc<r yslor-co'pressfon refrÍ6er...tto¡
c¡rstea¡ ond wrrerer¡, rzbon oporatrng at ory oho of o plularlty
of des'rod onvl¡on¡eat oondlt'ons fn eard ch¿¡¡ubcr, gso and,/ot
vqpoù 1e possed throu¿rr ilre clrar.rrt irt¡ a o.onðt,r¡t vôtriuo
fLoir¡ the rofrfgorn'Lton øyaton tú ope¡,&tsrr eontrnuou'ly t¡ s
oüoady f,teto rrf.tb a totrrl toåd'qDo' 1t and a rdfrfgoraaû
ten¡lcraturo v¡hlch aro oonsts¡¡t ca<t rndopondo:rt of ohangos la
tsuu 10qd (ao hercrabcforo deflnett)r and êt lsaet o¡o of
ths eo¡glblo heat a¡¡d latcut hoat of tho trus_loa<t lo sonsed
eqlil cont¡oIleil ty contror sea¡¡s independent of the refrfgerattort
systcrn to ¡¡¿¡intata thc desrreil er¡viror,-neat condition by

9¡
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the coätroll.eù e.drllljcce of heat to the gat aaù/or vaport

whllst, on conr¡encing the control or trpor a chauge of

the deslrr:d conditÍonnth.e control me¿rns is cauged to varlr

the e¡noq,¡lt of he¿¡t it eäits to the gas andr/rx YaPæ to drive

J.t to the then tlesi-reil ccæ,tlition l¡the cheaberr during

vhich action the conti¡uously rurnlng refrigeratlon systeo

natularlly a¡¡d aqtonå,Ëcally møves tos¿¡clg tnil reaches a

oteatly state contlÍtiou coErespolldlng totre then desi¡etl

chaober concli.tion by rirtae ol the effect of. thc sþenges 1u

the i-aIet conditious of t"\e eYaPora^tor pro<ìuced by the actlou

cú the control rc:rt's ou, the gzs aad/or vepor.

(zot¡ rçri1, 1965)

11. À system accortling to claìm 9 or a rrethotl according.

to claìtn 1O, rdrereirt tþe cst'l;rol ¡reans conprises a heatl¡g

¡neanc don¡streo¡o of the heet cxchange suríace ¿nil upctreæ

of the chasbe¡ to naf¡tafn a proset dry bu).b tenperaturo l.n

the cL.æber, (eott .apr1l¡ 1965)

12u À systen or ¡¡ethoil âccordl¡g to clalm 1l wherein the

heatfrrg rnearg con¡rrlses tr b¿r¡k of electrical heater nfres.
(eotn Âpril, 1965)

13, A systeu or aethotl eccordlng to clai¡n 1l nherein tho

heatlrrg neot¡s couprf.ses a l¡ot uateÉ¡ or stean, heat exch@ge

coitr. (¿Ott ÂprÍ-1, 1965)

14. I qyuten sscordtn{t to urç óuö of cLalna 9 or ll to 13

ot a rothodf eocorrtlng to 4¡r ofie ol o1Ê!ue lO to 13 she?tia ths

coutfol Eoano couptJ.oes ú,uttr1dff1rln6 üôano dd'flnstrcæ of tbó

heat excha¡ge cur.face aud ap¡rtlean of the chc¡¡ber to nalntaln

a preset ilon poiut ternperature 1¡ the cbaubef¡

(eOtn Âp¡41, 1965)

86
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15.Àcyctenornethotlacco:''dírtgtocl-ai¡n14r¡herei¡
thelruúr]lfy.Lnerncangconpri.scsal¡an.korelcctrlcalheater
rïrree¡ (2oth ÂPril, 1965,

16. A system or lrethod according to slairÛ 14 whcrcin

tl¡,: hu:nitlifying ¡'c¡Jls conprÍses a steca jet humidifier-
(zo un tËrri1' 1965)

17. A cyctem accorrìilg to an¡r mc of cLaims 9 or 11 to 16

or a nethotl accordf:rg to arryr ollÚ ol' c].ef¡¡s 1o tl¡ 16 eqril hartjng

preheaterneansrrpstreaaoftheheatexc'harrgesr:r{aceæ'il

ilorrnstr€@ of the chober.
(zotn -årtrit-' 1965)

18. ¡, systen or netho<I eccordiag to cLai-n lJ' wberein

the prchearter neans hac dry Ùulb tenperatu¡es scnsing means

alo¡vudtrce¡l of thc prelreater ¡¡eí:Ãa ràndl ultstre¿'n of -'he hcat

erchan;e su-rfacc e¡il th'e control rnuans comprfses regulating

meoJtn for regrrlating the preheater ñEaE'n ln aseordance r¡ith

tlro seaslng f,¡ea¡¡s.. (20th þr1Ì t 7965)

19. À e¡rsiem or raethoü accordÍng to claÍ¡n lJ or l8t

wher'ei.a the ¡rreheater neû¡lg corrprlses ¿ þî¡lr of electrical

hester nf.tea. (zotn lPr:Ll, 1965)

20. Â systcn or nethod acco=tllng to claLo 17 orl8r

r¿l¡efeln the prebeater nea¡s cooprised a hot çater or stean'

heei exoharr¡¡o oo11.' (zoth ¡üti{lt 196',

21 . Â, sToten or nstlroit ccool'11¡g to aq¡r,ono of claf'¡Às

1?, 15 or 19, vherolnú l"oost onc s!'re t¡ the b¿ak fs

con¡¡ected to ¡noto.f drlven Yüúlal¡Le tFslðroel'
(zÖrth Aprft, 1965)

22" À oyaten or nstboil socof'lrng to slsln 2l t ohereil

ths or each bank Lnclqcles wl'res co¡trollsö by rrltohse to be

g7
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ph,ced progrcssiveì"y i:nto or out ol ci-rcutt vhen the

transfor¡ror h.gbccn dlrivca to its upper or lorrcr voltr:ge

llnit rcs¡cctiveIT.

23. A cysient eccord

(Zotlr ,lpri.l , 1965)

3rìJ/ one of clainc ! or I I i'r*,+"
22 ot a octlro¡l accor'dir13 to e.-ny one of claine 10 to Í2, r;r:r:cein

the control ¡cans e rln be preoct for irçr cìrar¡l¡er conditio¡r

i.o a predeùerained arca of lht: psycirrt¡nctric cìrant, the sTcteu
or c.cLÌ¡otl beln¡1 o1'crablc t¡lLl¡ subl;LanLlaIly conrtant volur'e

flo¡ of gas anrl,/or vaPor and substantlally constant mass flor
of refrtgerant and r¡tEh a substar¡clally constant tot,al heaÈ

ì.aoù upon iire refrí,¿eration systen to r:r¡r'intuln a stecdy sütte

ch¿ml¡er conùition cotresponding to ¡:r(y one oí the valueg iu

said prcdeter:ni¡r:¡l area. (:Ot:r ,lprtl , 1965)

24. A sysr^"etr (Ir ¡iEthod accordi¡g to clattt 23, wherci-n

thc ôrr.a of tho cl¡c.ri exteaals irl teest íron 5501. io ô5o-lr.

dry ùu1b tenperature anù at lc::st frcro 4OoP. to 8OoP. des

DotnË tenperoture. (eottr ,lprll, 1965)

25. A oyotc.o or ir¡eühod aqcorrìirqg to clatn 23 ot 21¡

trlto:ctn bhc. control neaac c¡d the refrlgcratiou oysten b,irva

su'dsie¡rtlc11y the ninlnr¡¡r canaclty neccssary for achleving

the cbæl¡e! cor¡cl ltlong of all of oell precet vt¡.l.rt¿s.

(20th ,tprfl¡ r965)

26t A oyutoa ¿ccofdüg to argr onq of olat¡r.9 or ¡ I to

25 ttt å raothoil ûccoüdl¡g to rm¡r one of clalr¡s lö to 25, $hodrrfn

an atr 1nloü y€Ãt 15 dioluüeil doiznutrec¡l of tha cb¿ubs¡ a¡il

a aplll tl¿rÉi)gr Lc dtopoðotl u¡rotrocn of the oh¡r¡¡brl¡

(zott¡ Aprtt¡ tg65)

27, Â oyotcn accordlrg to oqy ono oÍ claf.or 9 or ll to

26, ox a ncthoù accortlJ.ng to nny one of cl-r¡I¡tg 18 to 261

nheret¡ tho control Eeans hcs separatc eettl¡g ¡qOLVts, ultetebyt

8s
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üiorc t¡tan rjne chenbcü concli'"ion can be preset, there being

cr'r iuq;e-o'/cr neí:rts lr7 iz)rich tire control neang cau be changed'

fro¡¿ one sctti-r¡r3 to the othcr. (2oth ÂpriI, 1965)

28. À cystcn oc nethorf e.ccording to cl¡-rj-n 2J, vlherein

tlir:re i-r¡ :¡ tl-rner fo:r opcra'Ùing tb.c cho¡lgc-ovcr mcaniJ according

to a ¡rroscïtal¡Ie tirrc lrogrlul,le. (ZOIU l\pril, 1965.)

æ. À oysterr trccording to ary one of clairns 9 or 1 I to

28, or a nethod according to an¡r one o.f clains 10 to 28,

rrherein the chaaber has a plentm by vlhich the gas ut<l/ot vapol

aill bc introiluced into the cha¡ober b¡' rzay .of at ler¡st one

pcríoratecl plate Ln the -cleuun uaIl' (2oth J\pril, 196Ð

30. À oysten accortllrrg to a.u¡r one oí clains 9 or ll to

2!, or a method accorcilnqbo ar\)r one of clains 10 to 29,

nhereia the chr¡nl¡sr lÌts a plentu ln ltg base, by tthich tho

gas ar¡dr/ol vlÍjor' rrLll be lntrotluced upwnrdly lnto the chanbert

tho rrpper lorblon of tirfleur'un teing tlef incd by at lelst

one perforated plate' (Zoth Àpril, 1965)

31. À oyuten or nethoù according to cLairq 30, vrherein

tha eh,:s'rÞer l¡a.s a lc¿lcter in tbe sldû lttùl at the u.DPer regl'on

of tha cltanbet fo4 tirç cxlt of gr:s uiù/or vÍrpor.

(20üh Àprll, 1965)

12, lr ttlster,l ûocordlnd to er¡l o[o él olaltns 9 or ll

to 31, o'4 ê ncthotl aooordlng to crry O¡¡ö ot clalms 10 to 31r

v¡heroln È ohùlbor de:r golut teopelatule lotow 32op. f¡
attaLnable. (20th Aprllr .1965)

3s
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33- À systs¡ accordi'g Ëo a¡y one of claims 9 or rr to 32,

or a ¡¡ethod accordi¡g t(} aDI, øe oE clai¡¡s 10 Èo 32, nhea

operating u¡r<fer a steady staÈe cihamber condiÈio¡, rvherein
the gas andlor vapor has a r--onsÈðnE. volur¡e frcu ratc; the
gas ærd'/or vapor i,leE sÈate to the ccoli¡g heat cxcharrge

surface' thc refrigeratioa syste.E conclt:nsing teEperaÈure
and the rcfrigeranÈ teEperat¡rFe are substantially consta¡rt,
t}'e ænpressor of tl¡e c€nrrcnqiag uniÈ ruos coati¡¡uously, all
the gas anQ./or vapor circu]aÈ.es pasÈ the c-ooring hcat exch,:nEe
surfacei an,ct a Lhcrl:ostatic expaüsiou valve erisÈs io the
refrigeraÈion syste-:¡i and consÈiÈutcs the onry an¡tomatic
cont.roller or¡ the operaÈion of tùe refr.igeraÈion c¡rcle.
(20/4/6s'

3{- Ä controllcd atmosphere c}¡a¡rber constructed
sr¡bstanÈiErly accordir¡g to the e¡nbodirneuÈ descri.l¡ed in tle
speclficatron n'itb reference to anct ¿s illuscratcd ln the
accorpanyl;rg rlravfngs. (20/4/65,

Dated thls 27th

40
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Int Cl,:-F 24 15100. 
COM'LETE S'ECTFICATION

Phytotron

statelnent :-
l0 This invention relates to a controllecl

chamber, that is, a space defì¡red by boun-
daries within which the properties of dry
bulb tcnrperature and/ol dew point tem'
Derature óan be controlled over a rangc ot

l5 iettinss.
Coñtrotled chambers have been useci

heretofore to a large extent fol plant growth
studies, and whcn used as such as lterein
terrned " phvtotLons "' However controlled

20 chambers'eitend to include chambers for
both the control and the testing and lating

space suit using oxygen and. water vapor
niixtures at low pressure, or for thc testing' of expartsion coils or electrolric ec¡ttipment

30 and with this invention if desil'ecl in these
uses the controlled settings can be subjected
to periodic variations.

fhis ¡nvention is applicable to " chanr-
bers " in the broadest sense of the ternrl the

35 chamber may be an insulated section of duct
ìvo¡k,'a room, a series of rooms, an animal
house, a space suit, a space capsule, a calori'
meter or the like.

The application of this invention extends
¡10 to the general phenomcna of heat anrl mass

transfer of any gas and any vapcr mixture
(including the limiting cases whclein the gas
content or vapor content approaches zero)

[Prlce 4¡. 6d.l

and is not necessarily conñned to air/water
vaDor mixtures. 45

îhis invention is applicable to any mix'
ture pressure and is nõt necessarily conf,ned
to bárometric pressure at sea levcl.

Phytotrons ãnd similar chambers have
been-reouirecl to meet numerous specifica- 50

tious of ih" users. T'hese specilìcations vary
widely from narrow to wicie ranges of .oper-
ating se ttings; from temperature . 

only to
simùltaneous temperature and humidity set'
tings; from a single fixed operatìng- concli" 55
tioñ to an operating condition which auto-
matically chdnges over to simulate both day
and nig't conditions 

::,,,:rtntir"!Jtt:o':'j:
ulating system with 60
to systcms sPecifY-

ing a fixed percentage of fresh air and spill;
frõm systems operating-to broad tolerances
to sysfems requiriug close tolerances with
miniiral deviation betrveen points within the 65
plant occupied space; flom systems that are-set 

up laboriously with long periods requirecl
for manual adjustment to quick start auto-
matic systems.

Herel¡fore phytotrons and similar cham' ?0
bers have becn operated by systems which
have not been able to economically meet
the requirements of thc ttsers. They have
failed to function properly when wide
ranges of operating settings were specifred, 75
when automatic change-over between day
anrJ night operating setlings was spcciûed,
when control of both dry bulb and dew point
temperature was specified, when fresh air
intrôiiuced from the outside of thc chamber 80
was spccifìed, when close tolerance control
was specified, or when autonratic start-up
procedure rl'as specified.

E.xisting systems have failed to meet the
needs of ihe-agronomist and scientist. This 85
failure has increased as these demands have

UNITED KINGDOM PATENT
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¡Q ing inlet conclition within a broad range.-- 
,When used for rating and testing, the direct
expansion coil would be installecl in '¿'

mãnner which would facilitate quick re'
moval and replacement in accordance with

15 good engineering Practice'
On the other hand, the usual control

chambers used for testing materials or per'
formance of a complete self-contained sys-
tem such as a fan-coil unit could simply re-

20 plac The drY bulb
ànd alwa¡'s be loc'

' ated as/vaPor rnix-
ture esting of heat
and mass transfer surfaces the .sen.sors would

25 be located directly upstream of the test sur-
face, with the required instrumentatior giv-
ing the performance downstream of the test
surface.

This invention can combine this use for
!Q testing direct expansion coils for varying

coil entry conditions by controlling the entry
condition to the direct expansion coil with
its use for controlling a separate cabinet
adapted for testing self-contained units,

35 builcling materials, electronic equipntent all
together in one installation. This combina-
tion would simply require a procedute of
âctivating only those sensors of the control
system in the area bcing controlled, This

4g combination would serve as a vcry im-
pÖrtarìt tool to scientists artd uüiversity
laboratories, It could not only be a material
testing and heat transfer surface testing sys-
tem but could be eflectively used for de-

45 monstrating the principles of refrigeration
and for laboratory experiments in applied
thermo-dynamics.

Modifications can also be rnade by the use
of devices and components other than those

50 described herein. For example, an
analagous pneumatic control systÈm is
wholly applicable in lieu of the electric con-
trol system described in particular. Heating
components for the preheat. reheat and

55 humidifying functions may be hot water
coils, steam coils, steam jet humidifiers
etcetera. It need not be electric as de-
scfibed for the above ernbodiment.

The specilìcation of the user of this in.
60 vention with reference to automatíc change-

ovet' requirements can be very varied ia pro-
gramming, including rising or falling tem-
perature or humidity or compressor capa-
c¡ty. It need not be simply a change-over

between day and night conditiotrs as de- 65

scribed for the particular embodiment'
The heat exchangc surface need not be a

lìnned evaporator coil.
The spetifications of the user may allow

for a seÎection of conÌponents so that the ?0
mininrum refrigerant temperature is high
enough to avoid frosting and therefore the
preheiter of the embodiment m¿ìy be

ple a
high 75

ay fe
high

occurrence of frosting).
The reduction of the non-true load to a

practical minimum within the terrns of the lJO

engineering system makes it economically
feasible to provide for narrow range systems
and systems requiring control of tempera-
ture only. For examplc should the user be
interested in a temperature-humidity con- 35
trolled chanrber operative in the higher
range oI humidities, say above 50]á relative
humiclity rather than the wide range within
the bordered area A of Fig. 2, all other ¡e-
quiremcnts of the user being identical to 90
this embodiment presented herein detail, a
smallcr capacity system with lower running
costs lvould result. Inlet coudition I of Fig.
2 determines the basis for selecting the re-
frigeration system of this embodiment, the 95
limiting factor in this case is to meet the
humidifying true load of the system. For
this example, where the range of hurnidities
required by the user is above 50o/o relative
humitlity inlet condition number 6 of Fig. 2 100
woulcl determine the basis for selecting the
refrìgeration systeln and would have a re-
frigeration capacity of approximately one
fourth of the system described in this em-
bodiment. l0"t

The variable element and fixed elcnents
of each bank of heaters are a specifìc ex.
ample for this embocliment and the specifrc
user's requirements establishing th is em-
bodin:ent. It is possible to have a user's ll0
requirenrent for ü phytotron or for a con-
trolled chamber wherein the tolerances are
very broad, wherein less sensitive controllers
may warraut, due to the slow rate of true
load change, the use of on-off control. For l15
example if the controllers have a sensitivity
which will result in a response only after,
say. a +*'F. change has occurred ln the
cabinet and if the change in true load is
such that a rise or fall of f'"F. rvouid not 120
cccur for at least one hour, the use of a
variable element u,ould not be necessary
and a more economical solution using on.oft
controllers would operate every hot¡r or
moÍe to respond to the slow change of true 125
load,

WHAT I CLAIM IS:-
l. An envirollment control system coln-

prising: a recirculating fluid circuit incluri.
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ing a the environ'
mãntal and a fan for
driving t volume flow
of gal h the circuit;

5 a c'iose, steady florv, viipour compression
refrigerltion system having iln evaporator
with a cooling-heat exchange surface in the
circuit and f compressor with means for
operating it continuously and at a constatrt

l0 speed wñen the system is operating to main-
tâin a desirecl chamber condition; and con'

caused to vary the rmottnt of heat it ¿rdds ?0
to the gas and/or v¿ìpour to drive it to
the then desired condition in the chamber,

the eftect of the changes in the inlet condi-
tions of the evaporator produced by the
action of the control nreans on the gas 80
andior vapour.

3. A system according to claim l. or_ r
method ãccording to cl¿tim 2, wherein the
control means comprises a heating means
downstream of the heat exchange surface $J
and upstrcam of the chamber to maintain
a preiet dty bulb temperattrre in the
chamber.

4. A system or method according to claim
3, wheréin the heating mealls comprises ![
a bank of electrical hcater wires.

5. A systern or method according to.claim
3, wherein the lteating metlns comprlses a

hot water, or steam, heat exchange coil.
6. A system according to any one-.of 95

claims I ánd 3 to 5' or a method accordiirg
to any one of claims 2 lo 5' wherein the
contról means comprises humidifying lÌle¿tns

downstream of the heat exchange surface
and upstream of the chalnber to mairrtain 100
a preie', tlew point temperature in the
chamber.

7, A svstem or method according to
claim 6, ïherein the hunridity'ing means
comprises a bank ot electrical heater wires' ¡95

8.-A system or method according to claim
6, whereín the humidifying means com¡rrises
a stearn jet humidifier.

9. A Jvstem according to ttny ono of
claims I ãnd 3 to 8, or a method rccoLding 11¡¡

lo any one of claims 2 to 8 and havíng pre'
Iteatei means upstteatn of the heat exchitnge
surface and downstleanl of the chambcr,

10. A system or nrethod according. to
claini 9, wherein the preheater me¿lns has ll5
dry bulb temperature sensing lneans-clown'
stream ot' the þieheater means and upstream
of the heat exõhange surface and the control
means ccnrprises regulating mearls for rcgu-
lating the preheatel nìeans in accordance 120

comprises a hot water, or steaf!, heat e.x'

change coil.
l3] A svstem or method according to any

one of clairns 4,7 and 11, wherein at ieast 130
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one wire iu the bank is connected to a

notor driven variable transtormer.
ing to any one of cltims 2 to 20, rvltcrein
thã cham6er has a plcnum by which the 55

one perlorated Plate.
n: A systern or nethod accordirlg to

claim 22, ivherein the chamber has a regi-
ster in the side wall at the upper region ot
the chamber for the exit of gas ancl/or 7O
vapour

2q. t system according to any one..of
claims t añ¿ 3 to 23, or a. method according
to anv one of claims 2 to 23' whereirl a
chamÉer clew point temperature below 32'F 75
is attainable.

25. A system accorclìng to any one,.of
claims t an¿ ¡ to 24, ot a method according
to arly one of claims 2 to 24' when operlting
undei a steady sttte chamber condition, 80
wherein the gas and/or vapour has a con'
stant voiume flow rate; the gas and/or

control substantiitlly as he reinbeÌore de'
scribed with refcrence to the acconrpanyittg
drawings, 100
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' 3,478'817
ENVTRONMNXTET S I"\CE CONDITIOì\ÍNG

I

AI}STRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

2
settings were specified, when automatic change-over be'
tween day and night operating settings was specifìed,
when control of both dry bulb and dew point temperatttre
was specified, when fresh air introdtlced from Ìhe outside

5, of the chamber was specifìed, whcn close tolerance con'
trol was specified, or when automatic start-up procerlure
was specified.

Existing systems have failed to mect the needs of the
agronomist and scientist. This failtlre has increased as

¡6 these demands have become more refìned. The result
has been the use of expensive complex systems, unstable
in performance and frequently reqttiring the attention of

i{, conuolled chamber is described in which humidity skil.led operators and loss of considerable time to set uP

"ol 
t..r"ruture are i"d";.;ã;;¡it iontrolled, the con- and to maintain conditions within desired limits.

trol means being such ,, tãiru.i ío .trongrr ií the con- l5 The t¡ain object of this invention is to provide a con'

ditions within the cbamber and in such a manner fft trollecl chamber which is more economical and stable

to maintain substantially constant the total load upon than heretofore in meeting the user's specifications.

;;;lirc iyit.* urs*iutecl wirtr rhe chamber, ' The invention may be said 1o consist of a controlled
chamber including a fan to draw a gas' vapor or gas/

20 vapor ¡nixture through the chamber, a condenser and

Tbls lnvention relates to a controlled chamber, that evaporator lnit containing refrigerant and operable on
a refrigeration cycle having a cooled heat excbange sur'
face in the path of flow of the gas, vapor or gns/vapor
nrixture, heating means in said path, and conirol means,

õ characterized in that said control means are responsive
to true load changes and that the total loads on the
refrigetation system are maintained substaritially con-
6tant for each conÍol set point.

This invention is capable of providing a simpler eco-
0 nornically feasible system of engineering for a con-

trolled chamber which will be cnpable of maintaining tlte
chanrber to the desir€d limits of temperature ar:d humidity
conditions (each or together) and within the desired range
(narrow or broad) even though the mixture controlleci

õ is subject to randont rates of heat and mass transfer.
The invention can also provide control nreans, if

can be desired, to automatically change the temperatu¡e and

Th¡s o some desire<l

Gst sen 40 riodicitY contro

sect¡on
house, re is desirable
the like. totron for the st

n of thls invention n' Pass betweon
of heat and mass as 45
mÍxture (íncluding es lt ls used as

coDteot or vapor é!l of gas vaPor

Zero) and ¡s not necess¿trily conûned tO air/watcr vapor fsces for tbe

¡nixtures, purpose of testing and rating of performancc, moy be

i¡¡r invention ls applicable to any mixture pressure 69 combined with additional programming facilities. For

"nd 
iinot necessarilyl-onfined to barômetric pressure at exalnple, when the chamber js to be used lor testíng and

sea tevel. the rating of the per'formance of direcl expansion coils,

Phytotrons and similar chambe¡s have been reqtrired to desirerl may not

meetïumerous s¡æcifications of the users. Thesé specifi- rature and humid'
rating 65 nlet to the direct
tem- but ntaY include
fixed
au[o-
nighi

conditions or other periodicity progranrming artange' 60
ments; from a one hundred percent recirculating system
with carbon dioxide injection to systems specifying a of operating conditions.
fixed percentage of frcih air and ipill; from systems ention can be best described

operadng to bioad tolefances to systems requiring close by the "total loads" on the re'
tolerancel with minimal deviation betlveen points within 6g fri loads" and "non-true loads,"

iUe ptant occupied spacc; from systems that are set engineering sysfer¡ì wherein

up laboriously 
'with long'periods iequired for manual lhe conttols are responsive to_ true load changes only,

aäjustment to quick ¡tart Àutomatic syst¿rrìs, nnd to errange totsl loads.on rhe l'efrigeralion systsm to

Heretofore phytot¡unr ancl sirnilai cl¡anlbers have been b,o suLrstantially const¡ìnt, "fhe charactc¡lzing feature of
operated by systenrs which have not been able to eco- Z0 this invention is therefore, as said above, that.the cont¡'ol
n'omically ineet the requirements of the users, They have n¡ci¡ns are responsive to trx-e load changes ancl total loads

failed ro function propêrly when wide rangcs of operating are maintained substantially constant. If the non-truo

UNTTI]D STATES OF AMERICA PATEIIT
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-' 
12

temperatures being high cnolrgh to avoid occurrcnce of

embodiment'

a scnsitivity which will result in a respons€ only after,
say, a. '+3Ào F. change has occttrred in the cabínet and

if 
-the 

change in true load is such that a rise or fall of
õ 

'/oo F, would not occur for at least one hour, the use of
a variablc elemerlt would not be necessat'y and a more

economícal solution using an on-ofi controllers would
operate every hortr or more fo respond to the slow chango

of true load,0 
what I claim is:
il;iãñîffõ'n-ment svstem controlling heat tevel of an

environmerttal space which contains both sensible and

its total heat level,
I chamber which defines the envlronmental space to

00 exchange surface at a steady flow rate,
heating rneans positioned external to the space defined

by said chamber and in a path of fìow of said circulat'
ing gas/vaPor system'

'adjustable control nleans operatively associated with
0õ sald chanrber responsive solely to true load changes

which consist of variations in at least one of the

flnned evaporator coil, but circularion of chilled water or scnsible heat levels or latent heat level in saíd cham'

Urin. to a heat exchange coit may be employed as an ,b:''
Eaid control rneans being operable indepcndently of

?0 sald refrigeration system to control at lcast one of
said heat portions to any one of a plurality of pre'
settable desired values, by the controllcd addition
of heat from said heatíng nreans to the circulating
gas./vaPor

76 so that environmental conditions for the chamber ars
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culated through the cabinct means, the evaporator coil

l0
ording to claim 1 wherein the

he Preheater disPosed upstream

oi ge surface. sensor operatively associated with the controlled cabinet

T..otJing to claim 2 wherein m.ans and coupled to the ¡eheat control means' a re'

the evaporator is of such capacity thãt the heat exchange l5 heateÍ controlled by the reheat control means to thereby

iurface'debumidifies the gas/vapor mixture when passing

it to a moisture content equal to or less (hau the moisture

iiiiil '
,nl,':;

ope
5 rding to claim 3 further

iocl wnstream of the cooling 2õ

.hea ter cons¡ituting tempera'

î,ü" 
"ontrol 

means by which dry bulb ternperatuÍe oper- rvith at least one element controlled by the motor driven

åt¡ng-ioooitions are maintained over a rônge of dry bulb variable transformcr'
13, A controlled chamber according to clnim 12 fut'

Points consecutivelY.
5 16. A controlled chamber according to claim 15 fur-

ther comprising an air plenum across the lower portion
of said cã¡inei and a light section containing one or'a
plurality oI lamps across its upper portion'- 

17, À conttoil.d chamber according to claim 11 fur'
0 ther comprisiug an air inlet valve disposed upstream of the

heater means and a ¡nanual spill damper disposed down'
stream of the fan'

18. A process for separately controlling tempefature
and humidity conditions, in an enclosed environment

55 which allowi a simulation of conditions such as climatic,
plant grorving corlditions over wide ranges' comprising

the stePs cf:
continuously citculating a gas/vapor mixture tluougb

an enclosed environnrent, and

according to claim 1 whetein
lcvels for said chamber are sep'

aintainecl, and including sÈparaie

trol means for detecting and ad'
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tbereupon nraintaining a set dry bulb tenrperature ln- 
tbe enclosed envilonment by controlling only a re'
heating means which intersects the gas/vapor flow

and wiich is responsive only to true load variations ¡6
in the

siinultan t humiditY in the en-

closed ling onlY a hunidifìer
which flotv and rvhich is ¡e-

sponsive only to true load variations in the latent l5

23OO,O12 lO/1942 Baum ------ 236-68

FRED C. MAT'IERN, In', Primary Examiner

g MANUEL ANTONAKAS, Assistant Examiner

u.s. cl. x.R.

23Ç44

16
the evaporator, the system arrangement and pre-

selection r¡,ill result in a reduction of the energy level
of the gas/vapor passing throrrgh the evaporation to
a lcvel which is suflìciently low to anticipate all heat
gains for at least that portion of the total heat levcl

ún¡.n it is desired 1o control, said heat level being

at least one oI the sensible heat portion and the

latent heat portion, thereupon maintaining at least

one(1 ;ïf'J'irif;
which is re'

s in the sensi-

. 
(2 

ï:x"'JH?l;
which is re-

s in the Iatent

heat load.
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l. Einrichtung zur Erzeugung bestimmter
Feuchtigkeits- und/oder Temperaturbedingungen
in einer Untersuchungskamner, durch welche hin-
durch ein im wesentlichen konstanter Strom eines
Gases, Dampfes oder Gasgemisches geleitet wird, to
mit einem mittels einer Wärmeaustauschfläche auf
diesen Gas- bzw. Dampfstrom einrvirkenden
Kühlsystem, Vorrichtungen zum Aufheizen und
zum Èefeuchtcn des Gas- bzw. Dampfstromes und
mit einer Regeleinrichtung zur Regelung der ge- 15

nannten Feuchtigkeits- und/oder Temperaturbe-
dingungen, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
¿ag ¿ièse Regeleinrichtung (122, 123, 139, 140)

sowohl auf die latente als auch auf die freie (fiihl-
bare) Wärme in dem Gas- bzw. Dampfstrom in- ¡o
nerhalb der Untersuchungskammer (100) anspre-
cbendè Fühlermittel (122,123) aufweist und von
dem Kühlsystem (126, 129) unabhängig ist und
daß mittels der Regeleinrichtung der zu regelnde
Zustand, welcher ein Bercich von Feuchtigkeits- ¡5
und/oder Temperaturwerten ist, durch zusätzliche
Wärmezufuhr bzw. -abfuhr (13f, 136) erzettgbar
ist, während die Gesamtlast des Kühlsystems
einen konstanten Wert beibehält bzw. bei Soll-
wertänderungen bezüglich des zu regelnden Zu' go

standes in einen entsprechenden anderen konstan-
ten Wert übergeht.

2. Einrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, daß die Wärmeaustauschfläche ein
Verdampfer (129) ist und daß die Heizvorrichtung 35
einen stromaufwärts von dieser Wärmeaustausch-
fläche gelegenen Vorwärmer (128) aufweist.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch I oder 2, da-
net, daß die KaPazität des
so gewählt ist, daß an seiner 4o' che eine Entfeuchtung des

vorbeiströmenden Dampf-Gas-Cemisches statt-
.findet, durch welche dieses auf einen dem einge-
stellten Sollwert der Untersuchurtgskammer (t00)
gleichen oder unter diesem Wert gelegenen Feuch- ¡5
tigkeitsgehalt gebracht wird.-4. Einrichtung nach einem der Anspriiche I
bis 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß stromabwärts
von der Wärmeaustauschfläche des Verdatnpfers
(f29) ein Nachheizer (l3l) angeorclnet ist, dessen 5o
Heizflächen für den Sollwertbereiclt innerhalb der
psychrometrischen Betriebsgrenzen (F'i g. 2) nur
mit minimaler Energie zu versorgeD sind, und daß
dieser Nachheizer eine Temperatursteuereinrich-
tung zur Erzeugung bestimmter Trockentempera- 55

tur-Betriebsbedingungen (123) innerhalb eines
Trockentemperatur-Einstellbereiches dient.

5. Einrichtung nach einem der Anspriiche I

bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß zur Erzeu'
gung bestimmter Werte des Wassergehaltes inner- 6o

halb eines Taupunkttentperatur-Einstellbereiches
(162, 1ó3) eine Befcuchtungsvorrichtung (135,
13ó) dient, welche stromabwärts von der Wärme-
austauschfläche des Verdampfers (129) angeord-
net ist. 65

6. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, daß die Kapazität des Vorwärmers
(128) so gewählt ist, daß diescr dem vorbeiströ-

menden Dampf-Gas-Cemisch zttr Verhinderung
der Reifbildung durch Erzeugung kotrstanter Be-
triebsbedingungen innerhalb des Kühlsystems
ausreichend Wärme zuf ührt.

?. Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2

bis 6, dadurch gekcnnzeichttel', daß ein auf die
stromabwärts von dem Vorwlirmer (128) auftre-
tende Trockentemperatur des l)anrpf-Gas-Ge¡ni-
sches ansprechendes Trockentemperatur-Meß-
organ (130) vorgcsehen ist, welches rnittels eines
Võrwärmreglers (138) auf diesen Vorwärmer inr
Sinne einer Regelung der Tempe ratur des Dampf-
Gas-Gemisches stromabwärls votr dem Vorwär-
mer einwirkt, urtcl daß die den Fühlermitteln (12t{

123) zugeordnetcn Teile der Regele inrichtung
ein Taupunkt-Rcgler (.140) und ein Nachheiz-
regler (139) sind.

1. Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche2

ten (147, 154, t55) Regeltransformatc.r (fa8) ge-

steuert wird (F i g. 4).
9. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 8, Cadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, daß jede der Heizleiteranordnungen
(149, t5t) Teilabschnitte (l5L) aufweist, die n¡it-
tels Schalter (150) nacheinander zu- bzw. ab-
schaltbar sind, nachdem der jeweilige Transfor-
mator (148) seine obere bzw. untere Gretrzspanr'
nung erreicht hat (F i e.4).

10. Einrichtun¡¡ nach einem der Ansprüche 7

bis 9, dadurch gckennzeichnet, daß der Vorwärm'
Regler (l3B), der Nachheizregler (t39) und der
Tairpunktregler (fa0) Eingabeeinrichtungen (158,
159, ló{1, 16l, 162, 163) zur Einstellung der Tag-
und Nachtsollwerte sowie eine Zeitsteuereinrich-
tung (l4l) enthalten, mittels welcher diese Soll-
werle jeweils aufeinanderfolgend einstellbar sind
(F i g, I und 4).

I l. Einrichtung nach cinem der Ansprüche 2

bis 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, claß strornauf'
rvärts von der Fleizvorrichtung (128) ein Zuluft-
Einlaß (142) angeordnet ist und daf3 stromal¡rvärts
von einem den Strom des Dampf-Gas-Gemisches
erzeugenden Cebl¿ise (lM) ein von Hand einstell-
bares Auslaßventil (143) angeordnet ist (Fig. l).

12. Regeleinrichtung nach einern der An'
sprüche t bis I l, dadurch gekennzeichrret, daß der
auf die Wãrmeaustauschfläche auftrefienclc
Dampf-Gas-Gemischstrom, die Kühlsystemkon-
densationstemperatur, die Kältemitteltemperatur
und der aufgeheizte Dampf-Gas-Genischstrom
stronl¿rbwärts vom Verdampfer (129) für einen
bestimmten Betriebssollwert jerveils konstant sind,
daß ferner der Konrpressor des Kiihlsystems fört-
wãhrend im Einschaltzustand ist, daß weiter der
gesamte Dampf-Gemisch-Strom an der Wärme-
austauschfläche vorbeigeführt ist und daß
schließlich als einziges ar¡tomatisches Regelorgan
in dem Külrlsystem ein thermostatisches Entspan-
nungsventil vorgcsehen ist.

1 2
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This, invention relates to a method of air conditioning
and has as i-ts main object the conservation of energy as
well as the improvement of air conditioning system per-
formarrce.

Removal of humidity (ratent heat) from air by chemical
neans is aJ-ready known and this forms no part of the invention.
For many reasons dehunricrification by passing ai-r over a row
temperaturre extended heat exchange surface is preferred, but
throughout the fulr range of air lnlet temperature from 4oc
to 4soc and the outret temperature from -2oc to 44oc,
and the range of inlet moisture content from 0.004 to 0.022
and the ourret humidity ratio from 0.004 to 0.02r (kg. of
moisture per kg of clr:y air) air conrlitioning has not been
achi-eved wlthout in many instances, overcooling the air
ín order to offset the humicìity load. This is because
present p::actice has not been able to obtain from the air
conditioninq system a perfornìance which achieves one of the
major aims of an air condiLioning system, that 1s a coir
condition curve which is compatibl.e with the 10ad ratio
line. The methgds which have been adopted heretofore have
frequently made it necessary to overcool to sufficientty cre_

humidify the air to offset the ratent heat loads, resulting
with reference to a psychrometric chart, in the outlet end
of the coi.1 condition curve being ât, a dry bulb temperature
which is less than the required temperature at the inret
condition of the load ratio line; Frequently reheating is
employed to rectify these conditions.

1
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5.

10.

r5"

20"

25.

frequently it may be recommende<l to use a coj-I conditi.on

curve cluring fuII load operation which has a higher neqative

tie line slope than is necessary, tì'rough resulting in an

acceptable ef f ective temperaLul:e. Thus p;rrt load

conditions would be further improved.

A consideratíon of the above embodiment wilI reveal

the following:

L, Air stream velocity and Rc1'nolds number of the

coil complex is one of the major operative facLors in deter-

mining the coil condition curve of a dehumidifier.

2. As the velocity of an air stream and the Reynolds

number over a dehurnidifier surface varies from high to low

so does the slope of the coil condition curve vary from

shallow to steep.

3. As the velocity of an air stream and the Reynolds

.number over a dehumidifier surface varies from high to low

so does the curvature of the coil cOndition curve val:y from

a considerate curvature towards that of a straight line.

4, The assumed straight line characteristic of coil

Condition curves by inclustrial methods as describeC above

does not hold for the range of aj-r velocities employed in

âir conditioning appricatíons, (3.5 metres per second (700

feet per minute) down to 2 metres per second (400 feet per

minute).

. 5. Conventional design approach used in air con-

ditioning and climate simul-ation can result in Iarge energy

penalties and failure to .rttain clesired conditions for full

load and/or part load. operation when dehurnidification is

required.
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6. Corrventional design approach towards spacial

arrangements where dehumidification is required must be re-
examined in the light of enet:gy savings due to reduced

cooling and reheating, reduced fan pov¡er, reduced size of

refrigeration equipment and cooling tower th;-ir piping,

conduit anii (rccessories and their reduced weights and costs.

7. From an examination of part load conditions

frequently present in conventional air conditioning appli-
cations there is a strong case pointing to the use of

variable air flow rates varying proportionally with the size

of the loads.

8. From an analys:i s of dehumidifier performance a new

method of air conditioning has been derived.
.,'

9, This system can.bc rmplemented by way of a sim-

-p1ífled method of selecting the best dehumidifier ap¡:licable

to a design problem as cleveloped through a fornily of curves

or some equivalent methocl such as taiulation.
10. A rnarjor ob jective in air conditioning design is

the dehumidif ier coil serecriorltl".otår", air
À

conditioning problem, the aim is Lo find the extended

suri.ice which has a coil condition ôurve that, besÈ fits the

Ioad ratío line. Maximum energy conservation is then obtained.

11. f n an air conditioning cornplex running cost,s may

far outweigh initial costs as_ a criterion.
12. rn dehumidifier serection it is often detrimenÈal

to acfrieving the major crj,teria enumerated above to select.

air velocity coils, in ti¡e order of 2m/s or great,er even

though suci¡ coils; have improved heat transfer performance.

10.

15.

20,

25,

30
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13. In determininq desic.¡n for air conrlitioning

application the entire philosophi' *.rf cc¡i1 se.lcction for

air condit.ioning with emphasis on increased surface

density for gas-Iiquicl heat exchanç¡ers has been reassessed

for a dehumidif ier. The increase of fin t.o primary tube

surface may result in optimi zíng heat transfer but will

reduce mass trarrsfer in rel¿ibion to heat transfer. The

incre:r r,:r.r of air f Iow velocity rvilI increase heat transf er.

Howeve::, ,rgain, it will reduce mass transfer in relation

to heat transfer.

14. In determining dehumidif ier desi-gn for air

conditioning application, a new system is recorrìrnended with

the face r¡elocities differerLr and with the coil surfaces

characterised by a lower ranqe of Reynolds number than

presently used in existing air conditioning practice.
' Dated this &'+1" day of

,

1979,

TIIE UNTVERSITY OF ADBLA]DB and
/\LL/ìi¡ SHAW,

By the i. r Pa tent Attorneys ,
R.K. MÀDDFJRN & ASSOCIATBS

ry*
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